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1.
At its forty-first session, the General Assembly, on the recommendation of the
General CcIulittee, decided at its 3rd plenary meeting, on 20 september 1986, to
include in the agenda of the session an item entitled -Report of the International
Law eo-ission on the work of its thirty-eighth session- AI (item 130) and to
allocate it to the Sixth Committee.
2.
The Sixth Committee considered the item at its 27th to 34th, 36th to 44th and
51st meetings, held between 29 OCtober and 14 November and on 24 November 1986. 1/
At its 51st meeting, on 24 November, it adopted without a vote draft resolution
A/C.6/41/L.18, entitled -Report of the International Law Commission-, which it
recommended to the General Assembly for adoption.
3.
The General Asaembly, at its 95th plenary meeting, on 3 December 1986, adopted
resolution 41/81 as recommended by the Sixth Committee. By paragraph 12 of the
resolution, the General Assembly requested the Secretary-General, inter alia, to
prepare and distribute a topical summary of the debate held on the Commission's
report at the forty-f irst session of the General Assembly. In compliance with that
request, the Secretariat has prepared the present document containing the topical
swamary ef the debate. It aay be noted that the CoIInlission, because of lack of
time, was unable to give consideration to the topic on ~Relations between States
and international organizations (second part of the topic)-. The Sixth eo.aittee
was therefore not able to make substantive comaents on this topic.
4.
The Sixth eam.ittee decided to consider item 130 (Report of the International
Law Calmission on the work of its thirty-eighth session) together with iteID.:125
(Draft Code of Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind), on the ,"
understanding that delegations wishing to make a separate statement on ite_ 125
should do 80 towards the end of the peried allocated to the two items. 11 Thus,
section B (Draft Code of Offences against the Peace and Security of Manklnd)
of the
!
present topical sUlUlary has been prepared taking into account the Views, expressed
in the Sixth caaaittee during its consideration of items 130 and 125.
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TOPICAL SUMMARY
A.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE WORK OF THE INTERNATIONAL
LAW OOMMISS ION AND THE CODIFICATION PROCESS

s.

A number of representatives congratulated the International Law Commission on
the work it had accomplished at its thirty-eighth session. Gratification was
expressed that the Commission had been able, despite the financial crisis, to
implement all the decisions taken at its thirty-seventh session and fUlly to comply
with the recommendations contained in General Assembly resolution 40/75, in
particular the adoption in first reading of draft articles on two topics on its
agenda. Despite the reduction in the length of its session caused by that crisis,
the Commission's 1986 session had been exemplary in terms of results and the
business-like utilization of the available time and facilities.
6.
Concern was expressed, however, that further progress had not been made in the
work on certain topics, such as State responsibility, and that certain issues had
not been dealt with in greater detail, owing to the shortening of the session.
1.
certain representatives stressed that international law had a vital role to
play in contemporary international relations. The correct understanding of the
relationship between international politics and international law was a fundamental
component of the new thinking in the nuclear age. In the nearly 40 years of its
existence, the International Law Commission had greatly contributed to
strengthening the ro~e of international law. In order for it to fulfil its
function in'the modern world, priority attention should, it was urged, be paid to
those of its tasks concerned with guaranteeing peace and security. The modern
world required all States strictly to respect the rules of international law and
called for the qualitative development of international law in the interest of
universal security, the work of the Commission was therefore of primary
importance. It was frequently forgotten that peace and harmonious co-operation
among States could be achieved only through law. Efforts should be concentrated on
reversing the trend towards anarchy in international relations and the reign of
force, on the basis of an integrated approach to the development of international
law.
It was stressed that respect for international law and the fulfilment by
States of their international obligations were increasingly vitml to the task of
maintaining international peace and security. International co-operation
butttessed by juridical norms was indispensable to countries striving to promote
economic development and the well-being of their peoples. Moreover, it was said
tbat. the codification and progressive development of internfi.:ional law were the
supreme expression of the civilized development of States, the human being took on
a new and fundamental dimension in international life as the ultimate goal and
subject of international law.
8.

9.
A number of representatives stressed their intention to participate
con8tructively in the legislative activities of the united Nations and to maintain
their fundamental position of relying on legal mechanisms in the conduct of foreign
relations. In addition, it was said that harmonious co-operation between/the Sixth
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Committee, the International Law Commission and the International Court of Justice
would greatly enhance the possibility of more 'importance being attached to
international law, the only alternative to international anarchy.
10. However, it was pointed out that only 1.7 per cent of the regUlar United
Nations budget was allocated to activities related to international law. The
efficiellCY of the multilateral lawmaking process was threatened by further
financial restrictions. The hope was expressed that the financial problemo facing
the United Nations would not have a negative effect on future work regarding the
progressive development of international law and its codification.
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11. As to the role of the Commission, it was said that it was to a large extent
the focal point for the expectations of the international community concerning the
progressive developmE2nt of international law and its codification. The observation
was made that contemporary lawmaking was a ~namic process which sought to
harmonize the interests of a diverse cOIDmunity of States. It was essential to give
due consideration to the various claims made, so as to arrive at principles and
rUleR corresponding to the legitimate expectations of States. The field of
international law was characteriZed by flux and change. The Commission faced the
challenge of bringing about the progressive developm&nt of international laW while
reconciling the pressures for change with the fundamental values of stability,
certainty, predictability and equity. The crucial role the Cammlssion played in
the international community w~s valued, and consistent reliance on the
treaty-making process within the united Nations, eSPeCially that of the ea..ission,
was urged.

12.
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It was emphasized that the CammissiOfl'S significant accomplishments during the
38 years of its existence must not be disregarded. It had produced funda.el;lta1
,
texts which had been adopted by States and, with the assent of the General/
AS8ell~bly, had not hesitated to combine elements of lex lata and lex ferenda in the
preparation of draft articles on particular topics in response to the changing
needs of the international community. If the Conventions elaborated by {the
Commission had not all entered into force or had not all been widely acbepted, it
was not the Commission's fault •. It was for the General Assembly to encourage
Member States to become parties to those conventions in the fOrllulation of which
they had themselves participated. In addition, it was remarked that the recent,
successfully concluded Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and
International Organizations or between International Organizations had demonstrated
that States still had the spirit of commitment and the political will to continue
the process of codification and progressive development, in response to the new
challenges and needs of the times.
Furthermore, it was said that as the term of the existing member.ship of the
Law Co_ission was coming to an end and new.mbers were to be
elected by the General Assembly at its curzent session, it seemed a good tiae to
note that, in the past five years, the CoJmllission h~achievec1 definite results in
the codification and progressive deve10pmant of international law. The task had
not been easy, given the extreme diversity of social, legal and cultural systems in
the contemporary world.' The Canllission, in which the lIaln foms of civilization
and the principal legal systeu of the world were represented, could perfor. its
13.

Int,ernati~na1
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codification work only by seeking a balance among those systems and by bearing in
.ind contemporary realities and the interests of all sides. The legal instruments
prepared by the commission would meet with a warm reception and general support
from all States, especially the smal1- and medium-sized countries, as long as its
work was pursued in that spirit.
14. One representative stressed that the International Law Commission should fully
exercise its role in the proCess of building a generally accepted international
legal order. The CoMmission had contributed significantly to international law by
laying the foundations of an international legal system during its first two
decades. However, multilateral treaties were only part of those foundations. The
commission had, in the past, preferred to codify, or at most to itemize, rules
already recognized, rather than actually develop the law. Perhaps for that reason,
there waD a growing incoherence in the United Nations legislative system as a
whole. In order to strengthen the concept of peace and co-operation through law,
it was indispensable to identify the international community's needs in the
development of international law fran the point of view of the maintenance of
international peace and security and the promotion of friendly and mutually
beneficial co-operation among States, as well 'as to enhance the coherence and
efficiency of the lawmaking process within the United Nations system. It would be
useful to set up a comprehensive computerized system covering States' legislation
and treaty relations, in order to enhance knoWledge of the current state of legal
p:egu1ations and to facilitate the identification of problem areas and the
formulation of legal norms. It would also be helpful to provide for better
co-ordination of activities in the lawmaking process, by conducting a comprehensive
survey of the activities of international organizations and institutions over the
entire spectrum of public inte rnationa1 law. The canmission' s mandate could be
broadened to include responsibility for co-ordinating such activities. Information
on substantive aspects of the ~~rk of such institutions as the European Committee
on L€9a1 CO-operation, the Inter-American Juridical COmmittee or the Asian-African
Legal Consultative committee could be included in the section of the Commission's
report relating to its co-operation with other bodies. 'Dle United Nations
Juridical Yearbook might also include a review of such activities. While the
aforementioned steps would facilitate the development of international law and make
it .are efficient and more responsive to the needs of a changing world, thef were
only technical instruments. The decisive factor in the success of the process
would be the will and determination of all States to develop a stable and·
ca.prehensive international legal order.
15. Another representative said that the commission should operate within the
existing international legal framework. To some extent the current situation was a
result of the Cammission's having been assigned topics inv~lving less codification
and.uch more progressive development of the law than had been the case earlier.
He belieVed that the Sixth Committee should refer to the commission only such
topics as were well developed in State practice, topics on which there were
entrenched political divergences should be avoided.
16. One representative emphasized in particular the Sixth COmmittee's essential
role as an international political lawmaking body. In the past years, he said, the
International Law COmmission's productivity had diminished, largely because the
I
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process of codification of international law had been completed in many areas - to
a considerable extent thanks to the Commission's' own efforts - and attention was
shifting to the progressive develop~~nt of international law. That wa~ a highly
complex task requiring the harmonization of many different State inter.sts and the
co~rdination of the political will of States to assume obligations in the
interests of the international community as a whole. The Commission, its notable
achievements and the great competence of its members notwithstanding, could not, as
a purely legal organ g perform that task. It was for the Sixth Committee to do so.
The numerous international conventions drafted within the Committee'bore witness to
the Committee's experience in that fieldo Bis delegation therefore took the view
that the Committee's directly law-making activities in major areas of progressive
development of international law should be given ptaminence in the future. The
Committee's annual consideration of the report of the International Law oammission
should also be highlighted as a means of acquainting the Commission's me.bers with
the positions of Governments and thus helping them to produce drafts of a really
viable nature.
17. When introducing the report of the Commission on the work of its thirty-eighth
session before the Sixth Committee, the Chairman of the Commission stressed the
importance of the links of communication between the Commission and Mem~r States,
particularly representatives in the Sixth Committee. Be said that the comments
made each year on the report of the International Law Commission by the members of
the Sixth Committee as representatives of sovereign States provided the Comaission,
a body of legal experts, with the necessary guidance for continuing its work. Be
urged all representatives to express their views, for that was the best assurance,
and the best encouragement to the Canmission in its role of pranoting the
'
codification and progressive development of international law. Be also urged /
Governments to respond to the car.mission's requests for comments and observat~,ions
on draft articles adopted on first reading.
18. Several representatives also referred to the importance of the relatipnship
between the Commission and Mem~r States and their representatives in the/Sixth
Committee. It was said that the views to be expressed in the Sixth eammittee would
facilitate the adoption of new general multilateral conventions to supplement and
strengthen the legal structure built by the United Nations in the quest for world
peace through law. Indeed, one of the reasons for the success of the work of the
Internati9nal Law Commission was the exchanges of views between the cammission and
Governments, which ensured that research and creative thinking were combined with a
recognition of political realities. What the commission needed and was entitled to
receive from the Sixth Committee was political guidance and as clear-cut answers ae
possible to the questions which it raised on such politically sensitive issues as
the draft Code of Offences against the Peace and Securi~ of Mankind and the topic
of State reSPonsibility, as well as on SPeCific issues where it occasionally found
itself deadlocked. The prevailing feeling among the representatives of States in
the Sixth Oommittee could be the determining factor in breaking such deadlocks.
Moreover, statements before the Committee should ~ confined to guidance
SPeCifically requested by the Commission. The Sixth Committee was not the for~
for detailed examination of the various topics, that should be the function of
written replies and comments addr.ssed to the International Law Cam.ission. In
that connection, certain representatives indicated their Government's intention to
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GUbmit written comments and observations on the two sets of draft articles adopted
on first reading in 1986, as requested by the COmmission.

o

19. The fundamental point to be gr_sped, it was maintained, was that the annual
consideration of the Commission's report was not a mere routine task, but a very
important phase in the process of the codification and progressive development of
international law. It also provided an opportunity to engage in the dialogue and
consultations characteristic of multilateral diplomacy. The codification and
progressive development of international law constituted a democratic process
taking place within a democratic international community, through which all States
ought to participate in the technical elaboration and political adoption of any
instrument intended to govern international relations.
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20. It was observed, however, that the comments of a number of delegations
reflected a profound feeling of uneasiness and dissatisfaction regarding both the
~ission's programme and m~thods of work and the Sixth committee's conduct of the
debate on the CaDmission' s report. It was stated that the procedure by which the
Sixth Comaittee annually devoted a good part of its time to considering the
ca..ission's report did not seem to be the most effective way of helping it
accomplish its task. '!'be discussions of the report should be rationalized. It was
hoped that the question would receive all the attention which it deserved and that
agreement would be reached on the best ways for the members of the Commission to
~~nefit from the observations made in the Sixth Committee.
~l.
One representative in particular addressed the question of the manner in which
the Sixth ca.mittee conducted its debate on the commission's report. He said that
in preparing for the debate, his delegation had wondered whether the traditional
method of dealing with the item was really efficient, especially in the light of
the Organization's constrained bUdget situation. '!'be item was an extremely
tiae-eonsuaing one, involving many lengthy statements to which committee members
could not always give adequate attention. It was often more convenient to study a
transcript of a statement than to follow its delivery. At the same time, although
the statements might cover many pages, they were not always detailed in substance
and hardly ever comprehensive, so that the co.mission did not always receive the
detailed politic~l and legal guidance it was entitled to expect.
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22. Bis delegation strongly supported the proposals of the Asian-African Legal
'J Consultative CoIIIJDittee contained in document A/41/437 and endorsed the proposal to
the effect that comments on the eam.ission's report mi9bt be supplied in writing
diroctly to the Commission and distributed as General Assembly documentso The
advantage of that proposal, which was applied in document A/41/406, was that the
~nts would be prepared in the respective capitals especially for the benefit of
the ca.aission, a procedure which would facilitate a more detailed review within
the ee-petent ainistries, whose findings could then be set out in an infor_l,
8uccinct and busin6ss-like manner. A slight di8advantage of the method he was
propo8ing was that it would take some time to collect the coamaent8 of Governments
and iS8ue thea as a United Nations docuaent. However, hi8 delegation 8aw no
ob8tacle to deciding on a cl08ing date for th~ submi8sion of CCIIIIents,for exa1lPle,
during the IIOnth of December. IndividUal Governllent8 could also, 8hould they so
desire, circulate their comments on their own initiative.
/
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23. His proposal was that a more concentrated and strategic debate should be held
on the various issues dealt with by the canmissi'on and the Sixth Canmittee in order
to give more guidance on the possibilities and prospects of the various items on
the two bodies' respective agendas. The debate should be held at a time decided
well in advance and concentrated in such a way as to allow members of the
cam.ission, chief legal advisers and heads of the legal departments of the foreign
ministries of Member States to pa~ticipate in the entire debate. A procedure along
those lines would certainly not mean cancelling the Sixth Committee's debate on the
Co. .is8ion's report. On the contrary, it would mean holding a different kind of
debate - a real debate, devoted basically to providing the CaDmission with
guidelines of a general nature for its future work. Such a debate would be much
more interesting and useful and, at tile same time, much shorter. It would also
allow for a general consideration of the work done by the Sixth Committee and the
Cammission and the distribution of issues between them and various ad hoc
committees, with a view to achieving maximum efficiency in the work being done in
the legal field as a whole.
24. His delegation saw little point in devoting a considerable amount of the
eommittee's time to discussing, at the current session, the two sets of draft
articltts on which comments had been requested. The best way in which the ee.lIittee
could help to improve the efficiency of the administrative and financial
functioning of the United Nations was by following the procedure of submitting
written cOlllDents and observations by a certain date. In fact, he would go 80 far
as to suggest that a committee debate on any topic on which the Commission had
adopted a full set of draft articles in first reading should be banned, pending the
sub.ission of written comments within the time-limit set by the Commission.
. I

25. In conclusion, he stressed that all the proposals he had just made were ~b
line with the recommendations of the Asi~-African Legal Consulta.tive caami~t:ee, as
well as with proposals and statements made by representatives of many delegations
belonging to different groups. There was no lack of good ideas aimed at making the
eo.aittee's work IDOre efficient. Perhaps the point at issue was merely aimatter of
co-ordinating what was already in the spirit of all delegations. At any.~vent, in
his delegation's view, the time had come to act in order to steer the work of the
comaittee and the ca..ission along a more efficient path.
26. The suggestions made by that representative as related in the preceding
paragraphs were endorsed by ce~tain representatives. It was said thattbose
suggestions aimed at improving the cost-effectiveness and Wtime effectiveness w of
the discussion of the commission's report were very appropr iate. They could be
implemented with some fleXibility to allow for the position of smaller States, _ny
of them did not have adequate resources to presen~ written submissions in atiaely
fashion. Also, it wa~ noted that with regard to the relationship between the Sixth
ca.lIittee and the ea.mission, i.provements.~n methods of work of one body would
succeed only if there were parallel improvements in the methods of work of the
other.Por the codification process to work, there lIlustbe a symbiotic
relationship between the Commission and the eommittee on substance and on methods
of work as well. ~he ~.i.8ion could help the committee by making clear the areas
in which it required the eo..ittee's =-ents, but the Committee must also realise
the need for improvements. There austbe saae self-discipline. committee meabers
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31

should undertake in 1987 to conduct a rationalized debate on the report of the
CaIIIission, and to work harllOnious1y with it.

wal
Col

27. Another repreRntative! _phasized the interrelationship between the Sixth
ee..ittee's ~.bate on the Co_ission's report and the progra_and _thods of work
of the C~ission. Re stressed that in order to achieve the desired goals of the
progressive deve1o~nt of international law and its codification, the functional
structures for the ca..iasion's operation and for the debate of its report in the
Sixth ee..ittee should be kept under constant review. The need to i"prove those
structuresc however, was balanced by the need to enable the widest and .est
detailed dialogue and consultations possible to take place both in the oo.a~ssion
and between it and Member S.tates. There should be no weakening of the links
between the ca.mission and Meaber States in the Sixth eo..ittee and their
Gover~nts, Which ensured the comp1..entarity that was one of the vital cc.ponents
of the process of codification and progressive development of international law.
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28. It was obvious, he said, that, after 38 years of existence: the changes in
international life and the financial constraints that weighed upon the co.ais8ion's
work called for a ca.prehensive review and assessaent. The Comaittee aust take the
initiative in the search for iaprove_nts. In that connection, when considering
the CcIIIIis.ion's choice of topics, aethods of work and degree of success, it aust
be borne in Jlind that the Coaaission, which was under its statute an organ of the
General Asseab1y, nor..11y followed the directives laid down in the resolutions
adopted each year by the ~ittee. Article 16 of the statute allowed the
Cca:aission to select topics for codification and subait reca.aendations to that
effect to the General Assellbly. In fact, the proposals for the progressive
deve1o~nt of international law vere not initiated by the ea.aiasion but referred
to it by the General Asseably and" in accordance with article 17, by Mellber States
or other authorized organs, agencies or bcdiQ!s.

32.
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29. Be stressed that the Sixth ceaaittee should readily acknowledge that
. .nag...nt of the Ca.ai8sion would not be efficient unless the ea.aittee itae1f was
ready to improve, change or even discard so-e of the established traditions if
necessary. His delegation attached special iaportance to rationalisation of the
CoaJIittee's procedures and had nade an iaportant contribution in that area. Amng
other things, it had worked witn the Asian-African Legal Conau1tative ca..ittee to
that end, and the work produced had been recorded in docuMnts A/C.6/38/8 and
A/40/726, circulated in 1983 and 1985, respectively. His delegation recognised, in
partiCUlar, that the aanner in which the eaaaittee debated the eo..ission'. report
did not provide sufficiently clearly detailed political and legal guidance that the
ee..ission needed in order to produce results within a reasonable span of tt.e. If
a real debate was desired, in which dialogue and consultations took the place of
atate..nt-..king, certain prerequisites aust be fulfilled.
30. ~ begin with, the Ca-aission should .perfora the pivotal role o~ considering
the proposed iaprove_nt of its _thcds of work 80 that it could bring into shars-r
focus the questions on which it desired concrete, political and legal guidance. In
that connection, it would be useful to include in future reporta a apecia1 aection
on the questions raised with regard to each topic on which view. and guidance vere
sought.
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31. with tegar,d to the Sixth ee.mit~ee, ii~ .aid ~hat the planning of the debate
was e.sential, as wa. restraint in the length of statea.nts. The ptopoaal that the
Cammission'. report be considered chapter by chapter, with delegations ..king .are
frequent but shorter state.ents, wa. particularly interesting. The proposal ~hat,
before the end of each .es.ion of the General As.ably, written subaission. on
opitaiona of a IIOre technical or detailed nature should be presented was attractive,
but he doubted its feasibility given the t i . needed by Conference Services to
produce doe.-ents. Bia delegation welcomed the proposal to ban debate on any topic
on which draft article. had already been adopted in first reading aild reee-JIended
to Governaent. for coaaents. One should not, however, lose sight of the fact that
a genetal exchange of views in the Sixth eo..ittee would help delegations fra.
developing countries to gain a feel of the overall situation and consequently to
sub.it written views of a ~re technical and det~iled nature before the deadline.
It was noticeable that even countries with highly developed legal seJvices
expressed diffiCUlties in attending to their legal tasks. The question of the
costs involVed in that procedure .ust alaobe scrutinized.
32. Lastly, once the Sixth CoIIJIittee hod co.pleteeS its task, the Codification
Division .ust .ake the necessary effort to report the results back to the Special
Rapporteur. and the COaai8sion. That was the least of his delegation's worrie.,
for the Codification Division and the Office of the Legal Counsel had always shown
a high standard of coapetence and efficiency.
33. Purther observations or suggestions .ade by representatives concerning the
ca..ission'e ..thods of work and how i.proveaents or changes therein would
constructively help .tructure the Sixth ea.aittee's debate on the ca..iasion's •
report are .....ri.eel below in section B . l . /
,
.~

J

34. Turning to the question of broader disse.ination of intemational law, 9fte
representative said tbat his delegation wished to congratulate the ca..iS.i~ on
the .e.inar. and conferences it had sponsored. Bis delegation had already jatr.sed
the need to publish the judg..nts and advieory opinion. of the International Court
of Jus~ice in official United Nations languages other than the official Court
languages of Bnglish and Prench. Such a step would contribute to the universal
effectiveness and broader di.se.ination of international law, and would be
extreaely useful to the eo.ais.ion, the Court itself, States, their official.,
inclUding diple-ats, and to experts, profellsors and students of intemationallaw
throughout the world. It was therefore with the greatest satisfaction that hi.
Governaent had receiVed the report of the Joint Inspection Unit entitled
-Publications of the International Court of Justice- (A/4l/S'l). Bis Governaent
gave the report its full and enthusiastic support and planned to .ubait a concrete
proposal in that connection to the General Aa. .ably at its next .ession.
3S. The great achiev..ent of the report wa., he said, its identification of
.pecific for.uLls for the translation and publication of the Court's judg..nt. ana
adVisory opinion. in the o~her official United Nation. languages without incurring
additional co.t.. The In.ptetor. responsible for the report lIbould be cc.aended
for their Ikill in finding viable alternative.. It would be inexcusable not to
take advantage of the pos.ibility being offered of achieving iaportant objective.
at no additional cost. Bis delegation therefore hoped that both the ee.ai••lon and
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the General Assembly would urge the Joint Inspection Unit to produce the final
version of its study, spelling out the implications of its recommendations in
specific economic terms, to serve as a basis for the draft resolution which his
delegation wished to submit to the General Assembly at its next se£sion. The draft
resolution would be based on the following recommendations, wbich would lead to
savings of at least 50 per cent'of the COurt's actual publication costs: the Court
should consider limiting the number of copies of its judgments pUblished in
Prench/Bnglish. It should also consider publishing separate copies in each of
those languages, according to need, it should consider publishing a compilation of
all its judgments in paperback edition and in each of the official languages of,the
United Nations; efforts should be made to lower the Court's printing costs through
competitive bidding procedures and by the use of new technology in the printing
process; the Court should'utilize the savings generated by the implementation of
certain recommendations to defray the costs of others, as the principal judicJal
organ of the world, the Court should also study how to reach the largest possible
audience for its work, the Secretary-General should provide' necessa~ measures to
facilitate the translation and printing of the Court's judgments and advisory
opinions in the other official languages, if so desired by the Court. His
delegation would work enthusiastically to have the recommendations adopted in the
interest of the Organization, all its Members, and a more promising future for
international law and the administration of justice.
36. Another representative emphasized that all members of the Sixth committee, the
International Law cammission, the other legal committees of the United Nations, and
university professors and legal researchers the world over were working to
establish the rule of law as the principle of civilized coexistence within the
COIDIDunity of nations. Everything which helped to increase understanding of the law
of nations and to facilitate its application was in their interest. Therefore, his
delegation also supported the general thrust of document A/4l/59l and the
recommendation that the judgments and advisory opinions of the International COUrt
of Justice should be printed in separate French and English versions, and that they
should be published in paperback in each of the official languages of the United
Nations. Such a measure would be fair, because all the languages of the United
Nations must be treated equally. It would be practical, because it would permit a
wider distribution of international law and wdUld give legal scholars better acce••
to the Court's rulings. Yet another representative said that the recommendations
of the Joint Inspection Unit were of great importance in the effort to ensure that
the work of the highest legal body of the United Nations was known throughout the
world. (After the conclusion of the debate on this item, the comments of the
Secretary-General and the observations of the International Court of Justice on the
above-mentioned report of the Joint Inspection Unit were circulated in document
A/41/59l/Add .1. )
37. Concerning the elil:!ction to be held during the forty-first session of the
General,Assembly of the 34 members of the Commission, certain representatives
viewed as beneficial the 1981 enlargement of the Commission which had been done in
order to take account of the various legal systems in the world. The hope was
expressed that broader participation and the consideration of, different legal
systems and experiences would enable the Commission to achieve even more .ucce..ful
results. One representative said that the need for balanced representation in the
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International Law Commission of the main forms of civilization and the principal
legal systems of the world should be borne in mind in electing mellbers to serve on
the Commission for the next five years. Another representative felt that, in
arrangements for future elections to the cam.ission, the applicable rules for
nominations, time-limits for the submission of candidatures, and the like should be
adhered to 80 as to ensure order and fairness. Pree competition and a maxi...
range of choice were to be encouraged, and the existing rules, unless revised or
modified, should be observed in the future.
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B.

JURISDICTIONAL IMMUNITIBS OP STA'l'BS AND TBBIR PROPERTY
1.

38.

General observations

A number of representatives referred in their statements to the practical

importance of the topic of the jurisdictional i.-unities of States and their
property. The work of the Co_ission on the topic was, it vas said, of great
concern to the international cc:..unity as it sought to reconcile differences
between legal systems and resolve practical problems in international life.
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39. The complexity of the topic, in the view of 801le representatives, was due to
the fact that international custo-ary law in the area wa. fairly limited, existing
conventions had not been totally succes.fu1, and national laws diverse and often
the outcome of jurisprudence in national courts where views were susceptible to
change.
/
The complexity of the topic, it was said, could not be undereetillated in the
light of increasing economic develop..nt and interdependence, and varying Sta~.
practice aJlong industrialized, socialist and developing countries. National/court
decisions on the scope and application of the existing law on State i ••uni~caused
friction in international relations. The topic lent itself to various political
approaches and touched on public as well as private law.
I

40.

41. The comments of States on the draft articles prepared by the ~mi.sion were,
it was said, of great importance and it was essential for the eo.aission, setting
aside purely doctrinaire considerations, to take fullest possible account of such
comments and seek out solutions that were likely to co...nd general agree..nt.
42. The work of the ca..ission in the preparation of the draft articles had been,
representatives stated, substantial, and appreciation was expressed for the
considerable contributions made by the Special Rapporteur, Mr. Saapong Sucharitku1.

A number of representatives, before proceeding to ee-Mnt on the provisions of
the draft articles, expressed general views on the subject of the jurisdictional
im.unities of States and their property.
43.
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44. The view was expressed by seae representatives that the i_unity of States
frOM the jurisdiction of ~he courts of other States was based on the sovereign
equality of States, a principle whoBe universality an4 i.portancewere
self-evident. A State might, of course, in the exercise of its aovereignty consent
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to submit to' the jurisdiction of a court of another State, but such consent should
be clearly expressed eith~r ~ith reference to a particular case or through an
international agreement between the States concerned • The legal nature of the
i. .unity of one State from the jurisdiction of the courts of another State was
based, it was said, on the generally recognized and long-standing principles ·par
in parea imeer iUII non habet·.
45. The view was expressed by one representative that the development of the
activities of States in fields outside the usual framework of State activity
suggested that some adjustments in the application of the traditional concept of
absolute illmunity would be appropriate. Yet some national statutes and some
decisions of national courts had gone too far in failing to recognize the immunity
of States and had seemed lightly to dismiss the basic principle of the sovereign
equality of States. A chaotic situation had been created and the international
caaaunity needed a compendium of basic rules in order to re-establish some order in
a domain of utmost importance. That could be done only by striking a careful
balance between long-standing practices and emerging needs.
46. The point was also made that it often proved difficult in practice to
distinguish between the activities of Statas in the exercise of their sovereign
authority (ac~~ure imPerii) which would be covered by immunity, and activities of
States similar to private commercial entities (acta jure gestionis) when States, it
"as stated, should not enjoy iaunity. Saae attempts, he stated, had been made at
the regional level to reeolve such difficulties, as in the 1972 European Convention
on State Imaunity, and it was to be hoped that the draft articles now being
prepared by the Commission would eventually lead to the adoption of universally
acceptable rules.

47. The point was made by one representative that the precise delimitation of
State activities enjoying i...unity did not yet seem to be fully determined, and
existing customary international law was, he said, increasingly interpreted to mean
that acta jure gestionis were excluded from immunity.
48. The functions of States, another representative observed, which had
traditionally been confined to political and diplomatic matters, had extended to a
variety of economic and trade activities. This had, understandably, given rise to
the question of equal treatment for all entities, whether go~ernmental or
non-go~erDlllental, engaged in such activities.
The· element of profit-making was
undoubtedly of relevance, yet it was also true that a.State, in its efforts to Met
the needs of its people, lliay under certain circumstances engage in commercial
activities that in fact did not involve any profit-making, and such commercial
activities might arguably be regarded as a State function deserving of
jurisdictional imaunities.
49.

The statellent was made by another representative that his delElgation continued
to believe that the concept.of absolute immunity had little relevance when State
activities increasingly exceeded the conventional scope of government functions.
ThUS, the distinction between acta jure imperii and acta jure gestionis should be
retained, though the forllulation of the provisions of the draft articles should, if
necessary, be kept so.."hat flexible.
/
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50. There were, in the opinion of one representative, clearly two different
approaches to the topic, but there was little point in claiming that one of those
approaches was favoured by common-law countries and the other by civil~law
countries, in establishing a dichotomy between developed and developing countries
or even in stating that the common-law countries or the advocates of more limited
immunity had more precedents on their side. A questionnaire seeking information on
the subject had been sent to all States Members of the United Nations in 1979, and
the documentation receiVed in reply had been submitted to the Commission. The
existence of two different approaches did not mean that the Commission's work could
not have successful results or that the scope of such results was bound to be very
limited. It was not impossible to adopt a neutral position midway between those
two approaches.
51. The view was expressed by another represent~tive that the topic of the
jurisdictional immunities of States and their property was clearly a delicate one,
since it hinged on the relationship between the development of international
practice in the field and the traditional theory of absolute State immunity. The
national legislation of some States and the practice of their courts with regard to
the property of other States did not take account of the principle 'of immunity
which was, of course, linked to the principle of the sovereign equality of States.
It would be diffiCUlt, in his view, partiCUlarly in the light of complex problems
of a practical rather than a theoretical nature, to arrive at a compromise formula
which would achieve a satisfactory balance between new and established practices.
52. No one doctrine, in the consideration of another representative, should serve
as a point of departure. The draft articles should be acceptable to all States,
and thUS, he said, an attempt should be made to reconcile the interests of all
;
Sta~es, including those of the developing countries.
Despite, he said, the
.J
theoretical tendency to favour the concept of restrictive immunity, it was the :I
concept of absolute immunity that was invoked by most States in cases of
!
litigation. It seemed clear that progress still had to be made before a gener,lly
acceptable formula was found.
I
53. The view was also expressed by another representative that in his view,
doctrinal differences should be of less concern than 'the achievement of practical
results, and it was important that the law should develop on the basis of pragmatic
compromise between the two conceptual approaches (the concept of absolute immunity
and the concept of restrictive immunity) through a spirit of realistic adjustment
to contemporary requirements.
2.
54.

lued
be

Observations on the draft articles as a whole

A number of representatives, before expressing their views on particular

provisions of the draft articles, provisionally adopted by the Commission on first
reading, commented in general terms on the structure and nature of the draft
articles as a whole.

, if

SS. Some representatives stated that they considered the draft articles to be a
good basis for future work in the preparation of an international instrument on the
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subject, though they may not be entirely satisfied with all the provisions of the
draft articles.
56. The view was expressed that the task of the Special Rapporteur had not been
easy. The difficulties inherent in attempting to translate varying and sometimes
divergent State practice into a single, unifo~ international instrument could not
be overstated. One example, referred to in the commentary to part IV, was that
measures of constraint known in the practice of States varied considerably' and, as
such, it would be difficUlt, if not impossible, to find a term which covered each
and every possible method or measure of constraint in all legal systems. That
difficulty was compounded by the fact that in the absence of decisions by
international tribunals and given the scarcity of diplomatic practice, such varying
practices had, of necessity, to provide the main part of the source material for
the codification and progressive development of the law of state immunity. The
Special Rapporteur's success in producing the draft articles adopted in first
reading was therefore all the more impressive.
.
57. The view was also expressed that the Commission's approach to the topic, which
was to state the principle of immunity and to define and delimit such principle by
means of the establishment of certain exceptions, was acceptable. It was necessary
to identify certain cases in which a State should not have immunity. Many States
had set up machinery designed to prevent the State as such from carrying out ~
jure gestionis. Such a course was likely to be conducive to a solution of the
problem of immunity along the lines of the approach taken by the Commission in the
draft articles.
58. The subject of the jurisdictional immunities of States and their property was,
it was said, of interest to all States - those whose agencies were engaged in
commercial activities as well as those in whose territory proceedings were
instituted against foreign entities. The prevalence of mixed economies in the
world meant that most States could fit into either category. The Special
Rapporteur, in seeking to determine where the general rule of the immunity of the
State would not be applicable, had relied in part on the developing practice of
restrictive immunity. Future practice woUld continue to favour that basically fair
approach in dealings between Governments and private individuals or commercial
.entities. Where such a practice was emerging, the draft articles should aim to
facilitate the process, and that consideration should guide the Commission in its
further work on the topic.
59. The view was expressed by some representatives that, in view of the
divergencies of positions between States on the SUbject of the jurisdictional
i. .unities of States and their property, the topic was a contentious one as was
clear from the square brackets placed around alternative texts in the draft
articles. Thus, much more work, in their view, was needed on the draft articles
before an international convention on the subject acceptable to th, entire
international community could be finalized.
60. The view was expressed by another representative that the topic was of a
sensitive nature, as it hinged on the relationship between the development of
international practice in the field and the ttaditional theory of absolute state
/
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immunity. The national legislation of some States and the practice of their courts
with regard to the property of other States did not take account of the principle
of immunity which was linked with the principle of the sove~eign equality of States.
61. Some ~epresentatives considered that the draft articles were unacceptable as a
basie for the codification or progressive development of international law on the'
topic. The draft articles, in their view, were inconsistent with the fundamental
principle of the sovereign equality of States which made it clear that no State
could exercise jurisdiction with respect to anothet State without the latter's
consent. The draft articles were based on the concept of limited or functional
State immunity, and on an artificial distinction between acta~ure imperii and acta
jure gestioni~. Many of the draft articles proceeded, i~ was said, from the view
that a State, depending on the functions it performed, could act in different
capacities and, accordingly, enjoy or not enjoy immunity. The draft articles
separated ~tate actions into actions of a public law and those of a private law
nature. Such a premise was unacceptable and was contra~ to the principle of the
sovereign equality of States in all spheres of their activities. The draft
articles attempted, it was said, to single out and set aside so-called commercial
activities on the pretext that they were not State activities proper, and that was
clearly not 8cceptable.
62. The view was expressed by one representative, in this connection, that a
State, and the authority of a State, was one and indivisible. All organs of a
State acted on the basis of the authority of the State within the limits of their
rights and obligations as established by the State. No State organ could be
aeparated from the general system, singled out or opposed to other orgrans. A
State's trade mission acted, like other State organs, on behalf of the State, and
enjoyed immunity f~om foreign jurisdiction. A State's economic activities,
including those carried out through commercial contracts, were not less importan~
to the State than other forms of acti vity. The State engaged in economic
•t
activities, not as a private individual, but as a sovereign entity. A State s~tor
of the economy ex~.sted in all countries. In socialist countries, it was the !
predominant 'sector, in many newly independent States, it was developing more ahd
acre strongly.
63. The point was made, by the same representative, that it was inadmissible for a
court to consider the activities of a foreign State and to qualify them in one
.anner or another without regard to that Statets own opinion. That in itself
constituted unacceptable interference in the internal affairs of States. It was
"rong to equate the State with physical persons by denying it immunity in resPeCt
of actions Which, allegedly, could also be Performed by private individuals. In
concluding a transaction in civil law, the State acted as a SPeCial subject of
civil law in that it did not act in the interest of personal protit of private
indiViduals, but in the interest of the state and the economic and social
developlDent of its people.

64. The draft articles, it was also said by one representative, should be based on
the concept of full immunity and not on limited or functional immunity. Such an
approach was required by the principle of the BOvereign equality ot States, a
fundamental principle of international law. The consistent use of the concept of.
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full immunity in the drafting of all the articles was an important prerequiaite if
the future convention was to have meaning and be generally acce~able to Stat.s
with different socio-economic systems. There was, he said, a tendency to use the
concept. of limited state immunity in the text of specific draft articles. Another
gerteral'shortcoming of the draft articles was that insufficient account was taken.
of the legislation and experience of socialist and developing countries. The view
was also expressed by another representative that the draft articles were not on
the whole very satisfactory. The draft articl.es had been formlated in the
direction of functional State immunity based on an artificial distinction between
acta jure imperii and acta jure gestionis. The Commission had not taken sufficient
account of tbe comments and objections that the SOQialist States and some
developing countries had made.
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65. The draft articles, it was said by another representative, had provided for so
many exceptions to tbe principle of State immunity from jurisdiction as to turn the
principle into a juridical fiction. The draft articles should have been based on
the generally recognized principles of absolute immunity of States and should have
dealt only witb a limited number of exceptions acceptable to a broad majority of
States, leaving it to the discretion of States to decide on the question of waiving
their immunity in each specific case.
66. One representative stated that in his view the draft articles should be
considered in the light of the divergencies that existed in the positions of States
with respect to the SUbject of State i_unity and in tbe light of the divergencies
in national practice. POr States whose basic principle was, he said, that each
State exercises sovereignty over its territory, the immunity of States was an
exception and must be interpreted restrictively. POr other States, immunity was
the point of departure, and cases in wbich jurisdiction could be exercised were
exceptions which had to be spelt out in detail. The former approach prevailed in
the developed States of the West and the latter in the socialist States, while the
developing States were represented in both groups because of the diversified
practice. Only two general ideas seemed to be held by all States: first, that
there were some cases in which States enjo,ed imaunity from jurisdicion, and,
second, that at least in SOIIle cases such ilUlunity did not apply. Such an
observation seemed to be confirmed by the tendency, so. evidence of which could be
found in draft article 28 of the draft articles, to give importance to reciprocity
on tbe basis of wbich States were often rea~ to modify their attitude towards
immunities. Tbis, in his view, undetlined how few and weak were the rules, and
seemed to confirm a restrictive view of i_unities-. By and large, the only aspect
to wbich all States subscribed was that a State should not be subject to the
jurisdiction of anot~er State for acts relevant to the conduct of its busine~s as ~
subject of international law. In his view, the draft articles were a reasonably
well-balanced compromise, even if they did not correspond fully to what he would
have liked. The basis of the compromise seemed to be tbreefoldl first, immunity
from jurisdiction should be tbe basic rule, tbe general principle; corresponding to
the position of tbe proponents of absolute immunity, especially the socialist
Statea, secondly, limitations or exceptions to that general principle should be
reasonably numerous and spelt out in full detail in keeping with recent and less
recent trends in developed Western States and so_ developing States, thirdly,
i.-unity from measures of constraint in respect of property should be defined in
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fairly wide terms with only limited exceptions, thereby providing an indispensable
safeguard, especially to the developing countries, in judicial proceedings in those
States that took a restrictive view of State immunity from jurisdiction. His
delegation believed that on the basis of such a compromise, further work on the
subject could be usefully pursued b, States and by the Commission.
67. The view was expressed by another representative that, in his opinion, the
draft articles were rightly based on the principle of par in parem imperium non
habet, but it was uncertain whether that was a reference to existing customary
international law or a constituent provision of the draft articles. '!'he precise
delimitation of State activities enj~ing immunity did not yet seem to be fully
determined. Existing customary international law was increasingly interpreted to
mean that acta jure gestionis were excluded from immunity, the determining
criterion be~ng the nature of the act and not the motive or purpose of the State
activity.

The view was expressed, by another representative, that the commission's
general approach to the subject of the jurisdictional immunities of States and
their property, which assumed the existence of a rule of public international law
requiring all States to grant immunity from the jurisdiction of their courts to all
other States and which therefore limited the Commission's work to the
identification of agreed exceptions to that rule, was a source of difficulties
because it tended to r~uce to a minimgn the number of such exceptions. Both the
doctrine and the case-law of many States attested to the fact that the existence of
a general rule of immunity was far from being recognized by the majority. One mU$t
not be misled by such maxills as ear in parem imperium non habet, which furthermore
dated only from the fourteenth century. If the myth of a general rule of i_unity
were abandoned, it would be easier to reach agreement on a truly restrictive
approa~h to immunity such as that reflected in multilateral conventions and in a
great deal of recent national legislation •
68.

69. One repr_sentative expressed the view that the international community lacked
a general instrument on the jurisdictional immunities of States, and in recent
years States promulgated laws which restricted jurisdictional immunities. The
eVOlution from the doctrine of absolute immunity towards that of restricted
illlllunity reflected the interests of develoPed, market-econcmy countries. In the
elaboration of international legal norms, however, it was important to bear in mind
all the factors involved: legislative precedents, traditional practice and the
interests of all States, partiCUlarly the developing countries. His delegation was
therefore concerned that the ca..iesion had chosen a system of very extensive
exceptions to the sovereign immunity of States. Still, it was not too late for tbe
developing countries - in which the State sector, because of a dearth of private
capital, had to take on a whole range of activities in the area of international
economics and trade relations - to ensure that the instrur,ent being drafted was
lOre in accordance with their interest and their economic realities.

70. The view was expressed, by another representative, that the draft articles
required further study and revision 80 that a more just and reasonable basis could
be found, and in order that a legal instrument could be develoPed that would be
acceptable to all -embers of the international community.
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71. The· view was expressed by one representative (who recalled that the purpose of
the commission was the codification and progressive development of international:
law) that identification of State practice, in the p~oce~s of codification, was
fraught with difficulties. This was relatively easy in the case of common-law
States, whose law was based on case decisions, and in the case of States which had'
already enacted statutes. on immunity. It was also relatively easy in the case of
States with a restrictive approach to the subject. Also it should be noted, he
said, that there were more complete record~ of judicial precedents in countries
where sovereign immunity was controversial, as a result of restrictions which they
placed on immunity, than in countries where State immunity was observed. The
majority of countries, particularly with civil law systems, were, ~~ felt, in the
latter category, where the principles and procedures they applied in cases
involving immunity virtually precluded the formation of evidence as to judicial
precedents. The practice ~f such countries should also be considered.

:!t

72. As to the process of progressive development, he contlnued, it would be
interesting to know what constituted such development in the work done by the
Commission, n_ely, to what extent the Commission should be involved in aspects of
sovereign immunity not yet regulated by internetional law or on which there were no
sufficiently developed norms. Work on these aspects would also be complicated by
the diversity of State practice. Notwithstanding such diversity, there was, he
felt, a generalized trend towards according State immunity, except when the State
acted as a private entity, particularly in the area of trade. The Commision, he
felt, .ight wish to consider also the work done by the Organization of American
States on a draft regional convention on State immunity which had been prepared on
the basis of the extensive practice of States.
73. The point was made, by another representative, that given the divergencies of
positions between States, it seemed necessary that the Commission should make a
choice between, on the one hand, the drafting of minimum rules that could achieve
agreeaent ~nd serve as a common denominator for all State legislation and practice
and, on the other, the drafting of exhaustive rules· covering every question raised
by ~unity and its exceptions. The Commission, in the spirit of realism, appears
to have chosen the first option, but in doing so it had also sought to ~chieve
compromises in difficult areas, as was evident from the proVisions placti!d in .:.)uare
brackets in the draft articles.
74. One representative stated that it was not surprising that the draft articles
on ju~isdictional immunities of States and their property contained a number of
provisions in brackets. The reservatioi)ns in question were the result of
ideological, conceptual and policy differences. From the ideological standpoint,
the question of whether jurisdictional immunities of States should be treated as a;
general prinoiple of international law or as an exception to the more fundaaental
principle of territorial sovereignty had yet to be settled. The principle of the
sovereign equality of States was in fact the very foundation of international law,
which signified that all States 'had equal rights and duties. Since rights and
duties were int~rdependent, the concept of sovereign equality could not be
considred in its strictest sense in situations involving conflicts of sovereignty
between States caused by the pres.nee of one sovereign authority within the
jurisdiction of another:.. In such situations" the conflict had to be settled in a''''
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manner that r63pected the law of the jurisdiction in qUestion, 'failing which the
equality of States in respect of duties would be ~paired. Conceptual differences
centred principally on safeguards that would duly accommQdate the concerns and '
needs of the developing countri. and give reasonable protection to tbeir qovereign
right to pursue policies c~nsurate with their econcaic and social develop. .nt
objectives. In international relations, every State was both a grantor and
beneficiary of j~trisdictional i . .unities, the que$tion that arose, then, related to
the balance to be stru~k ina given set of circuast~nces involving a conflict of
sovereignties. The acceptability and durability of that balance depended on its
responsiveness to the actual needs of the vast _jority of th~_lIbers of the
international community. Re was of the view that the ca..ission had made a good
attempt at striking a belance between the various interest involved, though
illprovements coul~ still be . .de in certain areas: the drafting of certain
articles was aometiaes cuaberaoae, the eaa-entary on soae draft artiCles was
occasionally brief and, accordingly, difficult to coaprehendilllllediately, a clearer
distinction should be _de between acta,j~re iaperii and acta jure gestionis,and
there was an over-abundance of square brackets.
75¥ The view was also expressed by another representative that the sovereign
equality of States was the v~ry basis of public international law. However, in
case of conflict of sovereignties, the u..unities accorded to .States were a matter
of coaity and reciprocity 1n the light of the realization that without a aini.ua
en1or-ent of immunity, the int~rnational legal order based on sovereign equality of.
States might suffer irreparable damaga. Paced with the restrictive interpretation
of sovereign immunities on the part of same States and the upholding of absolute
immunity on the part of others, the ca..ission had been quite successful in
charting a delicate course.
76. One representative considered that the draft articles should contain cleare~
provisions on State i . .unity. Referring to the draft as IS whole, he said that ~
clearer defi~ition should be given of State i. .unity in respect of activities j
carried out and property used in the exercise of diplomatic ard consular
,j
functions. At a SIOre general level, account should also be taken of the fact. that
States were engaging ever .are frequently in economic activities within the
framework of intergovernmental agreeaents and ought to enjoy COMplete
1urisdictional immunity in respect of such activities. Exceptions to State
i-.unlty did not justify proceedings being brought against a State or its property
in respect of contracts concluded or activities carried out bV a State enterprise
baving a legal personality and a capital of its own.
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77. The point was lIade by one representative that the COIImission had not, it. would
se••, considered the question of how a State was to invoke its i. .unity before the
courts of another State or what author ity would settle disputes as to wheth.rthere
was or was not t.unity in a particular case. The practice followed by __e States
was for such question. to be deter.ine4 by the courts of the forUII .State. It. "as'
bis view that such questions involved, in fact, international disputes and should
be dealt with in accordance with their international nature •..
78. One repreeentative, in co.enting on the draft _rticles as a whole, referred
particul_rly to the question of the settle.ntof disputesandnote4 that the
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Special Rapporteur had in hi. 1986 report included provi.ions for the settlement of
di.pu~.. Such provisioDII wete de.irab1e and necessary, he said, as in the case of
the convention on the Law of the Sea where specialized technical ..ttere could not
always be addres.ed appropriately through existing ..chani... for the settlement of
dispute. J and where, as in that COnvention, not only had rules to be applied by
State. been set out but a ca.p1ete r4gi.. of interdependent rights and obligations
had been e.tab1ished. It was e...ntial for that r4cJiae to have its own
institutions for the sett1e_nt of dispute., reflecting the particular
characterisitcs of the r4gi... However, the situation was different in areas
within the tradition.1 category of codification, where the objective was merely to
c1.rify the right. and obligations of States rather than to create a new regime.
In such circUII.tance., interpretation of the rights and obligations under the new
draft articles could readily be left to exi.ting -.chanisas for the settlement of
international disputes. Hew -.ch.ni... should be est.blished when necessary.
However, non-e••enti.1 addition.l and alternative bodies diainished the stature of
the e_i.ting in.titutions involved in the settlement of disputes, such as the
International COUrt of Justice. The eo..i••ion IlUst carefully consider whether new
procedure. for the sett1e..nt of dispute. .hould be created or whether it sufficed
to r_ind State of the obligation to settle di.putes peacefully, using existing
_chani••••
A naber of repre.ntatives stated that their observations, or their further
obeervatione, 01. the draft articles would be subaittecJ by their GovernMnts in
79.

writing at a later stage.
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The draft articles on jurisdictional i. .unities of St.tes .nd their property,
provisionally adopted tJiJ the ee.aission on first rea!ing, were .rranged in five
part• •s follow., Part I (Introduction), pcrt 11 (Gener.1 principles), part 111
«(Ll.itations on) (BXceptions to) State i_unity), part IV (St.te i_unity in
res,pect of property fra. ....ur.. of conatraint), and part V (Miscell.neous
provi.ion.).
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81. One representative noted with sati.f.ction that the scope of the draft
article. wa. re.tricted to i.-unity frOll the jurisdiction of the courts of a State,
.nddid not also extend to i_unity fre. the executive or a!ainistr.tive branches
of a State.
82. The view was .xpr••••d by another repre..nt.tive that the title of the draft
article. .hou1d clearly r.f1ect the scope of the draft article., n...ly that the
draf~ article. only concetned the qu••tion of the ~nityof State. and their
ptoperty in relation to the court. of .nother St.t.. -rh. national courts of a
State ...re, of cour.., only one of the national authorities capabl. of taking
.ction that ..y affect 'the i.-uniti.. of another S~.te.
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Article 2.
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Uee of ter••

The view was expressed by BOae representatives that an article containing
definitions of teras was particularly useful, as teras used in the articles aay
have differences in ..aning under different international instruaents and under .
national laws.
83.

of

18

84. Some representatives cOnsidered that the provisions of draft article 2 (Use of
terms) and the provisions of draft article 3 (Interpretative provisions) should be
aerged into a single article. Other repreeentatives, however, -.de reference to.
what they considered to be the differences in the purposes of the two draft
articles. (See the observations noted under articles 2 and 3 below.)

to
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Paragraph 1. '!'he view was expressed that the provisions of subparagraph (b)
of paragraph 1 of draft article 2 (which define a -ca.ercia1 contract-) ahou1d be
, placed in draft article 11 (~ •••rcia1 contracts), as it was only in draft
article 11 that the expresSiOtl -ca.aercia1 contract- was ueed in the draft articles.

I

85.

'!'he point WM . .de that both eubpar.agraph (b) (l) of paragraph 1 (which
referred to -any commercial contract or traneaction for the 881e or purchaeeof
goods or the supply of services-) and eubparagraph (b) (iil) of paragraph 1 (which
referreli to -any other contract or traneaction, whether of a cc.MrQia1,
industrial, trading or professional nature, but not including a contract of
e.p1oy.ent of persons-) repeated the terJI -e:a-rcial- in thtilr prCi~isions, and
this was not advisable in a definition of the expre••ion -caaaercia1 contract-.
86.

er

The point was ..de by one :epreeentative that to define a contract of a
·cc.aercial- nature as a -caa.ercia1-contract, as eubparagraph 1 (b) of draft
article 2 did, would not really ehed any aore light on the prob1e. any .-ore than,
the provisions of paragraph 2 of draft article 3 would do. It was unfortunat.,~he
said, that the eo.aission had not, during its discus.ion of paragraph 2 of draft
article 3, considered a revision of the definition of a -coaaercial contract- in
subparagraph 1 (b) of draft article 2.
87.

'ty,
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88. A nu.ber of repreeentatives drew attention to the relationship between
paragrapb 1 (b) of draft article 2, paragraph 2 of draft article 3, and draft
article 11. (See the obeervations noted below unclei' paragraph 2 of draft article 3
and under draft article 11.)

ParagraPh 2. The point v.a ..de by one repre.ntative that the provisions of
paragraph 2 of draft article 2 were _lOOM, if their purpose va. to confine the
definition of teras in paragraph 1 of draft article 2 to the context of the
articles on jurisdictional i.-unities, as such ter. . .ight have different ..aning.
under other... international conventions or under the national lav of countries •
89.
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Use of ter.s, and article 3.

Interpretative provisions

90. The suggestion vas ..de by . .e repre..ntative. t'bat the provisions of draft
articles 2 and 3 aight be ~rg.a into a .ing1e article, as it vas .tthat ti..
unclear what their difference in purpo.. was.
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91. The view was expressed by another representative, however, that the purpose of
draft article 3 was to facilitate the interpretation of the other draft articles
and to avoid semantic difficulties in the interpretation of terms. Interpretative
provisions were a precise indication of the will of the contracting parties. There
were two categories of interpretative provisionsr synthesizing clauses and
regUlating clauses. A synthesizing clause formUlated, in conformity with the will
of the contracting parties, the meaning of a particular term. The purpose of a
synthesizing interpretative provision was to establish, for a particular
instrument, the meaning of a term having several connotations. A synthesizing
provision could, thUS, confer on a term a degree of precision which might
ordinarily be lacking in common usage. A regulating clause sought to clarify an
expression whose meaning might be vague, such as by providing an interpretative
direction.
The provisions of paragraph 1 of draft article 3 which seemed to constitute a
definition of the term -State- might have been included, it was said, in
paragraph 1 of draft article 2.
92.

The view was also expressed, however, that there had been no intention to
define the term -State- in paragraph 1 of draft article 3. This would have been
both impossible and pointless. The purpose in draft article 3 was, it was said, to
indicate as clearly as possible when proceedings were to be considered as
proceedings against a State for the purpose of the application of the rules of
ilUlunity.
93.

The point was made, by another representative, that interpretative provisions,
such as those in draft article 3, should be drafted as precisely and as clearly as
definitional provisions, such as those in draft article 2. An interpretative
provision in a treaty constituted, he said, an agreement between the parties on the
interpretation of provisions, and there would frequently be recourse to such
94.

interpretative provisions. He was of the view that the ter. -State- was rather
vaguely defined in the interpretative provision in paragraph 1 of draft article 3.
It was only in paragraphs 1 (b) and (c) of draft article 3 that a State was defined
as an entity entitled to perform acts i~ the exercise of the &overe1gn authority of
the State.
The view was eKpressed bY one representative that in the Spanish version of
the draft articles there were certain questions of language that arosel the word
-.ercantil- was not in current use in his country, where the word -c~ercial- was
preferred, and the words -ante un tribunal ca.petente de otro Bstado- would be
preferable to the wording -ante un tribunal de otro Bstado, por 10 deds
9O!P!tente- in draft article 16, and the word -inooac16n- used in draft article 24
was not in current use in his country.
95.
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Interpretative provisions

Paragraph 1. The provlsior. of paragraph 1 of draft article 3 (concerning the
use of the expression -State- in the draft articles) were vague and unclear, in the
opinion of so-e representatives. Such detailed provisions were also, it was said,
96.
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97. The view was expressed by one representative that provisions of paragraph 1 of
draft article 3 seemed tautological. The provisions of paragraph 1 should also, it
was said, be harmonized more fully in its language versions in the course of the
second reading of the draft articles by the COmmission.
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The point was made, by one representative, that there ought to be a separate
paragraph on the immunity of sovereigns and other heads of State.
98~

The view was expressed, by another representative, that aside fram the term
·State" there were other expressions in the draft articles which were susceptible
of different interpretations, such as the expressions "State property" and
"interest·. The question of the utilization of uniform and precise terminology
throughout the draft articles should be reviewed by the Commission in the course of
the second reading of the draft articles. The view was also expressed, in comments
on the provisions of draft article 21, that there was perhaps a need to include in
the draft articles an interpretative provision concerning the term "property".
99.
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unnecessary. The point was made that paragraph 1 of d'raft article 3 should _rely
specify the organs representing a "State· in international relations, namely those
against which a proceeding may be instituted in a court of another country.
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100. As to the provisions of sUbparagraph (a) of paragraph 1 of draft article 3
(which provides that the expression "State" should be understood as including "the
State and its various organs of government"), the view was expressed that they were
not sufficiently precise and could lead to different meanings in different
countries. If no wording could be found to clarify precisely what the expression
·State" was intended to mean in the draft articles, it would be useful, it was
said, to cl&rify the term "organs of government" further.
"
101. The view was expressed by one representative that the provision "the Steteiand
I
its various organs of government" in subparagraph (a) of paragraph 1 would not;
assist in determining what was meant by "organs of government", and that
•
consideration should be given to including in subparagraph (a) the clarification
given in subparagraphs (b) and (c) of paragraph 1 regarding the "entitlement to
perform acts in the exercise of the sovereign authority of the State".
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102. The view was expressed by another representative that the provisions of
subparagraphs (a) and (d) of paragraph 1 were acceptable, since only government
agencies were empowered to exercise the soverign authority of the State, however,
care should be taken to ensure that entities with a legal personality of their own,
SUCh as self-contained economic units, could not be regarded as included within the
aeaning of the term "State" in the draft articles.
103. As to the provisions of subparagraph (b) of paragraph 1 (which would provide
that the expression "State" should be understood as including "political
subdivisions of the State which are entitled to perfora acts In the exercise of the
IOvereign authority of the State"), the point was made by same repr.sen~tives that
the expression ·the State and its various organs of govern.ent· in subparagraph (a)
of paragraph 1 seemed sufficiently broad also to cover ·political subdiVisions·.
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104. The provisions of subparagraph (b~ of paragraph 1 were considered particularly
inappropriate and of a theoretical nature by one representative, who felt that the
process of codification would be unnecessarily complicated by such provisions. fte
was of the view that the expression "entities empowered to exercise 0lements of
governmental authority" used in article 7 of part one of the draft articles on
State Responsibility would be a more appropriate formulation.
.
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105. The view w~s expressed by some representatives that in subparagraphs (b) and
(c) of paragraph 1, the expression "prerogatives de la puissance publique de
l'Etat", in the French text, and the expression "sovereign authority of the State",
in the English text, were not equivalent in meaning and could lead to serious
differences of interpretation. The French expression, it was said, seemed intended
to refer to public institutions and to distinguish them from private institutions.
There were several types of "prerogatives de la puissance publiguj!" and some were
related to the sovereignty of a State. He would therefore have preferred to see
the expression "prerogatives de l'Etat en tent que puissance publique" used. .
106. The view was expres"
'y another representative that subparagraph (b) of
paragraph 1 could be ill
_,d. The difference, he said., between the English and
Prench versions of the t-=.ct seemed to involve a difference of approach on a
fundamental question: i.e., one could maintain either that only the political
subdivisions of States which performed acts in the exercise of sovereignty (in
other words, the federated States in federations or confederations) should enjoy
jurisdictional immunity at the international level, as the BRglish version would
suggest, or that jurisdictional immunity extended to the autonomous territorial
collectives which in unitary States exercised the prerogatives of public authority,
a notion close to the French text, and one which his delegation would prefer.
107. As to the provisions of subparagraph (c) of paragraph 1 (which would provide
that the expression "State" should be understood as including "agencies or
instrumentalities of the State, to the extent that they are entitled to perform
acts in the exercise of the soveteign authority of the State"), see the
observations noted above under subparagraph (b).

.•

108. As to the provisions of subparagraph (d) of paragraph 1 (which would provide
that the expression "State" should be understood as inCluding "representatives of
the State acting in that capacity"), the view was expressed by one representative
that such provisions seemed to be unnecessary.
109. Paragraph 2. A number of representatives referred in their statements to the
relationship between the provisions of paragraph 1 Cb) of draft article 2 (which
would provide that for the purposes df the present articles "a comm6rcial contract"
.eans (a) "any commercial contract or transaction for the sale or purchase of goods
or the supply of services", (b) "any contract for a loan or other transaction of a
financial nature, including any obligation or guarantee in resp~ct of any such loan
or of indemnity in resPeCt of any such transaction", (c) "any other contract or
transaction, whether of a commercial, industrial, tradih~or professional nature,
but not including a contract of employment of persons"), the provisions of
paragraph 2 of draft ,article 3 (which WoUld provide that "in deteraining whether a
contract for the sale or purchase of goods or the supply of services is COIDmercial,
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reference should be . .de primarily to the nature of the contract, but the purpose
of the contract should also be taken 'into account if in the'practice of that State
that purpose is relevant to deter.ining the non-commercial character of the
contract."), and. the provisions of draft article 11 (which would provide for the
non-applicability of iaaunity to case. which involved "commercial contracts").

the
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110. The view was expressed by one representative that as the expression
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"cc.mercial contract" was only used once in the draft articles, and that was in
draft article 11, the appropriate course would be to include the provisions of
paragraph 1 (b) of d~aft article 2 and paragraph 2 of draft article 3 in oraft
article 11. Such a course, he said, would confora to the procedure already
followed by the Commission in the 1963 Vienna Convention on Consular Relations
where the definition of the expression "official correspondence" was to be found in
the article to which it was exclusively linked, and not in article 1 devoted to
definitions in general.
Ill. The provisions of paragraph 2 of draft article 3 were, in the view of some
representatives, appropriate and acceptable. They noted that under paragraph 2, in
determining whether a contract was COII_rcial, account was to be taken not only of
the nature of the contract but also of its purpose. The point was made, in this
connection, that the purchase of basic COII.adities, such as food and medicine by
third-world countries, was conducted for public purposes rather than for profit and
deserved to be protected.
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112. One representative (who noted that under the provisions of paragraph 2 of
draft article 3 the criterion of "ca.mercial contract" would not in itself
determine the areas not enjoying i_unity, and would be suppleaented by the
criterion of the "purpose of th-~ contract") was of the view that, as every
government activity had a public purpose, if thecriterial of purpose were used,
the i_unity accorded by the articles would be very extensive. State-trading,,';
countries, he said, would then have an advantage over those countries whose "
.
economic activities were largely privately organized.

113. Furthermore, the point was aide that the provisions of paragraph 2 of draft
article 3, which would take into account the purpose of a contract in deteraining
whether it was ca..ercial or otherwise, ignored the position of a considerable
number of important trading nations (the Congress del 'artido case was an ex.-ple
cited) and might reduce the general acceptability of the draft articles. The
Comaission would, it was hoped, reconsider the provisions and realize that the
comproaise which paragraph 2 of draft article 3 represented was not satisfactory,
and did not necessarily serve the interests of the developing countries as they,
like other countries, were aeaeti••s defendants and ea.etimes plaintiffs.
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predClllinant in deter.ining whether a contract was COII_relal or otherwise. The
point was made that in the ca.. of the developing countries, while their contracts
.ight appear to be ccaMrcial, their activity served a public purpose.

hethera
m_rcial,

115. The view was expr.ssed by eoae repre.entativesthat a fairer balance thanwas
currently reflected in the provisions of paragraph 2 of draft article 3, between
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the criterion of the nature of the contract and the criterion of the purpose of the
contract $hould be sought. The provisions of paragraph 2, it was said by one
representative, provided that the primary test for determining whether a contract
was cCllDlDercial was the nature of the contract: this approach, he said, reflected
the philosophical starting1Point that when a sovereign trades he should submit to
the rules of the market. On the other hand, the purpose test, which was given only
a secondary role in determining Whether a contract was commercial, was a reflection
of the other, equally legitimate, starting-point that the protection and
advancement of the welfare of the people was a manifestation of imperi..-. He was
of the view that a fairer balance between those opposing starting-points could be
struck by giving equal weight to the two tests of wpurpose w and Wnature w•
116. The view was expressed by BOme representatives that in formulating the
provisions of paragraph 2 of draft article 3 special consideration should be given
to the interests of developing countries which were called upon to conclude
contracts which, wbile appearing to be commercial, actually served a pUblic
purpose, and should therefore not be treated as coJDJDercial. Examples of such
contracts would be those relating to the procurement of food supplies to feed a
popUlation in times of famine, or of medicine to combat an epidellic. He was of the
view that equal weight should be given to the purpose and the nature of the
contract. Por that reason, he said he was not entirely satisfied with the present
formulation of paragraph 2 of draft article 3 in terms of which the two criteria
were to be applied successively, the second criterion of purpose being resorted to
only when it appeared that the nature of the transaction was commercial. At that
stage, he said, it would be for the State concerned to show that the contract was
to be treated as non-commercial because of its pUblic purpose. In such a case, the
burden of proof fell on the State concerned. A fairer solution would be to
consider that where the purpose of the contract was clearly public and
governmental, the transaction was non-eOlDlllercial. Thus, the paragraph could be
redrafted to read: WIn determining whether a contract for the sale or purchase of
goods or the supply of services is commercial, rGference should be made to the
nature of the contract and, to that end, due account shall be taken of its purpoae.117. The point was made by another representative that it may also be useful, in
the consideration of the provisions of paragraph 2 of draft article 3, to examine
whether other criteria may not also be used, as it seelled clear that the term
wcommercial contract W needed further clarification. States sometimes, he said,
engaged in certain activities which might appcrenfly be considered eam.ercial in
nature but which could not in reality be bracketed together with generally known
commercial activities. SOme developing countries faced such a problem, since in
order to achieve BaDe measure of economic developaent, they hlld adopted a
mixed-economr system and established corporations with a view to undertaking .
specific activities in the interest of the State. Such cases should be considered
frail a different standpoint. This may reQUire further elaboration of the concept
of wcommercial contract W with reference to certain other criteria such as profits
or commercial gains.
118. The opinion was expressed that the concept of what constituted a wcomaereial
contract- probably differed from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and the only way of
establishing whether i ...unity should or should not apply, in a particular case,
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would probably be through express provision in the contract between tbe parties.
The point was made by one representative that draft article 11 was a critical
article setting forth a major limitation of or exception to a general principle of
state immunity. Under that draft article the State could not invoke immunity in a
proceeding arising out of a -commercial contract- entered into by it with a person
or entity not bearing its nationality. The scope of -COIIlIDercial contract- was
clearly of critical importance. The provisions of draft article 2.1 (b) (i)
and (iii) used the same term in describing contracts intended to be covered.
Subparagraph (i) implied that there could be contracts of a non-cam.ercial type for
the sale or purchase of goods or the supply of services. The draft articles did
not offer criteria for distinguishing commercial from non-commercial contracts in
the context.of the jurisdictional immunities of States. Bowever, they appeared to
permit reference to whatever criteria might exist in the internal law of the State
of the forum. Draft article 3, on "interpretive provisions", referred to the
"nature of the contract" and, somewhat secondarily, to the "purpose of the
contract". His delegation submitted that th9 wording "nature of the contract"
might be too abstract and general to afford guidance in determining whether
immunity should or should not apply in a given case. Also, the "nature of a
contract" could not be considered separately frOll the "purpose of a contract". In
any case, the concept of "commercial contract" probably differed froa jurisdiction
to jurisdiction. His delegation hoped that further consideration would be given to
clarifying in what disputes, concerning what kinds of contract, jurisdictional
immunity should be available to a State. As the draft articles stood, it seemed to
him that the only reliable way of establishing an intention to invoke or waive the
right to immunity was by explicit contractual stipulation in terms of draft
article 11.2 (b), on whether the contract was to be characterized as "commercialor "non-commercial".
119. The view was expressed by yet another representative that in his country
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recently enacted legislation had established that immunity from jurisdiction
accorded to foreign States did not extend to the commercial or non-governaenta~
acts of States. The kind of transactions to which i_unity would not apply w~.
spBcified in the legislation, and thus difficulties involved in allowing the ~tive
behind a State's action to determine immunity were avoided.
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of paragraph 2 of draft article 3 (which read: "but the purpose of the contract
should also be taken into account if in the practice of that State that purpose is
relevant to determining the non-commercial character of the contract-) was also the
subject of comment by same representatives.

lng .

121. The view was expressed by one representative that two questions see.ed to
arise, namely: which State was referred to in the phrase "in the practice of that
State", 'and what was meant by "practice-. As to the first question, either the
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120. The expression "practice of that State" in the latter part of the provision.

State claiming immunity or the State from whose jurisdiction ~unity was claiaed
may be intended. One had to resort to the ca.. .ntary to the 1983 draft articles to
learn that the reference was to the State claiming the i. .unity, and, he said, the
text of paragraph 2 should itself ..ke the ..tter clear and SPecify that the State
referred to was the State claiming the i. .unity. (The coamentary, he .aid, should
not be used as a substitute for :l provision which should be in the text. Be noted
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in this connection that, under the terms of article 32 of the Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties, recourse might be had to the cOlllMntary on an article only to
confirm an inter.Pretation or to determine the meaning of a term. The commentary
had a useful but limited role to play.)
122. The statement was also made by one representative that it seemed to him that
what was referred to as the -practice- of the State in paragraph 2 of draft
article 3 was a misnomer in the case of a socio-economic system in which the State
concluded commercial contracts as part of its public functions. The Commission may
wish to re-examine the matter In its second reading.
123. The point was also made that the provisions of paragraph 2 of draft article 3
should, in clarifying the meaning of the term -practice-, include words to the
effect that the -practice- in question was that of the State's concluding contracts
or transactions for public ends.
124. The view was expressed by another representative that the provisions of

paragraph 1 (b) of draft article 2 and the provisions of paragraph 2 of draft
article 3 had not clarified sufficiently what was to be regarded as a commercial
contract. Paragraph 2 of draft article 3 did stipulate that, in determining
whether a contract was commercial, reference must be made not only to its nature
but also to its purpose if that purpose was relevant in the practice of the State
concerned. The Commission had added in its commentary that the latter expression
referred exclusively to the State claiming immunity and not to the State of the
forum, but he wondered whether allusion solely to the practice of the State
invoking immunity was satisfactory, and whether the wording selected might not be
too elliptical.
125. One representative, though recognizing the undoubted usefulnes$ of the
-interpretative provisions- in draft article 3, was of the opinion that the
provision which referred to the practice of the State claiming i.-unity in order to
judge whether the purpose of the contract was relevant to determining its
non-commercial character, could give rise to di,sputes. It would, also, introduce
an element of judgement external to the contract, and such a course seemed
. inappropr iate.
126. The point was also made that paragraph 2 of draft article 3 should also
specify that its -interpretative provisions- applied not _rely to a contract for
the sale or purchase of goods or the supply of serVices, but also to other types of
contracts as defined in draft article 2, such as a contract for a loan.
Article 4.

priVilegeS and i __unities not affected by the
present articles

127. The view was expressed that the provisions of draft article 4 (which would
provide, in paragraph 1, that the articles were to be without prejudice to the
privileges and ilRJllunities enjoyed by a State with respect to its diplc.atic
missioos, etc., and, in paragraph 2, that thearticle8 would be without ~rejudic.
to the privileges llndiRUlunities -accorded under: international law to heads of
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State ratione personae W) were incomplete. Tbe privileges and immunities accorded
to other officials exercising functions comparable to those of a head of State,
such as a Prime Minister, a Minister of Poreign Affairs, and the General-Secretary
of the party in power in certain States, should likewise, it was said, not be
affected by the articles.
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129. The view was also expressed that an explanation in the cca.entary to draft
article 4 on why the immunity of heads of State, and siailar officials, were
specifically provided for in the draft articles, would have been in order.
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6.

State immunity, and title of part 111 (jLimitations on]
[EXceptions to] State immunity)

130. A number of representatives referred, at the same tille, in tbeir co...nts to
the provisions of draft article 6 (Which read: wA State enjoys i. .unity, in
respect of itself and its property, from the jurisdiction of the courts of anothe~
State subject to the provisions of the present articles [and the relevant ruleS of
general international law]W), and to tbe title of part 111 (n.-ely W[Li.itati~.
On] [Exceptions To] State ImllunityW).
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128. One representative was of the opinion that the provisions of paragraph 2 of
draft article 4 (according to wbich the draft articles were without prejudice to
the privileges and immunities accorded under international law to heads of State
ratione personae) should be extended to include all high~ranking persons, in tbe
senSe of article 50 of the 1975 Vienna Convention on the Representation of States
in their' Relations with International Organizations of a Universal Character.

...

t

131. comments of a specific nature were made on, among other .atters, the wOrd~
, the words Wsubject to the provisions
Wjuriad~ction of the courts of another State W
w
of the present articles , and the words W(and the relevant rules of generai
international law]W in draft article 6J and on the alternative expressions
W(Limitations on]W and W[Exceptions to]" in the title of part 111.
132. Article 6, it was said by a number of' representatives, would state the
principle on which the whole structure of the articles would be based.
133. Boae repreaentative& were of the opinion that the provision$ of draft
article 6 were generally satisfactory. The view was expressed by one
representative that the new provisions of draft article 6 repre8ented progress in
the search for an acceptable compromise between two opposite concepts. The fusion
of the principle of State immunity and expressly defined exceptions to that
principle ~as a well-balanced idea which would ~e a solid !oUndation for the
future instru_nt, though, he noted, further questions had to be resolved with
respect to the formulations placed in square brackets.
134. Ofte representative expressed the view that the prOVisions of dtaft article 6,
without the words in square btaekets, was satisfactory but he would have pteferre4
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e g~ne~al foraulation of the principle in the following terms: MA state enjC¥s
iMBunity, in respect of itself and its property, from the jurisdiction of another
StateM.Such a formulation would not have,exc:::luded the possibility of providing
for a certain nuaber of carefully drafted and clearly liaited exceptions.
135. As to the words Mjurisdiction of the courts of another State M in draft
article 6, the observation was made, by one representative, that the intention of
the ee..ission appeared to be to reduce the scope of the draft articles, as the
eo.ai8sion would certainly have been aware that the immunity of a State might be
disregarded not only by the courts but also by the administrative authorities of
anothe r State.
136. Aa to the words msubject" to the pro~isions of the present articles- in draft
article 6, the observation was made by one representative that the commission had,
at its tbirty-second session, adopted a version of draft article 6 which had

provided th~t a State was immune from the jurisdiction of another State Min
accordance w~th the provisions of the present articles M• Such a formulation coula
be interpreted as an affirmation of the general principle of illllllunity, and that ttas
bis understanding. Bowever, it had also become clear that a different
interpretation was possible, namely, that i. .unity would not exist except as a
creation of the present articles. The ca..ission bad, therefore, be said, sought
to dispel any possible doubts and according to the new and present text of dr~ft
article 6 tfne State would enjoyiaunity not Min accordance with- but Msubject toM
the present articles. It WOUld be clear tbat i_unity existed independently of the
present articles as a basic rule of international law and the present article~,
tbus, would _rely set out the conditions for the application of the basic rule of
i_unity.
137 .. The view was expressed, by another representative, that the CCIiUIlission's
general approach, which assumed the existence of a rule of public international law
requiring all States to grant i. .unity fra. the jurisdiction of their courts to all
other States, and which would li.it the C~i8sion's work to tbe identification of
agreed exceptions +;0 that rule, was a source of difficulty because it tended to
reduce to a .ini.Uk~ the nuaber of such exceptionlS. Tbe doctr ine and the case law
of .. ny States, be said f attested to the fact that tbe existence of a general rule
of-i.-unity was far frca being recognized by the majority.
138. As to the words -[and the relevant ru13s of general international law)M in
draft article 6, the view was expressed by 80IIe repre-.entatives that the words
should b6 retained in the draft article, wit'bOut square brackets, as tbeir
retention would be consistent with the position that international law seemed to be
evolving towards a more restricted imaunity. The tetention of such words would
uke it clear, it was said, that the rule of State i_unity would be subject to the
fu~ure developaent of international law.
The future developaent of State practice,
it was also said, should be left unfrozen and undeterred by the formulation of the
present articles.
139. Tbe view was expre.*ed in this connection by one representative (who felt it
neceBeary and not i~s8ible for a .iddle ground to be acbieved between the two
approaches that existed on the Bubject of the jurisdictional i. .unities of States
!
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and tbeir property) tbatthe provisions of draft article 6asprovisionallY,adopted
at the 1980 session of the CaDmission, (which stated, -in ~ragraphl, that ·aState
is immune from the jurisdiction of anotber State in accordance witb the provisions
0- tbe present articles·, and, ,in par~graph 2, tbat ·effect, shall be given tOSta~e
i~
,lity in accordance with the provisions of tbe present articles·) was an exaaple
ot sucb a compromise. However, tbe present version of draft artiCle 6 as adopted
by tbe CQMission in first reading appeared to have IIOved away~from such middle
~Jround and would, he said, leave it altogether if tbe words in square brackets werE
flOW to be deleted.
140. Some representatives were of the view that the words • [and the relevant rules
of general international law)· should be deleted as tbe purpose of the present
articles, they said, was to codify the rules of international lew and if the words
were retained in draft article 6 they would render tbe codification futile, as a
loophole would be created wbich would allow agreed provisions to be breacbed. The
words in question could be interpreted as covering customary norms of international
law based on state judicial, executive and legislative practice wbich, if admitted,
would be inconsistent with the purpose of codification.
141. Tbe view waa expressed by one representative tbat the words "and the relevant
rules of general international law· enclosed in square brackets appeared reasonable
at first sight, since tbe very assertion of State immunity was made by a ·relevant
rule of general international law·. But tbe term ·subject to· implied li.itations
or exceptionsg and a reference to • relevant rules of general international law· in
tbat context aight be interpreted as admitting li.itations and exceptions wbich
.ight be found in rules of international law other than those contained in tbe ,/
articles themselves. The usefUlness of the codification effort wbich the artic~es
represented would
tbus be considerably weakened, if not destroyed. The articl.s
.
,would not be as clear as was desirable, and tbere would be a risk of revertil)9 to
the present 'situation of uncertainty and doubt. Bis delegation was tberefore
atrongly . in favour of oaitting tbe words in question from the draft.
f
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142. If tbere was to be provision for the evolution of international law irt the
field and for future concerns of States, the final instrument sbould, it was said,
contain clauses on revision and modificetion. It was also said that the natural
relationship between the present articles and customary international law need not
be expressed in a specific provision of the article. One WOUld expect'States
parties to a convention to ensure that tbeir practice conformed to tbe convent'ion,
and a periodic review of the articles 'at a conference of the parties to the'
Convention could be provided. It would alea be iaportant, it was said, fora '
convention to contsin a provision obliging States to take tbenecessary legislative
and otber .easures to i.ple.-nt tbe convention. One representative stated that
inclusion of the words in question in draft article 6 would _an that there could
be furtber restrictions on State immunity in addition to tbe exceptions aetout in
the draft article.
"
'
143. Tbe point wa.. also_de by, one representative tbat tbe WOrds ·andtbetelevant
rul•• of general international law· shoUld be oaitt4!d, as the draft >article.would
take precedence over pre-existinq general international law to the extent t.taatth.y
cbanged it, and draft articles tbat did not modify general international law WOUld
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sillPly coexist with it. '1'0 assulle that draft article 6 referred to the develoPllent
of subsequent nor.. of general international law incon.iatent with the draft
article. could, he said, raise questions relating also to jua cogens.
14). 'rhe viev vas also expressed that retefttion of ,the words -and the relevant
rules of general international lav· in draft article 6 .ight give rise to pointless
argu_nts'as m the very 80urces of such lav. If it was really a utter of
'
inteJ:'national cuatOll, there was , no .ntion, in adc1ition to practice, of the second
funda-ental eleaent of custoaary rul.s, na..1y ·opinio iuria aive necessitatis·,
nor recognition of such practice by other subjects of international law which
raieed the problea of har~nizing national legislation.
145. The point vas _de by another representative that there ....ed to be no
necessity for inclusion of the reference to rules ofgoneral international lav in
draft article 6 becaU8e of the absence of any precise State practice in the field.
Re vas doubtful whether a coaprQllise for.u18 could be devised allowing a balance to
be achieved between new and established practices in the light of caaplex proble.s
of a practical rather than a theoretical nature.
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146. The viev was expressed by yet another repreeentative that her delegation had

sa.e s,.pathy for those who advocated the a.ission of the reference in draft
article 6 to ·the relevant rules of general international lav·.The inclusion of
such words see.ea to undercut the usual purpose of the proce.. of codification, and
her delegation's view would depend u1ti.ately on the final for. of the coapleted
draft articles.
147. One repre.ntative, who stated that he could accept the retention of the words
·and the relevant rules of general international law·, raised the question whether
reference should not be ..a. si~ly to ·international law· rather than to the
·relevant rul88 of general international la.·. Another representative suqgested
that the word ·general·, which obfuscated the ..aning of ·international law·,
should be deleted.
148. One representative stated that it was his view that the draft articles
represented a laudable effort to codifY the law in a particularly sensitive and
uncertain area. The retention in draft article 6 of the words ·and the relevant
rules of general international law· would c.st doubt on the usefulne.. of
.
foraulating a set of draft articles with such a reduc~ IICOpe. If the inclusion of
such words should be nece.sary to ensure the adoption of the article., it would
. .an that the subject was not yet ..enable to codification. It .as to be hoped
therefore, he aaid, that future work on the draft would proceed to a succes.ful
conclu.ion which would include the deletion of the words in question froa draft
article 6.
14'. One representative drew attention to the fact that the wording of draft
article 6, in the Arabic version of the text, needed to be aMnded. the words
preceding the equare bracketll in question should refer not to the need to, avoid
contravening the provisions of the article. but to the need tor confor.ity with the

provisions of the articl.s.
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150. As to ~he ~it1eof par~ III of the draft articles, na_ly~hevordll
"[Li.itations onl:[Bxceptions to] State i_unity"; sClle representatives_re of ~he
view that the !fOre apPropriate title was "Bxceptlons to State i.-unity". '!'hey were
of the view that State ....unity was a general pr{neiple long established i n :
international law and that any derogation therefra..us~ be regarded as an
exception. Th. view was.loo expressed that is" State i_unity was a unitary
principle, the expression "'Bxceptions to" better reflected the concept of State
iRnUnity as an integral"uni~ary principle rather than as a set of independent rules.
151. Bo.e representatives were of the view that the wording "Liaitations on State
i. .ni~y· was the pr.ferable foraulation, as the law on State i_unity was
developing and such developMnt had not as yet befln coapleted.
152. Boae representatives who had expressed theaselves in favour of a.deletion of
the words "and the relevant rules of general international law" in draft ar~icle 6,
stated that they had no particular preference for either of ~he two alternatives
"Liaitations on" or "Bxceptions to" in ~he title of par~ Ill. '!'he point was lHde,
in this connection, that use of either alternative should not affect the general
rule of S~ate i..unity.
153. The view was expressed by one representative that it seeaed possible in theory
to elaborate draft articles which would establish a clear distinCtion~tween case.
in which there would be State t.uni~y and cases in which there Would not be State
illaUnity. '!'h.re was, however, the practical difficulty of obtaining world-wide
agree-ent -.ong Statee with respect to the exact dividing line between ~nity an4~
non-illaUnity. Re noted in ~his cOl!nection that the European convention on State.
I_unity, adopted by a _ch _ll.r group of Sta~es, n_ely,. ~he _bers of the/
COUnc'il of Europe, did not provide such a distinctioa. It would, he stated, ~ at
least a grea~ step forward in the codification and prOgressive develoPBen~
off
... .
ft
interna~ional law if on the world-wide level,S~ates could reach a9ree_n~ on a
nuaber of situations in which i. .uni~y did apply and on a nuaber ofeituatibns in
which i.aunity did not apply, while leaving a grey zone of situations for .,the
further develoPlHn~ of State practice, in particular, the practice of na~ional
courts. Such considerations, he said, explain why the provisions of draf~
article 6 contained wi~hin equare brackets the reference to "the relevant rules of
general international law" and why ~he title of par~ XII of the draft articles
placed wi~hin equare brackets the alternatives "li.itations on- and "exceptions
to". If, he stated, ~he draft articl.s _re to establish a clear distinction
between cases where iDunity WOUld apply and cases where t.aunity would not apply,
the reference to "the relevant rules of general international la,," should be
deleted, he said, and the title of part three should read "BxceptionlltoSta~e
i.aunity" • On the other hand, if it".. the. intention in the draft artiCles not to
establish such a clear distinction and thus to provide f~r a grey soneof
situations for fur~her developMnt in State practice, he wu of the view that the
words "the r.levant rul.s of general international law" should be retained in dl:aft
article 6 and that the ~itle of part three should r.ad "Liaitations on State
i.-nity".
'
~..

154. The .... I:epre..nta~ive, continUing with his ~nts, stated that if .uch a
grey zone was lef~ in the convention, there aight be cases in Which tb.courts of

••
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one State party did not recognize immunity whereas the courts of another State
party bad recogniz,Eld or wo~ld recognize it. In such a situation, the principle of
reciprocity might ~' invoked by the latter State for a change in its practice,
including court practice, in respect of the former State. If the Case in question
fell within the W
grey zone·, it wOuld not be a, question of a wcountermeasure w of
the latter State in re~ponse to an internationally wrongful act of the former
State., The admissibility of such"recipr9Qal treatment was, he stated, addressed in
paragraph 2 (a) of draft article 28 of the draft articles, but from an entirely
different angle, that of non-discrimination between foreign States. Indeed, that
provision presupposEldthe possibility that a restrictive application of the
articles by a State party would be responded to by a restrictive application by
another State party with regard t~ the former State party. That would obviously
r ••u1t in'a discrimination in treatment as between foreign States. It was equally
obviousf however, that in a dichotomy approach. there could, strictly speaking, be
no restrictive application: the rule was applied or not applied, and the legal. .
consequences of ,non-application were a matter of State responsibility, including
the question of the admissibility of wcountermeasures w by way of reciprocity, and
·countermeasures w necessarily discriminated between a State which had committed an
internationally wrongful act and a State which' had not done so. There were
obviously good reasons for not treating divergent interpretations of rules in the
field of State immunity as involving State responsibility, provided the whard core w
of ,i_unity for ~.Jure imperii was respected. In effect, that lIleant that a
-grey zone w was acc~pted an4 that draft article 6 and the title of part III should
be drafted in accordance therewith. In any case, the lIlatter should be looked into
and clarified in second reading.
'

I.

155. Another representative, commenting on a similar question, stated that the
draft articlespresentEld two instances of persistent differences within the
Commission attributable to doctrinal disagreement. The first was the title of
Part 111, ~ evidencEld by the phrases in square brackets, wLimitations on w and
WBxceptions tow.
The second was the inclusion in square brackets of the words Wand
the relevant rules of general international law Win article 6. The problem of the
words in square brackets had also been seen by same representatives, he said, as
the consequence of the wdichotomyW approach, on the one hand, and the Wgrey zone w
approach, on the other. The problem arose from the difficulty of obtaining
agree-entbetween States on the dividing line between acta jure imperii, in which
case i_unity should be given, and acta jure gestianis, in which cale it should be
denied. The fact that it was unrealistic to expect such agreement left, it had
been said, a grey zone which should b8 regulated by the inclusion in draf~
article 6 of the phrase Wand the relevant rules of general international law w8
However, he was not totally convinced by that arguaent. An approach based on
strict dichotom, was impossible in practiQe because even if agreement between
States en the dividing line could be obtained, there would always be rac. for .
different interpretation in good faith, in addition to the fact thatvit would be
i~ssible, in fact, to elaborate the areas to which that dichotomy would apply.
However, he said, what was at issue was whether the draft articles should ope,nly
provide for the development of otber rules (which, given the divergent trends of
national legislation, would _,an in practice that: the twilight zone would be
enlarged, ultimately endangeri.ng the force of the draft articles) or whether the
draft articles should be th~ central point and standard.which would reg~late the
law of State immunity.
.
t
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Article 7.

Modalitie. for 9iving effect to State i-.unity
I

156. See the observations ..de by one representative, noted below under draft
article 21 (State i.-unity frfAl ..asures of constraint), with respect to the
relationship between, on the one hand, the provi.ions of paragraph 2 of draft
article 7 (which would provide that & proceeding sh-.ll be d..... to have been
instituted agai~st another State if, .-ong other cases, the proceeding seeks to
coapel that other State Wto bear the consequences of a 4eter.ination by the COUrt
which aay affect the property, rights, inter.sts or activities of that other
StateW) and, on the other, the provisions of draft article 21.
157. The vi~w was expressed by SOBe representatives that the provisions of
paragraph 3 of draft article 7 (which provide that a proceeding shall be considered
to have been instituted against a State ·when the proceeding i. instituted against
one of the organs of that State, or against one of it. politicalsubdivi.iona or
,agencies or instru.entalities in respect of an act perfor-.d in the exercise of
sovereign authority, or against one of the repre..ntatives of that State in resPeCt
of an act perforMd in his capacity as a representative·) se_ea repetitive and
unnecessary in light of the si.ilar provlsionsinclude4 in paragraph. 1 of draft
article 3 (Interpretative provi.ions).
W

158. 'l'he view wu expressed, by one representative, that a COIIprohensive
for.ulation, such as Wthe Stste and its various organs of gover~ntW, could
perhaps ..ke the expres.ions wpolitical subdivisions of the State, etc. w
unnecessary both in paragraph 1 of draft article 3 and in Paragraph 3 of draft
article 7.
Article 8.

lld

e

Bxpre.. consent

~

e.ercise of jurisdiction

/

l

I"

,

159. The provisions of draft article 8 (which provide that a State cannot invoke
i..unity fra. jurisdiction if it has expre..ly con.ented to such jurisdic~ion
W(a) b¥ international agreeaent, (b) in a written contract, or (c) by • ~laration
before the court in a specific ca~W) were also the aubject of seae ee-"nt.

160. '!'he suggestion was 1Iade, with respect to paragraph (a), that it would be
usaful if paragraph (a) were to also .pecify that the international agre.ent was
Win force w

.«

,

161. Tbe suggestion was ..de, with respect to paragraph (b) ~ that there ..y be .
circu••tances which funda..ntally alter the .ituation prevailing at the ti.. a
written contract was _de, and that the provi.ion.of paragraph (b) should be
appropriately a..nded through inclusion of • provi.ion to deal ~ith such an
eventuality.
162. The au9gestion was also l18de, with re.pect to paragraph (c), that it should be
.ade explicit that the declaration before court ought to be in writing.

,....
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(c)

Cc.Ments on draft articles in part III llLimitations onl-jBxceptions to] State
i_unity)
Article 11.

Commercial contracts

163. See the observations noted above unaer paragraph 2 of draft article 3, with
respect to the expression ·commercial contract· and with respect to the
relationship to draft article 11 of the provisions of subparagraph 1 (b) of draft
article 2 (which define a ·commercial contract·) and the provisions of paragraph 2
of draft article 3 (which set out criteria for deter_ining whether a contract is
·c~rcial·).

164. The point was made with respect to the provisions of paragraph 1 of draft
article 11 (which provide that ·if a State enters into a cam.ercial contract with a
foreign natural or juridical person and, by virtue of the applicable rules of
private international law, differences relating to the comaercial contract fall
witbin the jurisdiction of a court of another State, the State is considered to
bave consented to the exercise of that jurisdiction in a proceeding arising out of
that cc..ercial contract, and accordingly cannot invoke immunity from jurisdiction
in that proceeding·) that as the expression ·cannot invoke immunity from
jurisdiction· was also found in other provisions of the draft articles, the words
·is considered to have consented to the exercise of that juriadiction·, appearing
earlier in paragraph 1, should be deleted.
165. The view was expressed that the provision in paragraph 1 to the effect that
questions as to the jurisdiction of a State should be deter.ined ·by virtue of the
applicable rules of private international law· seemed unsstisfactory, as rules of
private international law ..y differ from country to country and lead to
uncertainties and difficulties of application. The point was ..de that such a
provision see.ea to be inconsistent with the general principle that such questions
should be deter.ined first by international law.
166. One representative questioned wby draft article 11, which provided that
i.-unity would not apply to a ·coanercial contract-, did not require that, for the
exercise of jurisdiction, a close connection should exist ~tween the comaercial
contract and the territory of the forum State. Su~h a connection should, he 8aid,
.be provided for in draft article 11, particularly since in the case of the other
exception in the area of contracts, in~draf~ article !2, ·COntracts of e~loyment·,
it vas clearly indicated that the basis of jurisdiction was the close connection
between the contract and the territory in which the services were to be perfor..d.
Article 12.

Contracts of eJlelO'i!lent
J

167. '!'be point "as lilade, by one representative, with reference to the provisions of

draft article 12 (which provide for an exceptio~ to State i.,~u~ity where the
contract of e-elo,.ent related to services performed or to be FI8r:foraed in the
foru. Stete and the eaplo,ee haa been recruited and is covered by the social
security provisions of the foru. State) that as some countries Ray not provide for
/
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social security, the provisions of draft article 12 referring to the social
security provisions of the forum State may be inoperative.
Article 13.

2

l

a

s

Personalin1uries and damage to property

168. As to the provisions of draft article 13 (which provide tbatunless other"i.e
agreed between the States concerned, the immunity of a State cannot: be invoked
before the court of another State in case of injury to a person or d_age to
property occurring in whole or in part in the State of the forulI, if the act or
omis8ion which caused such injury or dDage woccurred in whole or in part in the
territory of the State of the forulI and if the author of the actor OIIission was
present in that territory at the time of the act or aaission W), one representative
was of the opinion that they required sonae further. cQnsideration. The proposed
exclusion of ~unity under draft article 13 was, he Said, very extensive in that
no qualification was introduced ~s to the nature of the cause of injury or da8age
(nuely, whether such activity was jure illlperii or jure gestionis) .. Also, it My
be inferred from the provisions of draft article 13 that all cross-frontier d...ge
was not covered by draft article 13 and thus enjo,ed i. .unity. Tbe co..i8sion, it
was said, should exaaine tbe relationship between these two points and existill9
customary international law.
169. The view was expressed, by another representative, that the provisions of
draft article 13 were in their present forll contrary to international and national
law. Ho State, it was said, could establish criteria as to the responsibility of
another State for injury or da_ge to property, nor could a national court (10 so......
Wher~ injury or d_age was caused by the actions of organs of a foreign State, Ithe
person harlled could count on the protection of the State of which he ia a nat~onal,
and, thu8, should not be entitled to sue a foreign State.
/"

9
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Article 15.
~he

L
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ed.

as of

Patents, trade ~rk8 and intellectual or
industrial property

/
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170. The view waa expressed with reference to paragraph (b) of draft article 15
(which provides tbat unless otherwise agreed between the States concerned, the
iamunity of a State cannot be invoked befo~e a court of another State with respect
to wan alleged infring_ent by the State in the territory of the State of the forUII
of a right .ntioned in subparagraph (a) of draft article 15 which belongs to a
third person and ia protected in the State of the forum W) tbat in practice a Wthird
person w in ter. of paragraph (b) of draft article 15 would u8ually be a
ttananational corporation, and the State using a foreign patent or other fora of
intellectual or industrial property would be a developing country. !he provisions
of paragraph (b) of draft article 15 would therefore, it was said, be likely to
jeopardize the interests of developing countries..
Article 16.

for

i

,I

Piaca1 ..tters

171. The view wu expressed that the provisions of draft artiCle 16 (wbichprovicJ••
that, unless otherwise agreed between the States concerned, the ~unlty of a State

I •.•
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canno~ be invoked in a proceeding re1a~ing to w~he fi.cal Obllga~ion. forwbich i~
.y be liable under ~he law of ~he S~ate of ~he forulI, such a. dutie., ~axe., or
o~her sillilar charge. W
) would re.ult in a sub.~an~ive depar~ure froa ~he rule. of
iaNUni~y in cu.~a.ary in~erna~ional law because ~axe. imposed by a public
aU~hority, and no~ charge. for ..rvice. rendered, were being referred to.
The
sugge.~ion was aade, ~herefore, ~ha~ ~he provi.ions of draf~ ar~icle 16 either be
.ub.~an~ially reworded or deleted.

172. One represen~a~ive .~~ed ~ha~ he expected ~ha~ ~he provision. of draf~
ar~icle 16 would be wi~hout prejudice to ~he rule. of in~erna~ional diplOlla~lc 'law.
Ar~icle

18.

or S~a~e-opera~ed .hips engaged in
.ervice

S~a~e-owned
c~rcial

173. ParagraPhs 1 and 4. ao.e repre..n~a~ive. were of ~he view ~ha~ ~he expression
wnon-govern..n~alw which was placed wi~hin square bracke~. in paragraphs 1 and 4 of
draf~ ar~icle 18 (which provide. tha~ unless o~herwise agreed be~ween ~he S~a~es
concerned, a S~ate which owns or opera~e. a .hip engaged in wcoaaercial
[non-goverr.en~l) .ervice D canno~ invoke i..uni~y fra. juri.dic~ion before a cour~
of ano~her S~a~e ••• provided ~ha~, a~ ~he ~i_ ~he cause of ac~ion arose, ~he ship
was in use or in~ended exclu.ively for u.e for wco. .rcial [non-goverlUlen~lJ
purposesW) should be re~ained and no~ placed in square bracke~s.
174. One repreeen~a~ive sta~ed ~ha~ he was no~ in.ensi~ive to ~he argument of ea.e
developing coun~rie. ~ha~ ~here ..y be ca.e. in which ~be cam.ercial oPera~ion of a
ship, or ~he ca..ercial use of proper~y, did no~ neces.arily ~ply u.e for
non-gover~n~al purpose., and ~ha~, in such ca.e., iamunity should be recognized.
Be would no~, he said, object to a for.ula~ion capable of .a~i.fying such concernS.
175. The view was .~a~ed by one repre.en~a~ive ~ba~ foreign cour~s .hould
exercise jurisdiction over S~a~e-ovned or S~a~e-opera~ed ship. engaged in
ca.mercial non-gover~n~al ac~ivitie••
••
"

no~

176. The view was expres.ed br one represen~a~ive, ~ha~ the placing of ~he
expression wnon-governBen~alw in square bracket. in draf~ ar~icle 18, and siailarly
in draf~ ar~icle. 21 (S~a~e i..uni~y fra- mea.ure. of con.~rain~) and 23 (Specific
categories of proper~y), reflec~ed ~he po.i~ion ~ba~ SJ:ate iaunity .hould be of a
li.i~ed nature, n_ely, tha~ when an ac~ivity was of a ee:-aercial na~ure, ~he fac~
~hat i~ was under~aken by a S~ate organ .hould no~ .erve a. a ba.i. for S~a~e
i-.ni~y frOll foreign juri.dic~ion. Thi. was no~ a view hi. delega~:lon could
.hare. A a~a~e, in his view, fulfilled all func~ion., including wea-aercial w
ac~ivitie., in i~. gover~ntal capaci~y and 1IU.~ enjOf i-.uni~y fra- ~he
juri.dic~ion of other Sta~e.. A ve.sel belonging to a State could be u.ed for
co.ercial purpo.... If ~he. ve••el was opera~ed by a juridical or phY.ical person
having separat& s~atus, any .ui~ could be brought agains~ ~he operator of ~he
v••sel.
177. The view was expre••ed br ano~her repre..nta~ive, Who ..elled to favour ~he
deletion of the word. wnon-gover~ntalW, that ~he oo..i••ion .hould also take
!
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law.

account, not only of the provisions of the 1926 Brussels Convention for Unification
of Certain Rules Relating to the Immunity of" State-owned Vessels, but also of
article 9 of the 1958 Convention on the High Seas 'and of article 96 of the 1982
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, where the expression used was
-government non-commercial service-.
178. Paragraph !. The view expressed by another representative was that it was,
unclear in paragraph 7 of draft article 18 (which congerns the evid~nce to be
provided as to the -government and non-commercial character of the $hip or cargo-)
Whether the certificate referred to in paragraph 7 would constitute conclusive or
rebutt~ble evidence of such a character.
179. One representative noted that the expression -commercial [non-governmental]
service- was used in some parts Of draft article 18 while the term -government and
non-commercial- was used in paragraph 1 of draft article 18, and the reasons for
use of the two different expresslons was not made entirely clear.
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Article 19.

Bffect of an arbitration agreement

180. One representative was of the view that the title of draft article 19 was
misleading as the basic purpose of an arbitration ag~eement, it could be said, was
to avoid the jurisdiction of courts.
181. The view was expressed with reference to the provisions of draft article 19
(which would provide that -if a State enters into an agreement in writing with a
foreign natural or juridical person to submit to arbitration differences relating"
to a •[comaercial contract] [civil or comaereial matter], that State cannot invoke
' r
illllllUnity frail jurisdiction before a CQurt of another State-, etc.,) that the ./
expression -commercial contract- which was also used in draft article 11 sh091d be
retained without square brackets, and that the expression -civil or commercial
matter - should be deleted.
/
182. The point was made by another representative that the provisions of !
paragraph (c) of draft article 19 (Which read -(c) the setting aside of the ward-)
should be &IIlende4 to read - (c) the recognition and enforcement or the setting aside
of the awarcS-.
183. One representative stated that he failed to understand the logic of draft
article 19 since, in his view, an arbitration agreement between a Government and a
natural or juridical person did not automatically mean a waiver of State i.-unity
from court jurisdiction, even in the cases referred to in the draft article. Such
an arbitration agreement only meant that th~ State in question accepted arbitration
as a way of settling a dispute out of court, no waiver of immunity fram court
jurisdiction was to be i.plied.

erson
Article 20.

Cases of nationalization

184. sa.e representatives stated that they concurred in the provisions of draft
article 20 (which provides that the articles -shall not prejudge any question that

he
e
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..y ari.e in regard to extraterritorial'.ffect. of Ma.ure. of nationalisatlOl'l
taken tJy a State with regard to property, mvabla or i.novabl., industrial or
int.llectual-).
185. !h. vi.w was .xpr••••d by on. r.pr.sentative that the provi.ion. of draft
articl. 20 would r.quire furth.r r.vi.w. '!'he draft article, he .aid,c... under
part III of the draft article. dealing with exc.ption. to or liaitation. on State
i-..nity, n_1y, ca••• in which, in the language of draft articl•• U to 19 in
part 'Ill, ·the _unity of a State oannot be lnvoked·. Such languag., however, wa.
not e~loye4 in draft article 20, and the coaaentary further co~unded the problem
by ref.rring to the .xerci.e by a State of it. sovereign &uthority, thus implying
that ..tt.ra a~iaing out of ..a.ur.. of nationalisation would be protected by State
i~nity. '!'he Ca.aission, in bis v1ew, had in that connection to r.solv. thr••
que.tions. First, were aatters arising out of ..a.ur•• of nationalisation covered
by State Waunity? If they were covered, there "as no need ·for draft article 20.
secondly, if such ..tt.rs were net cov.red by i_unity, draft articl. 20 .hou1d be
brought into line with the language of draft articles 11 to 19 and cl.arly indicate
that State i_unity could not be invoked. '!'hirdly, if the ai. was not to have the
draft ~tticle. pass judge.ent on that qu.stion, draft articl. 20 in it. preeent
for. should be considered a saving provision that VQuld be ~r. appropriately
placed at the end of the draft article.. The latt.r solution would be, h.
believed, the best caapraaise approach, and the phrase ·.xtra-t.rritorial .ffects·
in draft article 20 should then be d.leted.
186. The view was alao expre.sed by anoth.r repr.sentative that the provi.ions of
draft article 20 should be considered for p1ac•••nt .l..wh.r. in the draft
articles, a. their cont.nt did not s _ to be li.ite4 to part III of the draft
articl•••
(d)

on draft articles in Rart IV (State i_unity in r.spect of proeertx
fra. mea.ures of constraint)

C~nts

Gen.ral cc.aents
187.

so..

r.pr.sentative., r.ferring to the title of part IV (Statft i_unity in .
r.~t of property fro. Mea.ures of con.traint) stated that the .xpr•••ion
•....ur•• of constraint· was an appropriate t.r. as .uch ..a.ur•• took aany
diff.rent for.. in diff.rent jUdicial .y.te.. and a general formulation was
nec•••ary to cov.r all po•• ibilitie.. Th. CaBai•• ion~had been "i••, one
r.pr...ntative obs.rved, to ref.r to -..a.ur•• of con.traint· ing.n.ral and tb
r.f.r to •....ur•• of attachMnt, arr••t aild execution- a. expp1... A naber of
repre..ntative. were of the vi." that the provi.ions of part IV were g.n.rally
.ati.factory, though th.re were questions that needed to be r.lIOlve4, .nd provided
a good ba.is forfurth.r work.
188. ft. view was also expre•••d, howev.r, by one r.pr.eentativ$ that the
e.pre••lon •....ure. of constraint·, in the title. of dr.ft .rticl•• 21 and 22, w••
uncl.ar and should be replaced by the IIOr. preci.eQru ·attachaent and .xecution-.
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189. one repre..nt.tive .t.tee! that the provi8ioM of part IV were an e~~1e of
re80rt lnthe dr.ft article. to ..ti.,.ctory ana uuful ex-prOlli.. a. •
of
reconciling not only conflicting St.te intere.t. but .180 doctrinal difference••
Thu., he ..i4, the mre liber.l r4glM for the enjoyMnt of State i_unity frOll
..aaure. of conatr.int in part IV v.. ju.tifiee! br the r.fere~ce, in par.g~.ph (2)
of the cc.IIentary to .rticle 21, to the fact th.t the pr.otic. of State. had
evidenc*, ..ver.l t~rie.in support ofi...nity fro. execution a. -.par.tefrOlt
and not interconnected wi~h ~unity frOll juri84ictlon. The diffe~ent trea~nt
for part IV v•••1110 ju.tifi.ble fro. .noth.r .ngle, n_ly the need to prot.ct
dev.loping countrl. frOll the growingpr.ctice of priv.te litig.nt. _kIng
••ti.f.ction through the att.cbllent of property owned br tho.. countrie.. PrOll a
third angl., the liber.l r~1M in part IV v•• ju.tiflabl. bec.use part IV took
c.r8 of the n.ec!8 of • group of St.t.. and v.. ther.fore part of an over.ll
bel.nee, .lthough th.re .lght be di.agr•••nt .. to whether p.rt IV could of it••lf
redr... the i~lance in oth.r part.. But it v.. an .x.~1e of a c... in which
coaprOlli.e wa. per.l.sible. it 4id not under.ine the logic.l con.l.tency of the
draft.
190. The point • • •d., by one repre.nt.tive, that the recognition in part IV
that it w.. po••ibl. to .xecute .g.inat St.t. property in cert.in circuutanee. v••
a .ignific.nt cl.rific.tlon of the law in that ar•••
191. 'l'be point v•• II8de br anoth.r r.Pf
ntatlve that he haS no objection to
part IV • • • whol••• it provided .n
ntl.l count.rweight to the pos.ibility
that the juri.dictional l-.aniti.. of St.t• • •y be li.ited" 'fh. view was
expre_d br anoth.r repr• •nt.tiv. that the provi.ion. of part IV v.re iIIport.nt ,
in vi. . of the growing pr.ctice Gn the part of priv.te 1itig.nt. including
.ultinational corpor.tions, • •king r.li.f through .ttacbllent of property own~i In
the po••••• ion of or u.ed by d';/:1~)loping countr !~••
"'v

192. A n.-ber of r.pr._nt.tivQ~~ t... re of the Vl\i1f that the provi.ion.of ~r't IV
wer. un~oc.pt.bl.. '!'h. provieioaw of part IV had, it wa• •eld, been ba.edjto a
. large extent on the growing tend.ncy in the nation.l legi.l.tion of .a.. qbuntri..
to li.it the i . .unity of St.t•• fraa juriadiction. A con.i.t.nt i~l...ntatlon of
the principl.of the ~nity of State property fro. •••ur•• of con.tr.int • •
• ...nti,.l, it v••••id, and the dr.ft .rticl•••hould be c.r.fully vordedto
preulu4• •ny ~.lbility of the provi.lon. being uaed to ju.tify ....ur•• of
con.tr.i~t with r ••pect to the property of a St.te vithout it• •xpllcit con..nt.
An gpr.ci•• wording of .uch .rticl•• could l.ad to .. ~iou. OClWIplic.tion. in
rel.tiona betv..n St.te••
193. Th. vi." • • •xpr:....d by one r.pr• •ntativ. that the .pproach adopted in
dr.ft .rticl. 21 opened the v.y to ....ur•• of con.tr.int and to arbltr.ry
r ••trlction. directed ag.in.t the property of oth.r Stat... 'lbe .rticl., lt "a.
Nld, .hould re.ffim the gen.r.l prlnclp~ of the i-.nity of St.tea fr~ ....ur••
of constraint, without in(!llu4int the .xception. . .t QUt in it• •ubparagraph. Ca)
.nd (b). Ri. d.leg.tion .180 dic1 not _
any n." for draft article 23, the
provi.ion. of which r ••tricted the int.rpr.tation of the rule of State u.waityafid
. y clt.ate confu.lon and .bUM in the g.n.~.l .pplic.tion of th~ rUle.

I •••
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194. One representative questioned whether it was appropriate to try, as was
currently done in part IV, to regulate through a convention the matter of State
i-.unity with respect to execution. The provisions of draft article 1 (Scope of
the present articles) made it clear~ he said, that the draft articles applied to
i.-unity in respect of jurisdiction, and ~unity in respect of execution as
4ifferent in scope. Moreover, as soon as one sought to define the exc~p,tions that
should apply to i_unity in respect of execution, one found ones.lf in a sensitive
area of relations between States and it was particularly awkward to establish, in
the abstract, general rules to be followed in practice.. The CoIuIission IllaY be
runninqtherisk of delaying completiorLofits work on t.he,main topic of imm~nity
frea jurisdiction. Tbe particular provisions proposed for inclusion in part 'IV .~
also seemed, he said, to raise difficulties.
195. The '1iew was also expressed, by another representative, that the provisions of
part IV deserved special attention from a juridical point of view, immunity from
aeasures of constraint was much ROre strict than the jurisdictional tMmunity of
States, and, from the point of view of international practice, attachment and
c~l80ry execution could have serious consequences and jeopardize relations
between States.
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196. One representative stated the view that the introductory provisions of part IV

should, in the first instance, stress unequivocally that immunity fram execution
vas distinct from immunity from jurisdiction in the proper sense of the terll. The
validity of such a concept, which was confirmed by international practice and
widely recognized b.Y jurists, should not depend on a State's consent to the
exercise of jurisdiction by foreign courts. Thus, he found the provisions of draft
articles 21 and 23 unacceptable.
197. The point was

,'"

~de, by another representative, that further clarification ..y
be necessary on whether immunity from measure~ of constraint was separate froll
jurisdictional ~unity. The comIIentary on paragraph 1 of draft article 21 (State
i_unity from measures of constraint), he stated, explained that, theoretically,
i-.unity from measures of constraint was separata from jurisdictional ~unity in
the sense that the latter concerned, exclusively jt :~,_unity' frOll the adjudication of
litigation. This, however, was not appropriately l'~lfletr.~ted in the draft articles.
If i_unity from measures of constraint was not sepllre.f:lr,lfl but rather derived frOll
jurisdictional t.lunity, then the rules on inIIaunit:.' fi;C:~1Q _asures of constraint
shOUld be set out in part 11 (General principles) of the draft articles which .et
out general ~rinciples and the general rule of State immunity. If this was done,
part IV of the draft articles would, of course be unne~essary.

198. One representative considered that the right to decide on ..asures of
oonstraint in respect of State property did not form p&rt of the general
jurisdictional powers of courts. Xl a State consented to the jurisdiction of a
court, ar~ express and clear declaration to that effect was necessary in or.der' to
enable tne court to take such _asures. The pr inciple was an importatlt one in .
practical and political ter.. and should be mar. clearly reflected in the 4raft
articles.
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199. The view was expressed, by anoth.r repr.sentativ., that he had earlier
expressed doubts of a technical nature as to the ne.d for a eeparate part IV to
deal with the question of i. .unity froa ..aaur.s of constraint. HOWever, as the
provisions of the r.l.vant draft articl.shad be.n mdifiedto .li.inat. or clarify
c.rtain points (former draft articl.2l which his d.legation bad found suPtirfluous
had been deleted and draft articl. 23, for_r draft articl. 24, had now been giv.n
a proper Ileaning), he could new agree with the proposals of the coaission.
200. One r.presentative made the point that the queBtion of executiOn only arose
after the' question of' jurisc11ctlonal iJiJliunIt.y bad been'aeclc1eaby-1:he'-'~o-rt--in-tb-.negative and judgement entered in favour of the plaintiff. It should be . .de
clear, he stated, that consent by a State to the jurisdiction of a court did not
imply consent to execution.
201. The point was _de by one representative that it should be _de cl.ar that the
provisions of draft article 21 on the i_unity of State property fre. _asures of
constraint were applicable in .nforcement proceedings in ~rcial arbitration~ as
well as in pre-arbitration injunction proceedings.
Article 21.

State i_unity frOll _asures of constrain!,

202. A number of representativ.s ca.BeDted on the expression -[or property in wich
it has a legally protected interest)- which was placed in square brackets in the
chapeau of draft article 21 (which provided for State i_unity fre. _a.ures of
constraint -on the use of its property or property in its POSs.s.ion or control [o~'
property in which hit hae a legally protected ifiterest)- except in the cases
mentioned in subparagrapbs (a) a'nd (b) of the draft article). It was noted that
the expression ·01' property in which it has a legally protected i~tere8t- vas a180
plac.d in square brackets in paragraph 1 of draft articl. 22.
.
203. The statement was -de by one representative that the provisions ofdralt
article 21 highlighted the difficulti.s which the eo.ais.ion faced in taking
account of the various concept., d.finitions and ..chania. of th. judicial'sy.t• •
of diff.rent countries. M•••ur•• of con.traint wer. oft.n of sUCh a .pecific
nature that an analytical, .n~rativ., fl.xible approach was nec•••ary. ~~ draft
article• .ust -ake it po.sible to identify State property without Unduly expanding
or r••tricting th. d.finition of such property. In draft articles 21 an422, the
purpose of the r.fer.nce to property in which th. State had a legally protected
interest was to furth.r identify that conc.pt.
204. The view was expr••••d by anoth.r r.pr...ntativ. that bothforaulation.,
na..ly, property in the -control- ofa State and property in whlch it has a
-legally protected inter••t-, were .xtre..1y vagu., and while it aight be clear
'Ahat was ..ant by an intere.t, it was harder to see "hat .a. _ant by the legal
protection of such an int.re.t.
205. SoM representative. .tated tllat they favoured the inclu.iOltl of the expr...ion
in qu••tion, without square bracket., in the draft article 110 a. to identify any
int.re.t which a State aight have in property.
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206. The poin~ was made by one representa~ive ~hat reten~ion of ~he words in
were worttlwhile provided i~ was made clear tbat tbey referred only to
. .aaures of constraint on proper~y which affec~ed ~be status of ~be in~eres~s
involved. A S~ate seeking i_unity for its in~erest in property would be
responsible for providing evidence of i~s interes~ in tbe property.
ques~ion

207. Tbe poin~ was _de by &notber represen~a~ive tbat tbeexpression ·or property
in whicb i~ has a legally protected interest~ referred in fact to interests tbat
were specified, inter alia, ~ndraft articles 14 and 15 and that the inclusion of
the words in question in draft articles 21' aNf 22 was, therefore, justifiable.
Another representative stated tbat her delega~ion would support the extension of a
State's 1.-unity to cover property not only in its possession or control, but also
in which it had ·a legally protected interes~·.
208. ~ representatives were of tbe view that tbe inclusion of the expression in
question in draft article 21 would be unwise as sucb a formulation would extend,
unreasonably, ~be scope of State iaaunity. Tbe interest of a State in a property
~gbt be 80 li.ited, it was aaid, as to remain unaffected by a measure of
constraint. The view was also expressed tbat tbe expression was vague and, wbile
i~ lligbt be clear wbat was Hant by an interest, it was barder to see what was
Mant by the legal protection of such an interest.
209. Tbe point was llade, by one representative, tbat be believed it to be rigbt
~hat a StateVs ~unity should extend to tbe legal interest it aigbt bave in
property, which was neitber in its possession, nor under its control. The articles
should, be said, cover the case without, bowever, extending tbe i_unity to persons
or bodies no~ entitled to sucb i_unity. However, to formulate a precise wording
for tbe utter would not be easy. The suggestion was made tbat the expression in
question ~gh~ perbaps be replaced by wording along tbe following 11nesl ·or
affecting a legally protected interest it has in property·.
210. The view was expressed by one representative tbat tbe principle of State
i-.unity froa measures of constraint sbould be simply seated, and tbelatter par~
of draft ar~icle 21, beginning with tbe words ·unless tbe property· in tbe cbapeau
of the draft article, should be deleted.

211. The suggestion was _de, by anotber representative, tbat it would perhaps uke
..tters clearer if the words ·or property in whicb it bas a legally protected
interest· were retained, but togetber with additional·words Which would say that
i~nlty should. not apply if tbe lleasures of constraint did not substantially
affect the State's legally protected interest.
212. The view was expressed by one representa~ive tbat tbere was a relationship
between tbe expr...ion in question in draft article 21 and tbe ~rovi.ion. of'
paragraph 2 of draft article 7 (wbich provided tbat a proceeding sbal~ be dee-ed to
have been ins~ituted against another State If, among otber cases, tbe proceeding
..eks to ca.pel tbat otber State "to bear the consequences of a deteraination by
the court whioh uy affect tbe property =:ights, interests or activitie. ef that
other State·}. Accordingly, be stated, whenI' proceeding of tbe kind referred to
in draft article 21 waa instituted ag~inst an entity whicb was tbe owner of •
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particular property, or which had the property in its possession or control, but
which was not a foreign State, the proceeding may also 'be deeaed to hlsve been
instituted against a foreign State in view of paragraph 2 of draft article 7
(namely a proceeding which win effect seeks to ee-pel that other State either to
subllit to the juri.diction of the court or to bear the consequenQes ofa
deteraination by the court which .y affect the property, rights, interests ()r
activities of that other StateW). Such an interpretation of paragraph 2 of draft
article 7 would not, of itself, create ani.-unity for the foreign State which
would also benefit the entity which was not a State, because the ..tter is also
addressed in draft article 21. The wor4ingofthetwo provisions shouldbe.
carefully reviewed together and fully reconciled. When paragraph 2 of draft
article 7 appliea, it would
that i_unity dependa on the status of the
waffected w property rights, interests or activities of the foreign State. The ..re
fact that a foreign State had a legally protected interest in the property did not
ae_ to justify an i_unity, which would also benefit the non-State owner of the
property who waa 3ubject to the jurisdiction of the cou~t. It would be useful to
look at other aituations in which a foreign State, by its own volition, entered
into what could be calle4 a situation of =--on intereat with a non-State, aubject
to the jurisdiction of. the court. In that sense, draft articles 14,15 and 17
aight also be relevant r inasauch as they also dealt with aixed aituationa.

see.

213. Paragraph (!).

A nWlber of representatives

on the expreaaion
W{non-goverRBental)W which waa placed in square brackets in paragraph (a) of draft
article 21 (which would provide that a State would not enjoy i_unity frca _asure.
of constraint with respect to property that wis apecifically in use or intended for
uee by the State for ca-ercial [non-governllental) purposes and has a connection
with the object of the claia, or with the agency or instr~ntality against which
the proceed'ing was directed W).
c~nted

214. One representative noted that the COIIaission had been unable to decide whether

reference should be ..de to property used only for wc~rcial purposes w or to 1
property used. for wea-ercial non-governaental purposes w• The queat ion had alreaty
been raised in connection with draft article .18, which d.alt with the use of ~lp.
(see above). Ris delegation, he said, was not insenaitive to the arguMnta of . .e
developing countries that there Bight be cases in which c~ercial operation of a
ship or the caa.ercial UBe of property did not necesaarily t-ply use for
non-governaental purpose, ,and that in such caaes i.aunity should be recognized. Be
would not object to a foraulation capable of satiafying the countries conc.rned~
215. se.. representatives were of the view that the expre••ion

)

•

W(nOft-gover~ntalJ

should be retained, without square brackets, in paragraPh (a). The protection of
goverlmental property fro- aeasures of constraint was at lssue, they sai4, in tbe.e
provisions and retention of the expre••ion wnon-qover.,..ntal- would _te It clear
that the purpoae "aa to exclude, frca i.-unity, property that wd In ca._rela! and
profitable use. The point was ..de by . .e representatives that developing
countrle. in the performance of public duties entered into contract. which'~y .....
wc~rcialw but which were, atrictly .peaking, not intended for ~nnercial
purpo....
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216. A nuaber of representatives comaented on the words wand has a oonnectionwith
the object of the claill, or with the agency or instrumentality against which the
proceeding was directed Win paragraph (a) of the: draft article 21. The view was
expressed bf one representative that should the words in question be omitted, this
would to a large extent render illusory the protection of State property 5gainst
..asures of constraint.
217. sa.e representatives etated that they had difficulties with the inclusion of
such .words in peragraph (a). The view was expressed by one representative that the
inclusion of'. such words greatly limited the possibility of enforcement.asures
against property that served cam-ercial non-governmental purposes. There did not
seea to be, in the opinion of one representative, a legal or philosophical
justification for limiting_asures of execution to property which has a connection
"i th the object of the claim. The view was also expressed by another
repre..ntative that the underlying assumption of the doctrine of restrictive
i-.unity was that fore~9~ states should be treated in the same way as other
entitles in the aarket-place. The right to execute should not, he said, be limited
to property related to the particular transaction, it should apply to all property
in use or intended for use in comaercial activities.
218. The point was _de, by another representative, that the requirement of
·connection with the object of the claill w was strange because a claim was usually
not connected with a certain object. The difficulty was reduced, it was said, by
the alternative of a connection Wwith the agency or instrumentality against which
the proceeding "as directed W, but the difficulty was not eliminated because it
reaained unclear ~bat connection the agency or instrumentality must have with the
holder of the right.
219. The pc.)int was made by another representative that it would be useful to know
whether the requireaent that property subject to execution must not only be in use
or intended for use for cc.aercial purposC!s but, a180, have SOIIe connection with
the object of the claia was really consistent with the general approach of the
draft articles. The proposition that a State had no immunity in respect of its
cc... rcial activities rested on the principle that b¥ eng~ging in such activities,
the State was acting as if it were a private individual with cammercial interests
and objectives si.ilar to those of other private individuals. Such a concept was
equally applicable to a Stat.'s property. A state .ight engage in commercial
activiti.. or in non-ea..ercial activities, it .ight have property intended for
C<l. .ercial activities and property not intended for "such use.
If ri. State had no
i.-uhity with regard to any of its cam.ercial activities, none of i~~ property in
use or intended for use for COllllercial activities should be illllune ftooexecution.
220. The view vu expressed by another repreRntative that the requirement of
paragrapb(a) of draft article 21, that the property in question have a connection
"ith the agency or inatru_ntality against which the proceeding was.'directed, was
41fficultto understand a. the ·agency or instru..ntalityW aight have a juridical
pereonality eeparate fro. that of theStat••
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221. '!he view "as also expressed, by one representative, with reference to
paragraph (a, of draft atticl. 21 that there seemea to be nO re~son why all
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property uaed for cCDIercial purpoae. and belonging to the foreign State .in the
rel••ant juri.alction ahou1d not fora a ~n fund agalnat whichjudgeaent
cre4itora.tght prOQeed In, execution.
222.' One repre..ntative atated that he was not in favour ofllubparagraphCa)aa it
would i8PQse on courts the unreaaonab1e task of deter.ining the intentions of
Statea and open the way to arbitrary restrictions arid measures of constraint
against the property of States.
223. Subparagr,ap!! l!!). Tbe view waa, expressecl by one representative with r.apect
to the provi.ioi'e·of paragraph (b) of draft article 21 (whicb would provide that-a
State would not enj~ ~unity fro- measures of constraint with reapect to property
which whas been allocated 01' earaarked by the State for the aatiafaction of the
c1ai. which is the object of that proceeding W) that it would see. to be sufficient
to require .ere1y that the property in question whad been allocated for the pa~nt
of debts incurred by the State w•
.
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Article 22.

-

Conaent to aeasures of constraint

224. One representative stated that tlJe prov'isions of draft article 22 Cwh1i\ch would
provide that a State cannot invoke ~unity frOM aeasurea of constraint with .
reapect to property if it has expressly consented to the taking of such measures
with reapeat to such property) were unclear on the question as to whether the
wconeent W referred to in draft article 22 only concerned property covered by
i~nity under draft article 21.
If this were 80, consent would under no
c!rcaaatances be necessary with respect to properties that were not covered by
i ....nity u!l4er draft article 21, n_e1y, the properties referred to in
paragraphs Ca) and (b) of that draft artic1e.C1arifio3tion of this _tter was, in '
his view, ~rtant because the availability of execution would deter.ine the
reality of any rights against a foreign State.

l

Article 23. !f!Cific categories of property
tS,

:s
lS
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sa..

representatives considered the provisions of draft article 23 Cwhich
1iated the categories of State property that would be exeapt fra. aeasures of
constraint) to be justifiable in view of what they regarded as an alar.ing trend in
certain jurisdictions to attach 01' fre••e thft assets of foreign States.
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226. The view waa expressed by one representative that it may be useful to include
in draft article 23 atil1 further provisions providing for the ~nlty of other
types of State properties which were siai1ar to the categories currently en~rated
in paragraph 1 of the draft article, as certain further categories of State
property aay in the future be c~nsidered properly i.-uno fra. aeasures of
conatraint.
,

227. Tbe view waa expressed, by one representative, that, strictly apeaking, the
enuaeration of categories of property in paragraph 1 of draft .rtic!~ 23 (which,
1iate4 categoriea of property not to be considered .s property in us.~intenaed
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for use for commercial purPQses) was unnecessary and should not be considered. The
significance of draft article 23, he said, really lay in its paragraph 2, "hi~ti .
provided that measures of constraint could be applied against the categories of
property listed in paragraph 1 only in two ca.es.. if the property had been
-allocated or earmarked- in ter.s of draft article 21 by the State in question, or
if State consent to the measures of constraint bad been given, in terms of draft
article 22.
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228. Some representatives considered that a listing .of such categories of
properties, 'as proposed in paragraph 1 of draft article 23, could create
difficulties in the application of the draft articles. The general rUle that State
property was immune from measures of'const~aint, as well as an indication of the.
ferms of property that were not protected by the general rule, was, they stated,
already contained in draft article 21 (State i. .unity from measures of
constraint). A further enumeration in draft article 23 of categories of proper~y
not subject to measures of constraint would, they stated, raise doubts as to the
application of the general rule of t.aunlty in draft article 21 and may lead to the
conclusion that any form of State property not listed in draft a~ticle 23, as
immune from measures of constraint, would be subject to ..asures of constraint.
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229. One representative stated that he wondered whether it would be wise in draft
article 23 to list the property per_nent1y taune fre. enforc_ent _asures,
unless otherwise expressly agreed by the State concerned. '!'his, he thought, would
run the risk of forgetting to include certain categories of property in the list.
Perhaps the list should, he said, be offered as indicative of -pUblic property
earmarked for pUblic service- and thereby entitled to the status in question.
230. The point was made by one representative with respect to the provisions of
subparagraph (a) of paragraph 1 of draft article 23 (which included, in the list of
properties that would be immune from measures of constraint, ·property, including
any bank account, which is in the territory of· another State and is used or
intended for use for the purposes of the dip10aatic .ission of the State or its
consular posts, special .issions, missions to international organisations, etc.·)
that he \fOuld expect the provisions of subparagraph (a) of palagraph 1 would apply
to all property destined for the ·pu~ses of the 4iplaaatic ais8ionof the State-,
.including the general activities of the mi8sion which might in turn include
COImlercial activities. Be was unable, therefore, to concur in the views expreued
in the commentary on subparagraph (a).
..
231. A number of representati~e8 ca.aented 8pecifica11y on the provi.ions of
subparagraph (c) of paragraph 1 (which included in the list of propertie8 that
would be~une from measures of constraint, ·property of the central bank or other
monetary authority of the State which i8 in the territory of another State·). sa.,
representatives expressed agreeaefit with 8uch a pcovl.ion. Tbe view ~a8 expre..ed
that the provision was of 8pecia1 interest to . .ny developing countrie8 since such
a provision was ~8sential for en8uring that the re.tructuring of the foreign debt
of cS country's public or private 8ector ¥ae carrie4 out in an orderly ..oner. The
view was also expr~s8ed that central bank. or aonetary authOritie. of a State were
exe~t from the jurisdiction of foreign State. because they represented
governmental purses and any action against the. would subject the Governaent of a
<
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country to undue pres,ure, though if Governments traded through ~eparate juridical
entitie. their activities would not norsa11y be covered b, ~unity, even though
they My be goverm.nt-owned entities. The view was also expre.sed that if
measures of constraint were peraitted against the property of central bank. or
State monetary authoritie., it would cause in.ecurity in the international
financial systea and there .....d to be no ba.is in the legal practice or
legislation of countries for such a provi.ion.
232. Some representatives con.idered the provisions of paragraph (c) of paragraph 1
unacceptable in their present fora a8 it would grant i..unlty to the aSBetsof
central bank. without re.tricting such ~unity to property utilized for central
bank purpose.. '!'be que.tion was raised aB to why if property was in the hands of a
central bank or aonetary authority and was in fact used or. intended to be used in
commercial activities such property should be immune fro. execution. In that
regard, subparagraph (c), it wa••aid, stood in contrast with the other
aubparagrapba of paragraph 1, wbich ba.ed the immunity of property fro. _asure. of
constraint on the nature of the use of the property, and not on the nature of the
in.titution po.sessing the property. The underlying rationale for the absence of
immunity fraa adjudication in the case of ~rcia1 activities, and fraa execution
in the case of property in use or intended for use in c~ercia1 activities, ...
that participation in ~rcia1 activities negated any justification for special
privilege or i_unity. Clarification was needed, it was .aid, on why it was
nece••ary to uke an exeaption _rely because the property vas in the hands of a
central monetary authority.
233. The view was also expreaed that the provisions of sub~ragraph (c) of

Lst of
Ung

paragraph 1 seeaed to run counter to the current trend of not granting i.-anity
the propertyftof central banks or other aonetary authorities of a foreign State
situated in the territory of another State when .uch proPerty was in use or
intended for u.e in ~rcia1 transaction••
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oo.ment. on draft articles in part V Q!l.ce11aneous provisions)
Article 24.

Service of process

234. Paragraph 1. Th. view v.. expre••ed that paragraph 1 of draft article 24
(which 1i.ted in subparagraphs (a) to (d) the _ans bf which -service of process by
any writ or other docu.ent instituting a proceeding again.~ a State shall ~
.ffeoted-) s..aed to establish a hierarchy for the ..thods of .ervice of process,
and it se.1Ied desirable that the ooapetent court should at least be given th.
opportunity of fr..ly deciding as to which particu1&r ..thod vas appropriate ina
particular c....
235. As to the provisions of subparagrapb (a) of paragraph 1 (wbich provided that
s.rvice of process shall be effected -in accordance with any special arrange..nt
for service betwe.n the clai..nt and th. State concerned-), the point . s lIIlde that
under the national la.. of 80. . countries arrange..nts between parti•• a. to the
service of process would be irrelevant.
.
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236. As to tbe provisions of subparagraph (c) of paragraph 1 (which provided for
the service of process "by transmission through.diplomatic channels to the Ministry
of FOreign Affairs of the State c<»ncerned"), the point was made that such service
of process would only be possible if permitted by the law of the State of the forum
and the "State concerned". A similar requirement, it was noted, was to be found in
subparagrapb (d) of paragraph 1.
237. The view was expressed that the provisions of subparagraph (d) (iii) of
paragrapb 1 (wbich provided that service of process, if permitted by the law of tb~
State'of the forum and the law of the State concerned, shall be effected "by any
other means") seemed allbiguous and could result in an unreasonably broad

.

applic~tion.

238. paragraph 4. As to the provisions of paragraph 4 of draft article 24 (wbicb
provided that any State that enters an appearance on the merits in a proceeding
instituted against it, may not thereafter assert that there was no proper service
of process), the view was expressed that they seemed unduly restrictive. It seemed
preferable, it was said, to adopt tbe provisions that had been earlier proposed for
paragraph 4 of draft article 24 by the Special Rapporteur in terms of which fault
in the service of process could be later remedied regardless of whetber a State
against wbicb a proceeding had been instituted bad entered an appearance on a
purely procedural question or on tbe merits of the case.

Article 25.

Default judgement

239. The view was expressed, by one representative, that it seemed necessary to
consider wbetber, in draft article 25 (Which concerned procedures to be followed in
entering a default judgement against a State), a provision recognizing that a
default judgement could be rendered because the court had jur isdiction in the case
sbould be included in the draft article.
240. One representative noted that the provision in paragraph 1 of draft
article 25, stating that no default judgement sh&llbe rendered against a State
until tbe expiry of a period of not less than three months from the date on which
service of writ or other document instituting proceedings was effected, was
particularly welca.e as it provided for a clear time-limit. The view was
expressedt by the ..me representative, that, as he understood it, the purpose of
paragraph 2 of draft article 25 was to ensure that under the articles a foreign
State would have at least three months to proceed against a default jUdgement, an4
it was not .erely that the time-limits prescribed in the civil procedure of the
foru. State were to be extended b¥ another th~ee months simply because th~
defendant
a foreign Stab)}. This, he said, should be reflected in the
~ntary on draft article 25.

w.
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241. One representative stated that he concurred with the provisions of draft
article 21 as he shared the view that, for reasons of security or domestic la"·,
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States adght soaeti... not be in a position to sub.it certain documents or
infor..tion to a foreign court.
Article~28.
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ROn-discriaination

242. The view wu expressed that draft article 28 (which provided, In paragraph 1,
that the articles -shall be applied on a non-discri.inatory basis as between the
States parties-, and, in paragraph 2, that discrimination shall not however be
regarded as taking plac.-(a) .where the State of theforua applies any of
provisions of the present articles restrictively because of a restrictive
application of that provision by the ~)ther State concerned, or (b) where by
agreement States extend to each other treatment different from that which is
required by the provisions of 'the pre..n~ articles-) required careful consideration
as it concerned the question of the ~~ of the articles, there should be no
confusion on the ..tter. 101''' of application not in keeping with the intended
purpose of the articles which was to har.anize the rules of State i..unity should,
it was said, be avoided.
243. One representative stated that he had reservations with respect to the
provisions of draft article 28, which aight lead to erroneous conclusions regarding
the application of the articles. International law recognized, he said, the
principle of reciprocity and the right of States to conclude agreements on all
aatters affected by reciprocity.

'le case

244. The point waa _de by . .e representatives that the provisions of draft
article 28 ref·lected a coaprOllise re&ched after prolonged debate and the provisions
were, in their view, acceptable. The final version of the draft article as
proposed by the Coaais.ion wu designed, it was said, to lessen the danger of a
unilateral interpretation which would li.i~ the application of the ~unlties
recogniz~!d by th~ draft articles.

tate
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245. .A nuaber of representatives ~nted specifically on the provision. of
paragraph 2 of the draft article.
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246. One representative stated that the two subparagraphs of paragraph 2 should be
converted into separate paragraphs. one dealing with the restrictive application
of provisions of the draft article., ana tho other wU:h the extended application of
the provisions of the draft articles.
247. As to the provisions of subparagraph (a) of paragraph 2 of the draft article
(which would provide that discriaination ahall not be regafded aa taking place
·where the State of the forua applies any of the proviaions of the pre8ant article.
restrictively because of a r.stri~tlve application of that provi.ion bytha other
State concerned-), the sugge.tion . s ..de that, in tbecourse of the second
reading of the draft articl••, the C:O-ission should give consideration to the
que.tion of how re.trictive application. by other States should be evaluated by a
!~ate party to tha articlea.
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248. The v1.w was .xpreesed bf another repr.sentativ. that

(a) of
paragraph 2, which 1~lied th. po•• ibility of unilat.ral application of provisions
ot .tbearticl•• could rai•• difficulti•• ~ Thi. po8sibility was deemed all the more
di.turbingbecause the draft articl•• made no provision, for the time being, for
th. lettle••nt of di.putes.
8ubpara9r~ph

249. Tb. view was .JqJr••••d bf one representative that the provisions of
subparagraph (a) of paragraph 2 .eemed to per.it a restrictive application of the

provision. of the draft articles eve~though such application might amount to a
br.ach of the conv.ntion. The t.ra ·re.trictive application- might be deemed to be
nothing aore, he sai4, than a eupheaisa for a breach. To avoid that
interpr.tation, there should be a provision allowing States parties a certain
freedoa in the ~leaentation of the rul.s in the draft articles, because in the
absence of 8uch a provi8ion, a restrictive application could be said to constitute
a breach of the convention. Re referred, in this connection, to the ~entary on
article 47 of the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diploaatic Relations. Tbe Commission,
he ..i~, II1g,J»t consider including an ob.ervation along those lines in the
cc...ntary to draft article 28, to make it clear that draft article 28 did not
8anction a re.trictive application of a provision that would be tantamount to a
breach of that provision.
."1:',.,

250. A. to the provisions of .ubparagraph (b) of paragraph 2 of the draft article
(which would provide that discrimination shall not be regarded as taking place
·where by agreement State8 extend to each other treataent different from that which
ie required by the provlsionB of the present articles·), the view was expressed by
the saae representative that they should be bro~9htinto line with paragraph 2 (b)
of draft article G of the draft articles on the ~tatus of the dlpla.atlc aburier
and the diploaatic bag not acca.panied by diploaatic courier which took account of
the object and purpose of the article. as well a. the interest of third States, and,
was consistent with article 41 of the Vi.nna ConvQntion on the Law of TreatiesQ
?
C.

STATUS 01' THB DIPLOMATIC mORISR AND TIIB DIPLOMATIC
BAG NO'!' ACCOMPANIED BY DIPLOMATIC COURIBR

1.
.

.

General observations

.

,

I
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251. A nuabet of representativ.. referred in th.ir .tatements to the t.portmnce of ~ f
the topic ofth. 8t&tUS of the diplOMatic courier ana the diplc.atic bag not
i .
aocompanied bf diploaatic courier to ~unications between States and their
representatives abroad, as well a. to the de.irability of a codlfied international
rfg~ on the diplOMatic courier and the diplOMatic ba~ a8 a supplement to the
provieions of exi8t{ng convent.ions on diplOMatic and consular relations. Such all i~
int.rnational In.truaent vould:;o they .. id, harllOnille and strengthen existing rUle.,~'
ana aettle quelltioRa not hitherto covered in conventions.
,"
252. Appreciation waa expre...d to the International Law C~i88ion for its
adoption onfirat reading of draft artlcl.. on the topic, and to the Special
Rapporteur, Mr. Alexander Yankov, for hi. conaci.ntiouanea. ai'ld diligence in
se.king generally acceptable solutions to a.n.itive and difficult matters.
I
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253. Several representative. con.idered the draft article. a sound ba.is for the
preparation of a future international in.~ru..nt on the topic.
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254. The view was expressed that the draft article. generally respected the b.lanc.
between the rights and duties of the sen4ing, receiving and tran.it States, and
included provi.ions nece.sary to ensure the safety of diplc.atic CQMaunlcation••
The ca.aission bed 88de great, efforts to find caapr~ise ~lution. on the various
issues and had .truck a reasonable balance between the requlr...nte of codific.tion
and amplification of the law and State.' intere.t in security and free
communication. The draft article., in the opinion of one representative,
constituted a model for the formulation of practical provi.ions whlcha~te4
the interests of sending, receiving and transit State.. Article. 4 (Preeaa. of
official comaunic3tions), 18 (I. .unity fra. jurisdiction), 19 (Bxe8ption fra.
personal examination, custoMs duties and in.pection) and 20 (BxCMptioft fra. dues
and taxes) gave a dipleutic coUrier the privilege. and m.uniti•• accorded to
regular diplomatic officialB, which appeared ....ntial for the efficient and
unhampered manual carriage and delivery of official ea-aunication. bet•••n a State
and it~ dip10m&tic and other ai••iona abroad. Such privilege. and laauniti•• vere
balanced b¥ a corresponding obligation on the part of the sending State to r.frain
usea
bag
~.~
fre~ of
communications" and by the duty of the courier to respect tbe lavs ana regulations
of the receiving and tran.it State. and to refrain fre. interfering in,tlielr
'.
internal affairs. The receiving or transit State could terainate at any ti.. the
fUn~!iOtnsi· of the courier °d~"deC1a r e ~ipa1rticui1a~urierhunaccehoPtai.b~.. 'Ba .~~
.
pro,-,,=c on was a180 accor w to t he u p c:.at c -" ae t e aut. r t... 0 f tiN
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aust be
ba.~
had the:'
potential of being a ..nding State, a tran.it State and a rec.iving Stat., the bag
was 118ant to be used for official COI!IiIIU11icatlon., and, the inviolability of the ~g
was intended pri_rily to aintain the confidentiality of official OOIIIIunicati~••
Such criteria had been reflected in the draft article., and to a 1arg• •xt.nt a'
balance bad been achieved bet.een the intere.ts of the thr.. categori•• of Stat••,
but certain articles did need further .xaain.tion. !be draft artic1.. extended the
sue privileges and maunitie. to the couri.ra. . .r. extended to a diplc:.atic
agent under the 1961 Vi.nna Convention on Dip1a.atic R.lations. Such privi1eg••
and i..unitie. were e••entia1 for the .fficient perforaance of the duti.a ofth.
courier .ho, in return, was quite logically requirec1 not to int.rfere in the'
internal affair. of the reQeiving State or to violate its

la...

'

256. The purpo.. of the draft artic1.. shOUld, it . . . . .i4by on. repr...ntativ.,
be threefo1dl to con.o1idate .xisting proviaion.of the r.1.vant conv.ntions, to
unify the rule. 80 as to .neure the . _ tr.at_nt for all dip1a.atic cOuriers, ana
to 4eve10p rule. to a.al .ith practical prOb1". not cov.red by exi.ting
provi.ion.. He ••1COlle4 the COIIpra.i.. r ••ched at the 1986 •••• ion concerning th.
diplc.atic bagaftd aiplouticcoUrl*r aM' hopea that the CO-i•• lon would proceed . . ·
in due cour.. to the next .tate in tHe finalisation of iu work on tM tQl)ic, ~ich
wa.broad enough to lnc1ude·ca.lUnications of int.rnational organisation. and o f '
recognised natione1 liberation ~ve_nt.. '!'hough aany of the specific i ••ue....r.
,
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alr.ady ·covered under the relevant multilateral conventions, the effort currently
uncl.r way was, he said, tim.1y and nec••••ry in suppl• •ntlng and haraonizing the
existing international legal instru_nts.

257. so.. representatives, though acknowledging the us.fulness of and need for the
draft articlesO and the quality of the work of the eo..iaalon, w.re of the view that
not all the draft articles met the neces.ary conditions for deairable
codification•. The'view was expressed by one representative that the draft articles
could'provide a sound basi. 'for a futurfJ IlUltilat.ral instrUllent provided that, in
the course of the sfJcond reading of the draft articl.s by the co..issi~n, the
provisions of paragraph 1 of draft article 18 (I.-unity fra. jurisdiction) .were
i.p~oved and the questions giving rise to differences of opinion on the provisions
of paragraph 2 of draft article'28 (protection of the diplc.atic bag) were
.atisfactorily resolved.
258. Another representative was of the view that several provisions of the draft
articles,and in particular those of draft articles 18 and 28, would weaken the
preMnt status of the diplaaatic courier and the diplc:.atic bag, and would hardly
be acceptable in their present fora. The inviolability of the dipla.atic bag, the
cog!identlality of its contents and national security interests could be adequately
safeguarded only on the ,basis of the generally recognized principles of diplOMatic
law. The future instrument should codify all the i. .unities and privileges that
~ere indispensable for the independent and unimpeded exercise of the diplomatic
.!Courier's functions, which were directly derived frQ(~ the sovereignty of the
sending state. On the other hand, possible control and restrictive _aaures on the
part of the receiving or transit State would have to be strictly limited to
Beasures directly protecting such State's legitiaate national securit1 interests.
As they 8~, the draft articles did not _~t that basic requir...nt in every
respect.
259. One representative stated that although the paraJlOunt question to be d.alt
with by the draft articles was that of the diplQRatic bag itself, it should not
detract fro. the ~rtance of protecting the couri.r and affording hi. certaln
ain,i..- guarantees. ,Tbebag should be inviolable but not .acred, and the
diplo.atic courier should have adequate protection for the proper .xercise of his
functions, however, his personal inViolability, tb. inviolability of his te~rary
ac~tion and of his means of transport as well .s his i. .unity froa
jurisdiction, ex_aption froa personal exaainat·~on and inspection, and exeaption
fro- dues and taxes should be based on functiona~ nec.ssity 80 as to avoid abuse.
Bis country took that view partly because the final draft article. aust be such
that they would be acceptable to the large llajority of State., and partly because
in his country, .. in, many small d.v.loping countri••, .pecial dipla.atic couriers
were rar.ly used, and it. was therefore natural to be especially sensitive and
~a.e,,~at clrdu..pect in extendio,g exc.ssiv. privil.g•• and i. .unitie. to the
dipl~atic courier. of other States.
"
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261. SO. representatives stated that they wished to reaffirm thetr .isgivings with
respect to the need and usefulness of elaborating draft articles on the present
topic. One representative recalled his country's long-felt reservations as to th,e
need for the topic to be considered at all by the COJlUDission. Iaplellenbtion .~nd
observance by States of existing international law were more important than writing
new texts. Of the four conventions cited by the Special Rapporteur, only the 1961
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations and the 1963 Vienna Convention on
Consular Relations were a good basis for work 011 the topic, since they were widely
accepted. His delegation would have preferred the Special Rapporteur to have
followed a more inductive approach. It was disappointing that no majority study of
state practice had as yet been undertaken, which would have helped to determine
whether state practice had developed, beyond article 27 of the 1961 Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations, in such a way as to require either codification
or progressive development of international law in the area.
262. One representative noted that from the outset his delegation had expressed
misgivings as to the need or even the usefulness of elaborating a set of draft
articles on the topic. While he appreciated the serious work done, for which he
wished to thank the Special Rapporteur, he continued to have doubts as to whether
it was appropriate to attach such priority to that topic.
263. The point was made by one representative that the Commission, in its work of
devising a uniform regime to govern the status of the diplomatic courier and the
diplomatic bag, encountered difficulties whenever the new provisions exceeded the
limits of the existing rules of the Vienna Conventions. That was particularly true
of draft articles 17, 28 and 33, dealing, respectively, with the inviolability of
the temporary accommodation of the courier, the protection of the bag, and optional
declarations of applicability of the draft articles.
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264. One representative recalled that, 10 years earlier, when the OO. .issionhadf
taken up the topic his delegation had exPressed the view that caution shOUld
exercised in dealing with matters touching the 1961 Vieit1na Convention on Dipl . tic
Relations. Nevertheless, it was possible" that intensification ofdipla.atic
relations and international communications justified more detailed regUlation of
qUestions relating to the courier and the bag. The nature of the new instruaent
and the form it ought to take - a protocol to the 1961 Vienna Convention or a new
convention - remained open to question. He hoped that the COIDIIission would, on its
second reading of the draft articles, take care in formulating 8S clear and concise
a text as possible.
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265. As to the future of the topic, one representative was of the view that,
following the submission of written comments by Governments and the co.aission's
second reading of the draft articles, the adoption of the draft articles could take
place within the framework of the Sixth Co••ittee.
.

L.h' \ 266. Another representative underscored that the draft articles were a signal
Lon., Contribution.b9 the establishment of generally acceptable rules to facilitate the
proper ftN~nctioning of an important ihstruaent of COIUIlunicationbetween a State and
its .ialL )ns abroad. The Colllllssion had considered its task to be one of
codification, in trying to formUlate general rules applicable to all categories of
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courier. andbaga u.ed for official OOMaunications, it had been at pain. to adhere
to exi.ting lava as .et forth in exi.ting convention. relating to couriers and
bags. In hi. delegatio,,'s view, the COIa1Iission .ight have gone a little further
and taken _erging practice. and needs lIOre fully into account. Por exaaple, it.·
was regrettable that the draft failed to cover courier. and bag. of international
organization.. Nevertheles., the draft wes an achieve..nt which did honour to the
ee.ai••ion.

273. Ont
articl.
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267. several representative. considered the draft articles as an exc.llent basis
for a future international binding instrument on the topic.

274. AnI
was one

268. various aspects of the set of draft articles were referred to in
evaluation of it. contents by aeveral E'epre.entatives..·

(b)·

2.

&

general.

Comments on specific provi.ions of the draft articl.s

269. !he draft article. on the statu. of the diplOmatic courier and the diplomatic
bag not 8CCOIIpanied tJ"t diplaaatic cour l.r, provisionally aeJopted by the CcxIIIissi~
on first reading, were arranged in four ~arts as follows. part I, General
provisions, part 11, Status of the dipla.atic couri.r and the captain of a ship or
aircraft entrusted with the diplomatic bag, part Ill, Status of the diploaatic bag,
and part IV, Misc.llaneous provi.ions.
(a)

--Catb4

Co1dent. on draft articles in part
Article 3.

I

(General provisions)
Us. of ter.u

270. The view wu expres.ed by one repre.entativ& that the relation.hip between the
draft articles, on the cwae hand, and the four aultilateral conv.ntion. referred to
on dipla.atic and consular law in draft article 3 (na..ly, the Vienna Convention on
Diplc.atic Relation. of 18 Apr il 1961, the Vienna Conv.ntion on Con.ular Relations
of 24 April 1963, the Convention on Special Mi•• ions of 8 Deceaber 1969 and the
Vienna Convention on the Representation of Stat•• in th.ir R.lation. with
International Organizations of a Univer.al Character of 14 March 1975), on the
oth.r, .....d clearly stated in draft article 3. The ~.t••• provided for by the
four conventions .hould, he said, be harllOnized.

.

.

271. Th. point was _de, by another representativ., that the provision. of
paragraph 1 (8) of draft article 3, which defined -d.legation-, ••••ea to .tate

th~

obvious.
Article 4.

FreecJo. of official ca.aunication. 1

212~ On. representative con.idered the principl~ .et out in draft article 4 to be
of Ilalrticular iJlPOrtance. (The draft article provid.s that the receiving and the
transit Stat•••ball Per.itand protect the official ca.aunications of the .ending
State eff.cted through thedlplc.atic courier on the diplc:.atic bag.) /
•
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Article 5.

Duty ,to respect. the lawa.andregulations of tbe
receiving State ancJtbe transit State

273. One.representative, expr.ssi~ basic agree_nt with tbe provisions of draft
article 5, considered that the provisions of tbe draft articJe :sbould be foraulated
in sucb a IlaMer as to achi.ve a harllOnioua balance between tbe -functio1,.1
i-.unities- of tbe courier and the inter.sts of tbe States concerned.
274. Another repr.sentative stated that the principle set out in draft article 5
was one of particular illPOrtance.
(b)· Comments on draft articles in part 11

the

caPta~n

(~atus of tbe diplaaatic courier and
of a ship or aircraft entrusted with tbe dip10llatic bag)

Ar~icle,!.
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Nationality of tbediplaaatic courier

275. Witb reference to paragrapb 2 of tbe draft article (providing tbat tbe
diplaaatic courier aay not be appointed fra. among persons baving the nationality
of the receiving State except with tbe consent of the State, wbicb lllay be witbdrawn
at any time), one representative stated tbat a1tbougb tbe expression -at any tiaevas consistent with the provisions of draft article 12, it posed a problem to tbe
extent tbat it could provide legal grounds on whicb a receiving State, wbicb bad.
consented to allow the sending State to appoint a diplomatic courier from among
persons baving the nationality of the receiving State, could arbitrarily withdraw
its consent once the courier bad begun hie .1selon. A provision should, he stated,
be inserted· in draft article 9 to prevent that froa occurring.

Article 11.

and of the functions of tbe diplomatic courier

;

f

276~ The opinion was expr....d b.Y one representative tbat tbe draft articles sbJuld
I

..keit clear that the functions of • courier co.-enced, witb respect to eacb "
receiving State, each tiJle he .ntered the State in question, and ended each ti.e he·
departed frc:. the State, without any fora of notification being necessary.
Howeve~, he said, when considered in light of draft article 7 (Appointaent of the
dip10aatic couri.r), the provisions of draft article 11 seemea to convey the
i.preuion that a couri.r'. functions began at the ti.e of his appointllent and
.ndect with the notifications prov:l.dedfor in draft article 11, which applied,
however, to exceptional situation.~ H. noted that th. difference between the
ptofessiona1 dipla.atic courier and the couri.r ad hoc qauaed a certain
diffictllty. Tb. prof•••iona1 cou.~ier did not have to belong to a specific
depart.ent of a State's civil service and trav.lled routinely to transport bags,
where.s th. couri.rad hoc qnly tranaportecJ bags on occasion. It .ight be said
that the profe.eiona1 courier travelled in order to transport the bag, whereas the
courier ad hoc transported th. bag when he was travelling.
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Article 12.

The diplcna~ic courier declared persona non grata
or not acceptable

271. The' point .was _de by one representative, who stated that be was unable to
agree with the current formulation of draft article 12, that a ooutier was not '
aCQredited to ~be receiving State or transit State, and may not even be a national
of the sending State, and could not, tberefore, be declared persona non grata.
Article 16.

Personal protection and inviolability

283.

278. Ohe repre&entative, referring to draft article l~ (whicb provides that the
dipla.atic courier shall be"protected by tbe receiving State or by the, transit
State in the performance of bis functions, that he shall enjOf personal
inviolability and shall not be liable to any form of arrest or detention) as well
as to draft articles 17 and 18, considered that a distinction sbould be . .de
between a case where the courier had the bag in his charge and a case where be did
not have the bag in his charge. The protection, inviolability and i.-unity
provided for in the draft articles sbould be accorded only in the first case. A
courier should not enjoy privileges and imnunities as broad as those accorded to
di,.lanatic representatives accredited to the receiving State.•
Article 17.

Inviolability of temporary accommodation

279. One representative was of the vie'w that there seelled to be a c;.;ontradiction
between paragraphs 1 and 3 of draft article 17. Paragraph 1 provided for tbe
absolute inviolability of the temporary accommodation of the courier, while
paragraph 3 provided for its inspection under certain circumstances.
286. Another representative considered that the provisions of the draft article
should be retained in their present form, as they contained, he stated, one of the
eSBential coaponent8 of the measures required to ensure protection of the
diplomatic courier and the inviolability of the d~plomatic bag.
Article 18.
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Immunity fro. jurisdiction

281. A number of representatives stated that they were unable to agree with the
approach adopted in paragraph 1 of draft article 18, which would a.ccord a
diplomatic courier immunity frOM criminal jurisdiction only in respect of acts
perfor..d in the exercise of bis functions, and would grant a diploaatic courier
liMited, functional i_unity 'rather tban COIIPlete i. .nity. They _de reference to:
the pre_ble to the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diplaaatic Relation, which ...de it!' "
clear, they said, that the purpose of privileges andi-.unitie. was not to benefi~
i.ldividuals but to ensure efficient perfor_nee of the functions of dipl..atic
.i~sions as representing States.
282. It was essential, they said, that in order to ensure an ·efficient perfor_nee
of the functions of a diplomatic courier (na_ly, custody, transPOrtat,on and
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delivery of the diplomatic bag) the diploaatic courier should be protected frOll
pressure of any kind on the part of the l'eceivingor transit State. One of the
most serious forms of pressure was, it was said, the threat of cri.inal
proceedings. Since the diplomatic courier's functions were not less important or
less confidential than those of the ad.inistrativ~ and technical staff of a
mission, it was clear that the scope of the diplomatic courier's i. .unities should
not be less than the scope of the immunities of ~d.inistrative and technical
staff. In terms of article 37, paragraph 2, of the 1961 Vienna Convention on
Diplomatic Relations, members of the administrative and technical staff of a
diplomatic mission enjoyed the same privileges and immunitie8 as diplaaatic agents.
.J

:0

..

,

.anal

. i

283. Guarantees, they said, against abuse of a diplomatic courier's privileges and

immunities were duly provided for in draft article 5 of the present draft articles
which provided for the diplomatic courier's re8pect for the laws and regulations of
the receiving or transit State, and the duty of the sending State to ensure that
the privileges and immunities accorded to its diplOllatic courier were -not used in
a manner incOmpatible with the object and purpose of the present articles-.

..

a did

284. The point was made by some representatives that the inclusion, in paragraph 1
of draft article 18, of the words -in respect of all acts perfor..d in the exercise
of his functions· was not a compromise but a departure fl'a. international practiCe
as reflected in the 1961 Vienna Convention on Dipla.aticRelations. Such a
provision COUld, it was said, cause difficulties of interpretation, as there was no
agreement cm which State (the sending, the receiving or the transit State) was
entitled to differentiate between acts perforaed in the exerci~ of the functions
of the cour ier and other acts. The point was also made that, aithougb the
possibility of abuse and protection of the interests of the receiving and transit I
States were advanced in argument against a grant of full i..unity to the diplaaatic/<
courier from the criminal jurisdiction of such States, in,practice, abuse of
/
immunity was the exception rather than the tUle. Horas intended to be universal,;"
should not, it was said, be based on the exception to the general rule. Ifa /
diplomatic courier abused the protection accorded hi. by his st.atus, the ..ndin~
State was under an obligation to deprive ,him of that protected status. The
.:
language of draft article 18, it was also said, seeaed to assuae bad faith on the
part of the diplomatic courier or the sending State as the point of departure, and
this was unaccepta~le. The provisions of draft article 16, which provided that the
diplomatic courier ·shall enjoy personal inviolability and shall not be liable to
any form of arrest or detention·, could not be said to constitute adequate
protection for the diploaatic courier.. It was particularly iJlPOrtant, it was also
said, to determine whether refusal to extend full immunity to the, diplomatic
courier was not a derogationfroa generallyreeognized norns and treaty practice.
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The view was also expressed by one representative that the extent of the
protection to be accorded the diplomatic courier in the performance of bis
functions was linked with the need for a just balance between the interests of the
sending State in ensuring the confidentiality of its ca.aunications and the
security interests of the transit State. Be was of the opinion that, on the one
hand, the status of the diplomatic courier could not bothe . . . as that of .
diplOlDatic agents an4, 01) the other, that the privilegeeand ta.unltiesehou14 .a-.
sufficient to enable the courier to perform his functions, and thu8 ensure free40a
of communication between the sending State and its accredited aissions.
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Article 19.

Bx.mption frOll per.onal exallination,
custo.. duties and inspection

286. Th. vi.w was expressed br one r.pr.sentative that the provisions of draft
artic1. 19 (which provides for the exe.p~ion of the dip10utic courier froll
personal exa.inatlon, custaas duties and inspection) were unnecessary in view of
the provisions of draft article 16 on personal inviolability.
Article 21.

Duration of privileges and iaaunities

2B7. One representative stated that the provisions of draft article 21 were
gener'lly satisfactory.
288. The point was _de by another representative that the lDOIftent when a courier
·begins to exercise his functions· was not made sufficiently clear in the draft
article, and different interpretations were possible. 'Be was of the view that,
notwithstanding the distinction made in the draft article between the regUlar
dip1aaatic courier (whose privileges and t-munities would cease on his departure
fro. the territory of the receiving or transit State) and the diplomatic courier
ad hoc (whose privileges and ~unities would cease on his delivery of the
dip1011atic bag), the two couriers were, in practice, on the same footing: namely,
they both, in practice, left the territory of the receiving State within a short
period of t1Jle. Re wondered whether it would be possible to grant the courier
ad hoc only a lIini~1I of privileges and 't.aunitles and to reserve the full set of
privileges and i.-unities envisaged in the draft articles for the regular courier.
Artic16 22.

Waiver of

~untties

289. The view was expressed by one representative that the provisions of
paragraph 5 of the draft article (which provide that if the sending State does not
waive the i. .unity of the diplomatic courier in respect of a civil action, it shall
use its best endeavours to bring about a just settlement of the case) should be
_de stronger, and they should not, he said, merely require that the best
.ndeavours of the sending State be made -to bring about a just settlement of the
ca••••
Article 23. !ltatus of the captain of a ship or aircraft
entru.ted with the diplOMatic bag
290. One representative was of the view that it would be ~re appropriate for the
provisions of draft article 23 also to include any _lIber of the crew of an
aircraft in ca.aercia1 service, as had been done at an earlier stage in the
Co_iesion's work. The 'provision of draft article 30 clearly showed, he said, that
tbe' earlier wording of draft article 23 was preferable. The only specific
international obligation imposed on the teceiving State,was, he said, to permit a
..~r of the relevant dipla.atic .ission to have unimpeded access to the aircraft.
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(c)

:t

Comments on draft articles in part !}I (Status' of the
Article 25.
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Contents of the diplomatic bag

291. The observation was made by one representative that paragraph 1 of draft
article 25 (which provides that the diplomatic bag may contain only official
correspondence and docu.nts or articles intended exclusively for official u••) ••t
out the basic principle with respect to the purpose for which the dipla.aticbag
was to be used and what its content should be. The principle, he sai4, "as based
on the provisions of draft article 3 which defined -diplomatic bag- and the
provision of draft article 4 which stated that the bag was to be eap10yed for
-official communications-. Although the expression ·artic1es intended exclusively
for official use- in paragraph 1 of draft article 25 was not the same as the
expression -official communications- in draft articles 3 and 4, the present
language in paragraph 1 of draft article 25 seemed acceptable, but use of the wor£
-.ay- in paragraph 1 of draft article 25 completely eroded, he said, the
restrictive nature of its provisions. The suggestion was _de, therefore, by this
representative that the provisions of paragraph 1 of draft article 25 should begin
"ith the words -The diplomatic bag shall not contain- and would' thus, he said,
express more clearly the basic intention in the paragraph.
The point was made by another representative that the provisions of
paragraph 2 of the draft article (which lay down that the sending State shall take
applopriate measures to prevent the dispatch through its di~la.atic bag of article.,
other than those referred to in paragraph 1) should llake it incUllbent on the
.
sending·State to ensure that the contents of the bag conforlled to the require..~~s
of international law.
~
29~.

Article 27.

Paci1ities accorded to the

~ip1a.atic

bag

293. One representative, who agreed with the princip1eeet out in draft artic1. 27
(which states that the receiving State or the transit State shall provide the
facilities necessary for the safe and rapid transllission or delivery of the
diplomatic bag), suggested that for practical reasons the expr~ssion -, aa
permitted by local circumstances, - should be inserted after the word -sha1l-.
Article 28.

or the

~ip10matic

Protection of the diplc.atic bag

294. Most delegations stressed the key illportance of draft article 28 "ithin the
set of draft articles and ca.aended the efforts of the Commission in trying to
achieve a co.pro.ise solution. They reg'retted, however, that it had not yet been
possible to come to a general agreement on certain substantive provisions, which
were placed. within square brackets.
295. Paragraph 1. A nUllber .of representatives COIIIIented on the provisions of
paragraph 1 of draft article 28 (which provides that the diploaatic bag shall (be
inviolable wherever it .y be, itsba11] not 1)( f)pened or detained rand shall be
exe~t fr~ examination directly or through electronic or other technical devic••]).

I •.•
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296. sc.e representatives, who were of the view that concept of the inviolability
of the diploaatic bag should be stated in the draft articles, considered that the
words - (be inviolable wherever it _y be, it shall]- should be retained in
paragraph 1 and that the square brackets around such words should be deleted.

303. S
placed
electr
be re.

297. The view was expressed that, although the word -inviolable- w~s .not used with
respect to the bag, in the [existing conventions], the archi,'es and documents and
the official correspondence of a diplo-a.tic mission were -inviolable- under
paragraph 2 of article 27 of the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diploaatic Relations.
Aa tbe ..in contents of the bag were, in practice, diplomatic or other official
correspondence, it was norJUl that the bag itself .hould be considep:ed inviolable.
The inviolability of the bag would not beinconsietent with a fair balance between
the interests of the sending State and those of the receiving State and the transit
State. Xnviolablity, as a privileged status accorded to diplomatic .issions,
consular pre.isGs or the person. of diploaatic agents, was a well-balanced concept
and 'there was no reason why it should not be applied to the bag. The concept did
not i-.ply that the receiving State hac! a purely passive role and did not exclude
guarantees against abuse of the bag.
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298. '!he point was _de that the inviolability of the bag was a corollary to the
obligation, placed on a receiving State, under draft article 4, to Per.it and
protect the official ca.aunications of the sending State, and was a concept that
'lial!S derived frOll the principle of the inviolability of the documents contained in
t!ae bag.
299. Tbe (iOncept of the inviolability of the bag would not be inconsistent, it was
said, with the need for a just balance between interests of the sending State and
those of the receiving and transit States, and reference was _de to the provisions
of draft article 5, which, it was noted, would require the sending State to ensure
tha the baC} vas not used in a _nner incoapatible with the object and purpose of
the present articles.
300. The suggestion was made that the inclusion in draft article 5 of a provision
specifying the _asures to be taken lAgainst the sending State, where it vas shown
that the sending ~tate had not _t such an obligation, would be helpful in ensuring
a just balance and in lessening differences of opinion vith respect to the
provisions of draft article 28.
301. The viev vas expressed that there vas no doubt that the diploaatic bag vas
inviolable and could not be opened or exa.iiled by any means. Any aodification of
that principle woQld under.ine the confidentiality which vas the bagWs raison
dietre. Abuses of the diplotaatic bag existed, and reasonable aeasures to prevent
such abuses could be taken provided that the basic principle of the inviolability
of the bag vas respected.
302. The viev
it uy be, it
inviolability
_nner by the
article 30 on

vas also expressed, however, that the W{\rd8 - [be inviolable wherever
ehall]- in paragrapb 1 of draft article 28 were unnecessary. The
of the bag, it was said, was already covered ~na nore s~ific
words -shall not be opened or detained- in paragraph 1, and by draft
protective _asures in case of force.jeure or other circu.stanc.s.
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303. 80IIe representativesw.ere of the,. view that the. square brackets. th~t were
placed around the words -[and shall beexeapt froa examination direQt1y or thro~gh
electronic or other technica1devices]- in paragraph 1 of draft arttcle 28 should
be remvec1 and that the words in question should be retained in paragraph 1.
304. The view was expres8edthat the evolution of technology. hedcreated
sophisticatedaeans of examination which could result in tbevio1ation of the bag's
confidentiality and undermine the principle of inviolability. The principles of
free40a of aa.muni.cation and strict respect fo~ the confidentiality of dip1o.atic
correspondence were indispensable conditions for the.nor~l functioning of
dip1o.atic and consular missions and had 1Qng been consecrated by international
practice.
305. The point was also made that sophisticated electronic ..ans and other
technical devices were not readily available to third-word developing countries and
should electronic or other technical exaaination be peraissib1e they would be
placed at a disadvantage.
306. The seeurity interests of receiving and transit States would not, it was said,
be affected by the retention of the words in question in paragr.ph1.This would
be clear if the provisions of draft article 28 were COIlsidered as a whole • As
under paragraph 20f the draft article if the authorities of a receiving State a9d ,
possibly, also, of a transit State, had serious reason to believe that the bag was
being i.proper1y used, they were entitled to request the sending .State to open the
bag. If that request vas denied, they could .:equire that the bag be returned to
.f
its place of origin. Such a course of action was already provided for in
If
.-ragraph 3 cf article 35 of tile 1963 Vienna Conven.tion on Consular RelatiQns. I
Tbere was COnsiderable merit in applying it to all types of bags. It was the 1,63
Vienna Convention &yst.., rather than tbead.issibi1ityof exaaination.through/'
electronic or other technical devices, which would strike a reasonable ba1anc.
.
,
between the security interests of the receiving State and the confidentiality
interests of the sendlngState.
I
I

•

307. Some representatives were of the" view that the words -[and shall be exeapt
fro. exa.ination directly or through electronic or other technical devices-] should.
not appear in paragraph 1 of draft article 28 and should bede1eted.
-

308. The view was expressed that electronic screening of d.ip1oaatic bags was
a4aissib1e in security checks at international airports, and the risk of
transporting dip1011atic bags without previous e1ectronicexa.ination cu1c1 not be
iaposed on airlines. The view that exaaination of a dip1o.aticbagby electronic
devices ~ght affect the confidentiality of its contents was, ,it vas said,
difficult to understarAS. The possibility of electronic screening. by highly
8Ophisticate4 ..ana which nay affect the confidentiality of the official
correspondence and documents of a sending State se••ed ~ch too reaote. The
suggestion was _de that: a possible coaproaise ..y be tbe.inc1usionin .paragt:aph 1
of draft article 28 of a provisiOn requiring the presence of an. ~uthOri~ed,
representative of the sending State in ca.. of exa.inationof .the bag by ~lect:ronic
or other technical _ans.
'.
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309.. The observation was made by one representative that preventing iIIproper use of
the diploutic bag wu a problem as old as diploucy.. Violatio~ of the bag today
vereOCCasionally' quite serious and ·. .ust be discouraged, since.the security of the
receiving. State was at stake.. Itv.s for that reason that his country had decided
to sUbject diple.atic bags to radiog~nic inspection, and that was fully consistent
with paragraphs 2 and 3 of article 27 of the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations.. Tberadiogenic in$pection ..sllmite4tothe detection of ..tallic
..sse.anddid not' per.it the reading of correspondence.. Such a position was
legally IlOUnd, he stated, ancl did not infringe conteaporary international lav.. '!he
rule that the diplO1latic bag should not be opened or detained vas vell established
and thus relevant to the codification process.. The use of radiogenic inspection
was related to progressive development.. Current events had deaonstrated the need
for such inspections. Once the words placed within square brackets were 6eleted,
paragraph 1 of draft article 28 would read: -The diplOllatic bag shall not ~
opened or detained-, and such a provision would be sufficient, and would then be
fully ca.patible with the 1961 Vienna Convention on Dipla.atic Relations 8ince such
a provision would then be identical to paragraph 3 of arti9le 27 ~.,f the Vienna
Convention..
<
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310.. paracaraph ·2.. A nUllber of representlltives COIIIIented on the provisions of
paragraph 2 of draft article 28 (Which read as follows, -Nevertheless, if the
cOMpetent authorities of the receiving [or the transit] State have serious reasons
to believe thet the [consular] bag contains so_thing other than the
corre.pondence, docuaentsor articles referred to in article 25, they ..y request
(that the bag be subjected to examination through electronic or other technical
devices. If such exa.ination does not satisfy the coapetent authorities of the
receiving (or transit] State, they _y further request] that the bag be opened in
their presence by an authorized representative of the sending State.. If (either]
(this] request is refused by the au~horities of the sending State, the coapetent
authorities of the receiving [or the transit] State may require that the bag be
returned to its place of origin.. -) ..
311.. sa.. representatives considered the provisions of paragraph 2 of draft
article 28 satisfactory.. '!'be paragraph, it was said, reflected existing
international law and the practice of States and was based on the principle of the
inviolability of the bag, the conLidentiality of the sending State's diploaatic
correepondence and the sovereignty of the receiving and the transit States.. A fair
balance had been achieved in paragraph 2, it was f~lt, through the provision
allowing the bag to be opened by an authorized representative of the aendingStat.
or returneM! if suspected of use for an illegal purpose.. BYen should the ••ercise
of such rights by a receiVing or transit State aggravate a disput.,. there waa no .
alternative approach that would satiafy the interests of all the parties
concerned.. The exceptional situation referred to in paragraph 2 "aa, it waa also
said, regulated by custC*ary international law and subsequently incorporated in the
conventions on dipla.atic and consular relations ..
312. The wotding of the paragraph, in the bpinion .of one repre..ntative, s.eMd to
reconciietheinspection provision with the conflicting rights of States, ainee
inviolability· would be protected if the .ending Stabt was aaked to have the bag
returned to its place of origin.. The provision was an adequ~te safeguard againat
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abuse of the freedOll of coaunication. The provision that a bag believed to
contain eoaething other than corre.pondence, docwaents or articles referred to in
draft article 25 should be subject to exa.ination through electronic or other
technical d.vices was acceptable, because if the bag was returned to its place of
origin; the routine utilization of the bag would be hindered.
313. The view was expressed that the eo.ai8Sion had . .de great efforts to achieve a
balance between the intetestsofthe sending State and those of the receiving
state, in. case where there wereseriou8 reasons to believe that the 4iplCllatic
bag contained object. other than those referred to in draft article 25. The
exten.ionof the r'gl" ptovidedfor in the 1963 Vienna Convention on Consular
Relations to all typel of bag. could provide an acceptable solution, and the
adoption of reciprocal "asures would be a SUfficient guarantee against abuse of
the optione afforded u~erparagraph 2 of dtaft ar~icle 28.
314.so.e r~pre..ntatives stated that they were unable to agree with paragraph 2 of
draft article 28 which, they sald would extend theregi_ applicable to consular
bags, under the 1963 Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, to other bags. Such
en extensiOn would, it was aaid, di.iniah the statUI of the diplOllatic bag as
established by the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diplaaatic Relations and interfere
with nor.a1 ca.aunications between a sending State and its dipla.atic .issions.
315. They _re of the view that the provisions of draft article 28 should be baaed
on existing nor. applicable to the diplaaatic bag, and should .tipulate that the
bag should not be opened or detained and should be exellPt fra. ex. .ination directly
or through electro17 ':c or other technical aevices. The proble. of posaible abuM of
the bag for the dJ,;"~patch of articles other than thOse intended e.clusively for /'
~ffici..l u. could be solved only through legal guarantees against abuse, as /
provided in draft article 5 and through scrupulous respect by States for. tbei~
international obligationa. Also, receiving and transit States wete in a ~;ttion
to prevent traneaission of prohibited articles and, in general, to prevent abuse of
i. .uniti~s and privileges, aa, in the event of such abuse, there could .be /
appropriate action within the fra..-orkof the international respon'ibility of
States for internationally wrongful ,acts.
'
316. ~hey were of the 'view that institutionalization of the return of diplaaatic
bags, if the aending State refuaed a request to have it oPened, could enable a
receiving State to illPede courier ..rvi08, as a request to have the bag opened
wou1c! be refused byunyStates . a utter of principle or on practical grounds
involving confidentiality. 'lbe provisions of pa~agraph 2 of draft article 28
conatituted, they said, in effect III proposal that the provisiona applicable to the
diple..tic bagabould be different fraa those set out in diple.aticCOftventiona in
force. The purpose of the present articles was to supple..nt the relevant
proviaions of the c:onventionsinquestion and not to mdify the atatus of the
diplOllatic bag under such conventions.
317. ''l'heptoviaiona of pataeJtaph '2 of draft article 28 verealao,it was ..id,
inconsistent with the ptoviaionaof draft article 32, which provided that-the
prOYiaions of the pr...ntarticl.s ahall not affect bilateral or regional
agr.e.nu in force aa' between Statea parties 'to th••-. The Ittgaltegi. being
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elaborated must be based, it was said, on the principle ,of the voluntary fulfilaent
by States of their international obligations.

by
to

318. some representatives, while not objecting to paragraph 2 of draft article 28
in its entirety, expressed reservations with regard to some of its aspects or
foraulated suggestions for its laprove_nt. The view was expre..e4 by one
representative that 'the provisions of paragraph 2 of draft article 28 could be
interpreted 8,S permitting the examination of the contents of dip10aatic bags in any
case of suspected abuse, and if the limits of the absolute inviolability of the
diplautic bag were to be defined by a legal provision, such li.its should be mre
clearly described. Public security and the safety of indivlduals, he felt, should
be the basic criteria it'!l such exceptional situations. If there was strong
suspicion or evidence that the contents of a diple-atic bag aightendanger
security, the receiving or transit State could take action, by virtue of the right
of self-defence or of the duty to protect huun life, aJld the .ending State should
be kept informed and granted an opportunity either to dispel the 5uspicion or agree
to any autua11y acceptable verification measure. Any possibility of resulting
a..ndNent of existing provisions of the 1961 Vienna Convention on Dip10aatic
Relations should be very carefUlly reviewed and avoided.
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319. The view was expressed by one representative that the right of a receiving
State to require that the diplO1llatic bag be returned to the sending State should be
subject to certain safeguards: suspicion as to the contents of the diploaatic bag
should be based on sufficient grounds, the parties should endeavour to negotiate a
solution, and the sending State may, on its own initiative, present written
docu.ntation to confirm the contents of the bag, or of its own free will accept
exaaination' by electronic devi.ces. It remained to be seen, be said, what the. mst
appropriate solutions were in the light of the iaportance of ensuring the safety of
the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag.
320. The eommission should, another representative considered, continue its search
for acceptable provisions on this difficult matter.
321. One representative, stating that he considered the principles underlying
paragraph 2 of draft article 28 acceptable, but noting that BOae ..abers of the
CoIIIIission had expressed concern lest the exception provided for in paragraph 2 be
abused, _de the following suggestions: the =--entary on paragraph 2 should
speclfy that the words -serious reasons-in the first sentence of the paragraph
should be interpreted as meaning reasonable grounds, the word -[consu1ar)- in the
first sentence of paragraph 2 should be deleted and the provisions of para~raph 2
should apply to all bags dealt with in the four au1,ti1atera1 conventions on
dip10..tic and consular law, and the words relating to the exa.ination of the bag
through electronic or othe~' technical devices, cur~ent1y placed within . a r .
brackets, should be retained with one allend_nt -na_1y, the right to request that
the bag be opened should be reserved for cases where a sending State "-4 refused to
allow suchexa.ination but not for cases where such exaaination had not satisfied •
receiving' State.
322. The suggestion was_de by SCIIle representatives that should no non-perais.ib1.
article be found in a bag, after a sending State had consented to its exaaination
I
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by any procedure, the receiving State should be required to uke appropriate a_nds
to the sending State.
323. One representative stated that auch of paragraph 2 of draft article 28
conforaec:1 to existing practice. The eo-illsion, in paragraph 2, had introduced a
reference to ex.aination by electronic or other technic.l devices, doubtless to
t.ke account of l.test develop_nts in inspection equi~nt. Yet such a reference
had not _t with coneensus in the Ca-aission. Be was of the view that, should
recourse to such exaaination be .ubject to pr ior agree..nt of the sending State, a
proper balance of interests would be achieved in the provi.ions of paragr.ph 2.
Then there would .lso, he said, be an appropri.te balance with respect to aetbods
of exaaination, which was nece••ary in view of present inequalities between St.te.
in technique. of exaain.tion, an iabalance which could increase in the future. It
should be for the receiving State, he said, to choose the .est suitable _thod of
ex••in.tion, provided there was not a succession of inspections.
324. Another represent.tive was of the view that the words relating to eXallination
of the bag through electronic or other technical devices currently placed in squ.re
brackets should be deleted. Thi. suggestion, he noted, wa. not in conflict with
hi. view on the peraissibility ~f radiogenic inspections . .rely intended to detect
objects, which was not in violation of genera]. international law as _bodied in the
1961 Vienna Convention on Dipla.atic Rel.tions, and there w.. consequently no need
to ..ntion thea specific.lly in the present dr.ft article.. Be considered that any
valid solution ,should balance the interests of all the Ststes concered.
. .
325. A nuaber of views were expres.ed with respect to the words -[or the transi~
State)- which were placed within square brackets in paragraph 2 of draft .rtic~e 28.
,/

326. sc.e representatives were of the opinion that the rights accorded a r.iving
St.te, under paragraph 2 of draft article 28, ought ntit to be extended to a' transit
st.te. The reference to the transit State in paragraph 2 of draft article!28
shOUld, 'they considered, be o.itted. The authorities of the transit Sta~ were
not, they said, ..ntioned either in. the 1961 Vienna Convention on Dip1aa.tic
Re1.tions or in the 1963 Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, and the transit
State could not be affected in the sa... way .. a receiving State by the content. of
the bag. '!'hu., the reference to the tran.it State in paragraph 2w.s not
justifi.ble and was likely to introduce additional difficulties.
327. The point wu . .de by another representative that the role of the transit
State should be one of .trict neutrality. Should it have ai.giving. concerning the
content. of the bag it alght infora both the .ending and the r.ceiving State and
they Should be re.pon.ib1e for .uch further ....ur•• a. they aay de•• nece••ary.
328. sa.. repre..ntative. con.idered that the right• •ccorded • r.ceiving State
Und.r paragr.ph 2 of draft article 28 .hou1d be extended to • tran.it St.te. ftey
were of the view that the ref.rence to • tran.it State in par.gr.ph 2 .hould be
r.tained. A we.pon could. also, it vas said, be r8llCWed frc. a bag .t • tr.n.it
.irport. It ..e'" fair to give the tr.n.it State .i.i1.r protection.
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329. The obeervation was ..de by one representative that the negative vievs that

had been expressed on the question of the transit State .....a to ignore the

purpo.. of the conti:ol to be exercised by the transit Stat.. Such control was not
for the protection of intereats in the territory of the transit State as the bag
would be leaving the transit State, but rather in tlle int.r.et of the State of
final destination.. It vas in the coaaon interest of all the Stat.s conc.rne4 that
the transit State should .x.rcis. the control of passage through its territory. It
..elled unwarranted to deprive the transit State of a _ana of control which the
State of final destination would enjo¥.
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330. 'l'be view was also expressecl that the rigbt to open the bag should not norully
be accorde4 a transit State unless it could show that the interests of the transit
state were threatened.
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Article 29.

Bx.l!Ption frOll costOllS duties, du.s and tax.s

t

331. One representative considered that the provisions of draft article 29
reflected State practice and international law and should be adopted. (The draft
article provides that the receiving or the transit State shall, in accordance with
such lavs and regUlations as it ..y adopt, permit the entry, transit and departure
of the dipl~tic bag and shall exe~ it from customs duties and all national,
regional or .unicipal dues and taxes and related charges other than charges for
storage, cartage and siailar services.)
332. One representative questioned the necessity of inclUding in the draft articles
a provision·exe.pting the diplc.atic bag fraa custa.s duties and other dues and
taxes. It was, he 88id, conteaporary State practice not to levy 4ues to taxes on
dipla.atic bags and the practice would continue even in the absence of a provision
to that effect.
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ee-.ents on draft articles in part IV (Miscellaneous provisions)
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Article 30.

Protective ...sures in case .of force ujeure or
other circuastances

333. A nuaber of representatives expressed their agree.,nt vith the
draft article 30.

provisi~na

C

,
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334. The point was ..de by One representative that paragraph 1 of draft article 30
used the expression -force _jeure or other circu.stances-, vhile paragraph 2 of
draft article 30 only used the expression -force ..~eure-. Be notecJ that the four
aultilateral conventions on diplonatic and consular law adopted under the eu.pices
of theUnite4 Rations referr~ to in paragraph (5) of the caaentary a\ draft
article 3.0 used only the expression. -force _:leure-. Be vu of the view, however,
that account should also be taken of situations which were not, strictly speaking,
ca_ of force _jeure, but rather cases of distress. Be was of the vi_,
therefore, that the expression -due to force "jeure or other circuaatances- should
be use4 in both paragraphs 1 and 2 of draft article 30.
/
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Article 3]..

Non-recognition of States or Governments or absence
of diplomatic or consular 'relations

335. A n~r of representatives were of the view that. the provisions of draft
article 31 (which state that the facilities, privileges and imllunities accorded to
the diploaatic courier and the diplomatic bag under the draft articles shall not be
affected either by the non-recognition of the sending State or of its Government or
by the non-existence of diplomatic or consular relations) should be. re-exaainedby
the caaaission in the course of the second reading of the draft articles. The
wording of the draft article gave rise, it was said, to doubts as to the real scoPe
of its provisions. The explanatory observations contained in the COIIllentary on the
draft article, which clarified the scope of the draft article and the intentions of
the ca..ission, should be incorporated, it was said, in the text of the draft
article.
336. The point was made by one r~presentative that it would be untenable to con.tend
that a State which did not recognize another State or its Government was bound to
apply the articles fully to the diplomatic cour iers and bags of that other State.
The
could be said in most cases where there was non-existence of diplo_tic or
consular relations. If a State had no missions or consular posts in another State,
the latter could not be a receiving State in resPect of the for_r. The question
whether the latter State should be a transit State would be left to its own
discretion. The real purPOse of the provisions of draft article 31, it was said by
the sUlerepresentative, lay in the case of a State in whose territory an
international organization had its seat or office, or in which an international
aeeting or conference was held. In such a case, protection under the articles //
should be accorded to the diplomatic cour ier or bag of a State not recognized b,·
the host State or vith which the host State had no relations. Such was the p,~poee
of article 82, paragraph 1, of the 1975 Vienna Conventim on the .Representat~cn of
States in Their Relations with International Organizations of a Universal f l
Character. The provisions of draft article 31 should, therefore, he said, lbe mre
precise~y worded. A8i~e frCII the question of host States, the provisims.Jbf draft
article 31 ahould also, it was said, provide for the case of special aiss/lonS.
Special aissions .ay be exchanged between States which did not recognize each other
or had no relatims, in fact, it was not uncolllDOn for special _issims to be
dispatched for the very pUrPOse of negotiating recognition or establish-.nt of
relations. The couriers and bags of such missions should, of course, be protected
under the articles.

sa.

337. One representative considered that draft article 31 should make it clear that
it did not relate to the de facto effects of non-recogniticn or absence of
diplaaatic and consular relations.
338. Another representative, questioning the usefulness of the draft article,
wondered whether there were any clear examples of the non-recognitim of the
sending State or of its Government.
339. Another representative was of the view that if in second reading, the
CoIIIIIission could not deviae acceptable wording for the draft article, then the
draft article should Perhape be caitted. While it might be the case, he said, that
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States which hosted internationsl organizations or conferences had to accept the
presence on their territory of representatives of States which they did not
recognize, bilateral relations were, he said, quite another matter.
340. one representative, who considered the provisions of draft article 31 to be
generally satisfactory, was of the view that the case of partial diplomatic
representation should· also have been considered.
Article 32.

Relationship between the present articles and
existing bilateral and regional agreements

341. Some representatives, although supporting in principle the draft article
(which states that Wthe provisions of the present draft articles shall not affect
bilateral or regional agreements in force as between States parties to them W) or
expressing their understanding as to the reasons which led the Commission to the
present wording of the draft article, expressed some misgivings regarding the
formulation actually adopted.
342. One representative, for example, pointed out that his delegation accepted the
principle behind the draft article, but felt that the Commission should perhaps
clarify the fact that the present articles would merely supplement existing
codification conventions for States parties to such conventions.
343. The question of the relationship between the present articles and existing
bilateral and regional agreements was, one representative stated, familiar and h5d
inspired article 30 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties whose
provisions were later incorporated in the 1986 Convention on the Law of Treaties
between States and International Organizations or between International
Organizations. Be wondered, however, whether the provisions of draft article 32
were entirely appropriate. The draft article stated that wThe provisions of the
present articles shall not affect bilateral or regional agreements in force as
between States parties to them W, and it might be argued that the provisions of the
present articles did affect multilateral conventions, and especially the 1961
Vienna Convention on Diplaaatic Relations, whose integrity must be preserved. The
problem was complex and it was to be hoped that the written observations of
Governments would lead to a solution.
344. The question as to how the relationship between tb'e present articles and the
four Dlltilateral conventions on diplomatic and consular law should be adopted
under the auspices of the United Nations prOVided for was referred to by a number
of representatives.
345. One representative stated that he was not entirely satisfied with the
provisions of draft article 32 as it failed to make it SUfficiently cl_ar that the
present articles should be viewed as having a special character and as
CCIIple_riting the existing norms of international law in the field of diploutic
and consular law. Be was of the view that the present articles should be adopted
in thefol'll of lA convention finalizing the process of codification and progressive
deVelo~ent of diplalatic and consular law, by filling existing gaps in the law
relating to the status of the diplomatic courier and the diplOJDatic bag.
I
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346. The point was made by another representative t~at the Oommissif~ in its second
reading should consider including, in draft artic1e·32, a reference to the
complementary relationship between the present articles and the four multilateral
conventions on diplomatic and consular law adopted under the auspices of the United
Nations.
347. One representative was of the view that the relationship between the present
articles and the four multilateral conventions on diplomatic and consular law
adopted under the auspices of the United Nations which were referred to in draft
article 3 could be expressed by excluding, either explicitly or imp1icity, the four
conventions from the scope of draft article 32. The Canmission had chosen to do 80
implicitly but the forlllJ1ation chosen was not felicitous as the meaning of the
expression "regional agreements" in draft article 32 seemed unclear. The
expression "regional agreements" wag similar to the expression "regional
arrangements" used in Article 52 of the Charter of the United Nations, and was
generally used to denote agreements concluded between State$ of the same geographic
region. The expression should nOt be used in a different sense in the present'
articles.

349. Onerepreoentative was of the view that the proviion of draft artic1~32 might
be construed as meaning that the four multilateral conventions on diplomjtic and
consular relations were affected or modified by the present articles. o{aest ions
could a180 arise, he said, with respect to the treaty relations between States
which were or might becOme parties to the four multilateral conventions and to a
future convention based on the draft articles. The Commission should, in his viev,
consider the redrafting of the provisions of draft article 32 along the lines of
the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, which provided, inter alia,
that that Convention should not alter the rights and obligations of States parties
which arose from other agreements compatible with the Convention.
'\

350. One representative stated that he preferred 'the previous provisions of the
draft article, which had ensured the preservation of the codified law of the
aultilateral convention$.

e
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3Sl. The point was made, by another representative, that the commentar1' on draft
article 32, which stated that the main purpose of the draft article was the
.stablishment of a coherent and uniform regime which would govern the status of the
cour ier and the bag, and would complement the proVisions of the four multilateral
conventions, was appropriate and should be maintained in it$ present form.
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Article 33.

Optional

~eclaratlon

352. sa.. representatives were of the view that the provision~ of draft article 33
constituted a satisfactory comprCllllise. It would in pr inciple be preferable, they
.aid, to achieve uniform rUles, but if the draft articles a8 a whole were to
COIIIIand general acceptance, a provision such as that contained in draft article 33
was, they f~lt, necessary. SOme States may not be prepared to accept the
applicability of the articles to all couriers and bags, and an optional declaration
as envisaged in draft article 33 appeared to be the necessary course.
353. The view was also expressed that the provisions of draft article 33 introduced
a measure of flexibility into the draft articles and this was necessary as several
states were not parties to all four multilateral conventions on diplomatic and
consular relations, one of Which, the 1975 Vienna Convention on the Representation
of States in Their Relations with International Organizations of a Universal
Cbaracter, had not as yet entered into force. The CoImDission, it was said, had
agreed that in view of the different legal regimes governing diplomatic and
consular bags and the various categories of diplomatic courier, and as not all
States were parties to all the conventions enUllerated in dr,aft article 3, the
possibility of optional exclusions would have to be considered.
354. The view was expressed by another representative that, althOugh the
estAblishment of a coherent, uniform and generally acknowledged regi.e for all
categories of couriers and bags (based on the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diplaaatic
Relations, the 1969 Convention on Special Missions and the 1975 Vienna Convention
on the Representation of States in Their Relations with International Organizations
of a Universal Character) would have been preferable, he was prepared to endorse
the concept in draft article 33. The possibility of adopting a flexible approach
should not be viewed one-sidedly, he said, and it should be recognized that States
would have the option under draft article 33 of using and applying the weaker
regi.. in respect of all categories of couriers and bags or of applying the regime
providing for a wider scope of privileges and imaunities to all categories of
couriers and bags, including consular couriers and bags. The legal regime nor_lly
applied to the diplomatic courier and diplaaatic bag, in the narrow sense, was
frequently, he said, adopted on a bilateral basis in the practice of consUllar
relations &1Iong States.
355. Some representatives, though recognizing the rea~ns for the elaboration of
draft article 33 in its present form, expressed serious reservations as to its
viability and usefUlness, partiCUlarly as it may, they said, hinder th.
establishment of a coherent and uniform regime for the status of the diplomatic
courier and bag. The draft article seemed, it was said, to be a step backwards.
It would be preferable to make further efforts to find a satisfactory solution to
the problem, which also arose, it was said, in the case of draft article 28
(Protection of the diplolDatic, bag), in order that a single regime appliicable to all
bags coul:cl be ach ieved •
356. The opinion was also expressed by one representative that, although the n.w
wording of the draft article 33 ~as an iaprovement over previous versions of the
draft article and was more in keeping with efforts to standardize the regia,s of
I
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different categories of couriers and bags, there Would hardly be any change in
practice. On the one hand, the draft article would permit States to becoae parties
to the future instrument even if they were not parties to the four multilateral
conventions on diplallatic ,and consular lawI and, on the other,:i.t wot~ld result in a
plurality of regimes, which was hardly compatible with the original objective of
standardizction. The international practice thus created would be likely to
diminish the results of the codification efforts made hitherto.
357. The creation of a plurality of regimes, in the view of Salle representative.,
would call into question the usefulness of the entire exercise. and, further.are,
there were enormous practical difficulties in having to apply different legal
regimes in different countries to the same courier or bag.
35&0 The view was expressed by one representative that the object of the draft
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articles should not be to make present law uniform, but rather to fill such gap. ••
there may be in the present law. To establish uniform rules with tespect to the
diplomatic bag and the person entrusted with the bag aeamed unnecessary when
.
uniformity was not, and could not be, achieved in other areas of diplClllatic law.
Moreover, unification of the applicable rules may cause serious proble.. for State.
like his own which were parties neither to the 1969 Convention on Special Missions
nor to the 1975 Vienna Convention on the Representation of States and their
Relations with International Organizations of a Universal Character. It would be
illogical, he said, if the draft articles sought to oblige States that had not
ratified such Conventions to accord privileged treatment to the bags and couriers
of missions covered by such Conventions, when they were not obliged to &ccord such
treat.e~t to the missions themselves.
Accordingly, it would seem that the
.
Commission, cogniza~t of such difficulties, had provided in draft article 33 f9r .n
optional declaration procedure which allowed a State to specify any category of
dip:tomatic bag to which it would not apply the draft articles. The provisions of
draft article 33 =learly gave the draft articles a useful flexibility. Ye~fit wa.
not a satisfactory solution because it was likely to int~oduce, under such ,;a .
system, Confusion in the applicable law. The status of the dip1aaaticbag'would in
each case depend on the position adopted by the sending State, the transit State
and the receiving State, and accordingly, the status of the dip1aaatic bag could
vary in the course of a single transmission which may seriously complicate
diplomatic com.unications. Accordingly, the Commission should, he said, liait
itself, in second reading, to a study of the status of the diplomatic courier
stricto sensu and of the diplClDatic bag not accompanied by dip1c.atic courier. Th.
co.mission should take care in doing 80 not to prejudice the rules set out in the
1961 Vienna Convention on DiplClDatic Relations and should restrict itself to
expanding them only in 80 far as seemed strictly necessary.
359. some representatives were of the opinion that the provisions of draft

article 33 should not be included in the draft articles. The point was ..de by one
representative that although the cc.aentary on draft article 33 explained that the
optional declaration was the iap1e..ntation of an agreed option ana did not
constitute a reservation, it seemed to his delegation that, terminology
notwithstanding, the result waa aimi1ar, since the Ai. was to liait the effect of
the Convention with reapect to 80IIle of the States Parties to the Convention. The
draft article introduced, also, what amounted ta. a general reservation concerning
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the very aim 'of the present articles as set forth in draf~ article 1 (Scope of the,

present articles), when such a reservation would normally be prohibited under the"
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties" Article 298 of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea, referred to in 'the CODUDentaryon draft
art~cle 33', could not serve as an analogy, because article 298 envisaged a right ()f
choice only with respect to dispute' settlement procedures, and such aright of
"
choice had been sanctioned by. the treaty practice of recent years" Moreover, the
option offered by draft article 33 could: lead a State to waive the, application to
itself of customary rules, ,something which was formally ruled out by the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties. Thus, there were certain difficult questions,
raised lbydraft article 33, whose full implications should be considered by the
Commissiora in the' (:ourse of' its second reading of the draft articles, in order that
the draft articles maybe brought more into line with the requirements of general
international law"
360" The point was made, by a number of representatives, that it was nOt desirable
to pecmit States to designate categories of bags and court~rs to which they did not
intend the articles to apply" The exercise of such an option would be a source of'
confusion and would lead to a number of regimes applicable to the courier and bag,
which was contrary to the essential objective of the draft articles" The draft
articleS were already sufficiently comprehensive. and should be examined further
only to the e~tent that it was necessary to achieve uniformity", An optional
declaration may open the way, it was also said, for States to modify unilaterally
the legal regimes established by the four multilateral conventions on diplomatic
and consular law adopted under the auspices of the United Nations and may lead to
the application to the'diplomatic courier or the diplomatic bag of the restrictive
rules laid down in the 1963 Vienna Convention on Consular Relations"
D"
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361. A number of rapresentatives referred in their statements to the fundamentai
importance to international law of the topic of State responsibility" A pro~r
elaboration of articles on the topic was essential, it was said, to relations
between States and international co-operation.
362" Appreciation for the valu~ble contributions made-by the Special RappOrteur,
Willem Riphagen, to the work of the Commission was expressed"

Mt"

363" The COmmission, it was said by a number of representatives, should make every
effort to complete its work on the topic at the earliest possible date" The slow
progress of the cammission'swork was, it was felt by same representatives,
unwarranted and gave gIoundsfor concern" .The observation was made'iin. this
connection, that although the Commission had decided to refer draft articles 1 to 5
of part three. of the' draft art.icles to its Draf.ting committee, the texts of such
draft articles would require further consideration and,~reover, the draft
articles of part three cOUld.ll9tbe really considered until work on part two of the
draft articles had been completed. The fact that iliOre time had not been devoted to
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the topic by the Commission at its thirty-eighth session, was, in the view of some
representatives, regrettable.
'
. 364. The view was also expressed that the CaDmission had, in fact, continued to
'make :"rcgress ,on the topic. The length of time the COImDisaicm had devoted to the
topic was, it was said, a measure olits conceptual and practical difficulty. The
topic was particularly complex and controversial.
365. It would be de~irable, it was said, if the cammission could complete the first
reading of parts two and three of the draft articles as soon as possible, and thus
,finalize the entire set of draft articles in first reading. The Comaission could
then, after receiving the comments of Governments, proceed to a second reading of
part one of the draft articles, bearing in mind the relationship of the three parts
of the draft a1:ticles to one another.
366. One representative stated that it may be useful if the General Assembly were
to reaffirm the priority character of the topic of State responsibility and if .
Governments were invited to submit written comments on relevant draft articl.es.
367. The observation was also made that the difficulty of the subject-matter of the
topic made it necessary f,ot the Drafting CclDmittee of the CoIIDission to devote
considerable time to each draft article and the CoriuDission should consider how
sufficient time could be made available to the Drafting oammittee.
368. The view was expressed by one representative that the ca.plexity of the
SUbject of State responsibility required that the cc.llission adopt a thorough,
./
step-by-step approach in its work on the topic. A hasty refer.nee of draft
/"
articles by the Commission to its Draftinq oaa.ittee was not co~ducive to prog~'ss
and, on the contr&ry, moved substantive discussion in the ee.aission,reflec~£veof
State practice, frClDplenary ae.tings to aeetings of the Draft~.ng·caa.ittee./ It
was important, he said, that the _in trends of the views expressed in the ~Sixth
CcDmittee should gUide the work of the ee.llission. The topic of State
!
responsibility required a carefully balanced and all-eabracing codificatiqb
approach. Blements of progressive dev.lopaent of international law were a180
involved and such progressive developitent should depend on State action ane! consent
and not on a purely scholarly basis. Por ex_pIe, he said, the present provisions
of draft article 5 of part two of the draft articles were still unsatisfactory and,
together with the Drafting oaa.ittee's inability to ea-plete its vo~k on the
provisions of draft articles 6 to 16 of part two, wer. reflective of an
inappropriate approach.
/

369. One representative considered that the work of the CCIIIIli••ion would be
and the study of issues IIOre coaprehenalve, if draft articles were
accompanied by a greater n~ber of coaprehensive cam-entaries.
e~"Pedited,

370. A general question to be re801Ved, it "aa aaid by anott.errepre.entative, vas
wbat direction the a..ission ahould take In ita work on the topic. B.believ.a·
that the ca.aission should continue to follow the trend 1n conteaporar:yinternational law whicb att-ached considerable weight to internatlonal public orCler
ane! obligations erga OIIn•• ,reaponcSing, thereby, to the 189i'tillate expectations of
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the international community and remaining in the mainstream of public international
law.
371. One representative considered that codification in the area of State
responsibility should be ao flexible as possible, 80 as not arbitrarily to restrict
the right of States to adapt their responsibility according to the nature of their
relations and particular situations. The Special Rapporteur had, it was noted in
this connection, emphasized the residual character of the draft-articles he had
proposed.
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372. The point was made by another representative that the topic of State
responsibility, which had been under study for more than 30 years, bad developed
beYond the framework of traditional international law on State ~esponsibility,
whoee scope had been originally restricted to the protection of aliens. The draft
articles on the topic now differentiated between international delicts and
international crimes, and the principle of proportionality in the implementation of
State responsibility had been established.
373. One representative
cn State responsibility
responsibility incurred
of aggression, colonial
a nuclear conflict.

was of the view that a main purpose of the draft articles
was to define in the form of a convention the special
by States which committed international crimes such as acts
domination, genocide, apartheid or acts aimed at unleashing
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374. Another representative stated that the work of the Commission on State
responsibility should be guided by the following general principles: first,

whenever an obligation established under international law was violated, a new
relationship was established between the author State and the injured StateJ
secondly, failure to honour a commitment entailed an obligation to provide
ooapensationJ thirdly, a wrongful act must have resulted in harm or injury, not
aerely the risk of harm or injurYJ fourthly, it was not necessary for there to be
criainal intent, and only the objective conduct of a State should be taken into
consideration; and fifthly, the international responsibility of a State could even
be involved as a result of acts of its legislative or judicial organs, the
unauthorized acts of its officials, and violation of the rights of nationals of a
state.
375. Some representatives stated that it was important that the Commission continue
its work on a convention on State responsibility even though such a conventio~
aight not be ratified at an early date by a large nWllber of States. A convention
on State responsibility would, it was said, influence the conduct of States and
constitute a text of reference for international tribunals.
376. One representative, while stating that he concurred with the general approach
adopted bf the Special Rapporteur, had difficulties with the emphasis placed on the
residual cha~acter of the draft articles in eo far as they seemed to' admit of ·soft
law·~tween individual States even if the international cam.unity as a whole had
.stablished jus.cogens. It was surely, he said; one of the aims of the draft
articles, besides. providing a compendiUII of international obligations, to establish
a . .thod Wherebf ·soft law· was transformed into jus cogens.
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377. A number of representatives noted tbe interrelationsbip between tbe tbree
parts of the draft articles.
378. A number of representatives referred to tbe relationship between tbe topic ,of

State responsibility and other topics on tbe agenda oftbecc.aission, cucba.tbe
draft Code of Offences Against the Peace and Security of Mankind, and international
liability for injur ious conlequences ar ising out of acts not prohibited by
.
international law.
379. One representative, referring to wbat be felt was tbe joint responsibility of

the Sixtb Committee and tbe Co.-ission to avoid topics wbicb were lik~ly to cause
tbe CclDmission to becOlDe COIDpletelybogged down, stated that bis delegation had in
the past supported the work being done on State responsibility. However, tbe
question now arose as to wbetber tbere was, after 80 aany years of endeavour in the
Commission, any real cbance of a convention on State responsibility being drafted,
adopted and ratified, and wbetber better use migbt not be aade of tbe ee.aission·.
resources.
2.
(a)

Comments on Specific provi8ions of the draft articles

CoIIments on draf.t articles in part one

I

380. One representative stated that it was unfortunate that tbe ee..issian bad not
been able to commence, at its tbirty:.eigbtb se8s1on in 1986, tbe second reading of
part one of the draft articles and expresHed the hope tbat the Oaaals.ion would do
80 at its thirty-ninth session in 1987.
Anotber representative observed tbat tbe "
COIIIIents ._de by GoverOllents on part one of tbe draft articles would .erit carefull'"
consideration, in the ongoing effort to .ake tbe draft articles on State
/'
re.Jponsibility IDOre widely acceptable.
(b)

Comments on draft articles in pact two

:
!
4

l
381. Tbe view was expres8ed by one repre.entative that, although the proposed draft

articles provided a sound basis for future work, tbere were eo_draft article.,
including draft articles 6 to 13 bUt .are especially draft articl.. 14 and 15,
wbicbwere still in need of considerable i.proveaent.
382. One representative stated that tbe Special Rapporteur bad, in bi. vi_, given

adequate weight to tbe concepta of jus cosen. and of international cri. and,
particularly, to the legal consequence. of aggre••ion, while paying due attention
to the more traditional a.PeCt. of State re.pon.ibility. Tbere • •, of eaur.,
roaa for drafting i.prove.ents. Tbe new ver.ion of draft article 5, partiCUlarly
its new paragrapb 3, was an i.prove.nt. Be would a180 viab to _lIPha.i•• tbat
wbile flexible on . .ttar. of drafting, be w.s .trongly in favour. of retaining tbl
substance of paragrapb 3 of draft article 5, and of drAft article. 12 (b), 14 and
15 a. vell a. tbe otber progre••ive notion. vith .re.pect to intern.t1cnal cri.. in
article 19 of part one of tbe draft article. on State reaponaibility.
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383. Another representative atated that in the draft articles of part two a clear
di.tinction should be drawn between State responsibility for internationally
wrongful act. and State responsibility for international crimes. The potential
consequences of the two categories of act. may be different in nature and scope,
and an international cri.e gave rise to relations of reaponsibility not only
between the offf!naing State arid the injured State but also between the offending
St~te and the organized ca.aunity of States.
Special attention should also be
given, in the light of the functions of the Security Council under Chapter VII of
the Charter of the Unit~ Nations, to the question of the legal consequences of
acts repre.enting threats to peace, breaches of the peace or acts of aggression.
38t.The point was .ade by one representative that in part two of the draft
articles consideration had. not as yet been given to the question of the weight to
be attached to the injury caused by an internationally wrongful act. The
ca..i.sion had been ~re concerned with identifying acts involving State
re.pon.ibility and with possible responses to such acts than with the question of
elillinating con.equences of wrongful acts. While that ,approach was understandable
in connection with so-called -secondary rules- of State responsibility, the
que.tion of the injury caused, whether IIOral or material, could not be avoided when
d.aling with the iasue of re~ration. Unfortunately, by reason of the shortening
of it. thirty-eightb session, the eo.ission had been unable to give proper
attention to the IIIatter. The imbalance .ight usefully be redressed at the next
••••ion.
Article 3
385. The poin~ waa made, ~ one representative, with reference to draft article 3
that the ca.aia.ion'. point of departure was that State responsibility arose from
an int.rnationally wrongful act of a State and that rules of customary
int.rnational law ahould continue to govern those legal consequences of an
internationally wrongful act that were not set out in part two of the draft
articlesQ However, he said, such a provision could in practice conflict with the
norM of daM.tic law, and agreeMnt lUst be reached as to when a customary rule
was binding at the international level.
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386. The view was expressed by on. represekltati".. that the general rule was set out
in paragraph 1 of draft article 5 and that paragraph 2 of draft article 5 should
contain clearly defined principles to ensure the application of the general rule.
387. Th. point was _ade by another representative that it was essential, in dtaft
article 5, to identify the injured Statf! either by saying siaply that an injured
State was a State whose .right had been infringed, or by specifying the source or
nature of' th.law by virtue of which a State was to be considered an injured State
in a particular case. The provisions of draft article 5 . . .ed, it was said, to
ea-bine these two approaches in its paragraphs 1 and 2.
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388. As to paragraph 3 of draft artic1. 5, he stated, because an international
cri.. was always an internationally wrongful act, it was entirely proper that 'in
the event of an international cri.., all States should be entitled to exercise
rights deriving from draft articles 6 and 9, however, whether and to 'What extent
those rights shOUld be subject to the limitations embodied in draft articles i4 and
15 waa a utter for further consideration.

e
en

389. The view was expressed by ar~ther representative that, aside from its first
..ntence, the provisions of draft article 5 were inadequate. There were, this
representative stated, essentially three categories of breach or infringement: the
bilateral situation, the multilateral situation, and the erga omnessituation, such
as in the case of international crimes. Only these three categories of situation
ahould, he stated, be listed in draft article 5. Any reference to sources, primary
rules or details as are now found in paragraph 2 of draft article 5 wOUld give rise
to unnecessary problems. Draft article 5 should not, he said, seek to set out a
priaary rule, and the i.pression should not be created that draft article 5 would
prOVide an independent basis for response to a wrongful act. The point was also
..de, by the same representative, that if subpatagraph 2 (al of draft article 5 was
fOrJIu1ate4 in broader terms, then subparagraphs 2 (b), (c) and (d) as well as
subparagraphs 2 (e) (ili) and 2 (f) could be deleted.
390. The point was .ade by one representative that the expression -injured Statein draft article 5 presupposed that an internationally wrongful act would cause
actual harll and not lDere1y create a threat of potential dallage, and that it was
unclear what would be regarded as actual harm.
391. The view was expressed that the provisions of draft article 5 did not c1ear1Yl'
distinguish between the State directly injured and States that suffered only
:~
indirect injury and this was a question of great Laportance in subsequent articres.
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392. The point was made that the provisions of paragraph 2 (e) (iii) of draft,
article 5, ·which referred to the protection of hu.an rights and fundaIDenta1 i
freeda.a, and the provisions of paragraph 3 of draft article 5, which referred to
the queation of an internationally wrongful act that constituted an international
cri.., ahould be linked to the proviaions of the draft Code of Offences Against the
Peace, and Security of Mankind.
Articles 6 and 7
393. The view was expresaed by one repreaentative that dr~ft article 6 covered the
full apectrua of c1ai.a to reparation and, thus, ae_ed sufficiently cc.prehensive,
aubject to any clarification in wording that SMiled neceasary. Por inatance,he
aai4, in subparagraph 1 (a) of draft article 6 the words -to re1eaae and return the
persons and obj.cta held through auch act- should be deleted, the provisions of
aubparagraph 1 (b) ahould be deleted, and _aaurea of satisfaction could be
expreaa1y ..ntioned in aubParagraph 1 (d) of draft article 6.
394. The point was also lUde, by the a..e repreaentative, that the prcv.lislona of
draft article 7 ahou1d be deleted.
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Article~

8 and 9

395. The view waaexpresll.a by one repreaentative with r.ferenceto draft article 8

403. S

(which conoerns counterlleasurea by way of reciprqcity) and draft article 9 ("hieh
concerns countermeasurea by way of reprisal) that the two for. of counteraea.ure,
were unilateral reactions of an injured State, and were adaillsible legal responses
through which an injured State could exert preasure on the author State to ensure
COIIPli,nce with the obligation breached:» The neceaaary eleaent in both forlls of
countermeasure was proportionality and, except in ca.. of certain emergency
situations, could be said to be aimed at uterialising a claill for reparation.

and 15
intern
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396. The view was expressed that the que.tion of counte,raeasures by way of repri..l
concern as it involved the iaplicit danger of escalation to illegality,

cau~~

including the unlawfUl use of force.
397. The view was also e~re8aed that the ca.aiasion sbould endeavour to establish
tiM-llaits within which recollrse to repri.-l would be lawfUl.
398. The point was made, l
to place the proviaions of

repreeenuttve, that it would be IIOre appropriate.
~~~ft article 9 concerning reprisal in part three of the
draft articles, as reprisal constituted a ..ana of r.straint eaplo,ed with the view
to i~lementing international responaibility.
'
399. The point was made, by another repr.sentat,ive, that it was iaperative to

disallow reprisals involving armed force.
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400. The modalities of the use of' arlled force, it waa said by another
representative, was a question that concerned the iaple..ntation of internatio~l
responsibility and, thUS, was a _tter to be de.lt with in part tbree of the draft
articles.
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401. Tbe view was expresaed by one repreaentative that draft articlea 10 cnd 11
could be deleted if draft article 5 were foraulated aoro narrowly, aa proposed in
paragraph 389 above, and if all ..tt.rs r.lating to clai_ and enforcement were
ayst_atically covered in part three of the draft articles. Such mattera would
include ca..s of special urgency i~licit in p.r.gr.ph 2 (.) of dr.ft article 10
anc1 apecial procedurws, under treatiea, r.f.rrec! to in par.graph 2 of draft
articl. 11.
402. The point was lllade, by the a•• r.pr.a.ntative, with r.fer.nce to the
proviaions of draft articlea 10 .nd 11, ta-1ft h., did not beli.ve i~. would be correct
to narrow too aucb an injured State'a entitl...nt to take count.r....ur.s. Tbe
pri~ry rule. had to be taken into account, .nd it wa. incorrect only to conaider

coapuleory third~arty procedurea aa effective in diapute aettl...nt.
appro.ch wa. incoap,tible with State pr.ctice.
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403. Some representatives were of tbe view tbat tbe provisions of draft article8 14
and IS were inadequate. Tbe view was expre8sed tbat tbe legal consequences of
international cri..s were not sufficiently covered and that, tbus, tbe fund..ental
distinction between international crimes and international delicts was not
adequately ..de.
404. Tbe specific legal consequ.nces of international crimes, in 80 far a8 ~b6Y
went beyond tbe legal consequences of international delicts, sbould, it was said by
one representative, be ee-pr.bensivelycodified, and, in tbi8 connection, it was
essential to deal separately witb aggression as tbe .ost severe international cri..
and to provide for self-defence as a specific legal consequence. Anotber
representative considered tbat sucb wrongful.ct8 as aggreesion, racial
discrimination, genocide, apartheid, colonialism, tbe use of mercenaries,
int.rnational terror1.. and tb. ailitari.ation of outer space must be included
among tbe international cri..s for wbicb a State was responsible.
405. Tbe view was expressed tbat tbe supple..ntary consequences of international
cri_s, as opposed to international delicts, especially the ·collective rigbt· of
all injured State. and ·.ucb rigbt. and obligation8 as are deter.ined by tbe
applicable rul•• acc.pted by tb.international COIIIIunit~l a. a wbole·, required saIIe
clarification. COnsidering tbat an international cri.. was defined a.a violation
of an obligation that was •....ntial for the. protectiQll of fundaaental inter.st. of
tbe internationalca.aunity·, and baving regard to tbe weakne.s of the eaa-unity
mecbani..s that aigbt ca.. into play, tbe protection of sucb fundallental interest. .f
depended, it waa .aid, largelyon tbe nWlber of States qualifying a. in~ure4State""
(under .draft articl. 5 of part two of the draft article.) wbo should, even if tbe,1
were not directly injured, concur in tb. denunciation of thevrongful .ct ancJ ta~.
measures to ensure c••••tion of tbe wrongful act .nd reparation.
/
J

in

406. 8ale repre.entative. w~re of the opinion th.t .pecial attention sbould be I
given, in the ligbtof the r.sponaibilitoies of tbe Security Council under
Chapter VII of the Chart.r of tbe United Nation., to tbe que.tion of tbe legal
consequence. of acts constituting tbre.t. to tbe peace, br.aches of tbe pe.ce, or
acts of aggre••ion.

'rect

407. Tbe point w.s lIIKte, by .nother r.pr.sentativ., that. que.tion aro. . .s to the
relationahipbetween judicial prooedur.. and the procedur.. ..tout in tbe Chart.r
of the United Ration. for the uintenanceof int.rnational peace and .ecurity. Be
was of the view that paragraph 3 of draft article 14 cou~ give ri... to different
interpretations, andtbatit was inter••ting toknov wheth.r it _aqt tbat once the
Security Council had intervened in tb. utt.r, judicial prQCedure••bould be
initi.ted. (S.. also tb. qb. . rvation.noted und.r draft articl. 4 of part tbree

~

below.)
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408. Tbe vi.. w•• expre.sed by anotNtrr.pr•••ntativ., with ref.r.nce to
par.gr.ph 3 of. draft article 14, ~bat the legal CM.equ..-ces of an ·internationally
wrongfUl .ct sbould not be det.rained exclusiv.ly by refor.nce to tbe provisiQfts
and procedures of tbe Cbarter, ancJ that the eo.i••ion .bould .nde.vour to
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(c)

ee..nta on draft articles in part three

Gen.r.l cc..ent.
409. A nUllber of repre.entatives st.ted th.t they consid.red it necea••ry th.t tu
dr.ft .rticl.s on State responsibility include a part three on the iaplementation
of international respon.ibility and the settle-ent of disputes.
410. Baae repres.ntatives were of the view that con.id.ration of the draft .rticle.
of part three would not be po.sible so lo~g as the draft articles of part two had
not been ex.ained further by the Oomaission. Baae representatives expres.ed
ai.givings vitb respect to tbe decision of the ca.ission to refer the d r . f t ·et
articles propoaed by tbe Special Rapporteur for p.rt. three to the Drafting
.;
Ccmait;te.. Tbe utters d.alt vith in part three could, in tbeir view, be properly;;
considered only after part two of the draft .rticles h.d be.n cOilpleted, and tbey
vere of the view that tbe ea.aission itself sbould tben re-ex.atn. the draft
articles propoeed for Part tbr.e.
411. Boae repre••nt.tivQ& expre.sed concurrence vith tb. g.ner.l lib•• of the
proposal. llade by tbe Speci.l Rapporteur for p.rt three. '1h. view va. expre.aed ,"I
that th. proroaal. (vhich included, it v••••id, claia notific.tion.' to a party
alleged tab.ve ca.aitted a vrongful .ct, expiry of • certain period of ti.. befote
further.tepa were tak.n, notification Of intention to b.ve recour.eto
counter....ur••, .nd reference to tb. duty of parties to ••ek pe.c;:efuleettleMnt
under Article 33 of the Ch.rt.r of tb. Unit.ed 'Nations) ••tout .ppropri.te _a.urej~
for pr.venting ••c.l.tion throughoounterae••ur... It va. e.s.nti.l, it ~a. _id,t
to reguI.te .uch a ca.plex i ••u••• preci.ely •• po.sible.
f

412. The view va. expres.ed th.t the dr.ft articles of part tbree v.re v.loo.. in
view of the neee••ity, particul.rly in rel.tion to article 19 of part one of the
dr.ft article., of there being an effective procedure for tbe .ettl• •nt of
di.pute••
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413. One r.pre.ent.tive, vhile con.idering it premature .t th. pr•••nt atage to
on tbe draft article. propoaed by tbe Special Rapporteur for part three,
• tated that the draft articl.s ....ed tabuild i~a sophi.ticated and world
order-oriented ..nnet on the earli.r draft· artic1•• propole4 .by the· Special
Rapporteur •• veil a. o~ the approach to tbe aatter of the eettl.ent of di.pute.·
taken in tbeVienba Con"ention on the Lw of '1r.atie. anlSin other coapreh*n.ive
cont..porary in.tr.ents. TMy reflected, be stated, a perc*ption of
di.pute-Httle.nt uchinery a. a • •ns not only of reeol"lng di.pute. but al80 Of,'\'l
avoiding a viciOU. circle of action and rea~tiOll.
I
~,
~nt

.~

41t. Boae repre.entatives con.idered tbe approach reflected in the draft article.
proposed by the Special Rapporteur for part tbree to ~ UbaCCeptable. A practical.";
approach .hould be -adopted by tbe eo.i••ion, it va• •aid by one repre••ntative,tO:
vh.t wa. 'an intricate probl••, and it: .hoUld be born. in .ind that the world
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community of States was reluctant to accept compulsory ,thir~-party
dispute-settlement procedur.s. The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and
the COnvention on the Law of the Sea differed, they said, in nature and scope, and
the question of the ~plementation of international responsibility an~ ~he
settlement of disputes, in the present draft articles, should be considered without
drawing an analogy with such Conventions.

~.l

at tHe
ation

415. The present draft articles of part three, the same representative stated, gave
rise to the impression, particul.rly with respect to international,cri..s, that
there would be no resppnsibility, and .ntitlement to countermeasures, e~cept in
cases where the International COurt of Justice 80 determined. Such asystem'would
rticl•• , in effect retroactively introduce, for all treaties and conventions, a general
o'hacJ ' COIIPulsory third-p.rty procedure which would not have been agreed te). when the
primary rules were est.blished. Ca.pulsory third-party procedure was not a
panacea, he stated, for suppressing escalation and internationally' wrongful acts.
The decisive requirement was a readiness on the part of States to co-operate, and
operly ~ it was this that would determine which dispute-settlement procedure was selected.
: they
416. The point was _de, by the saIIe representative, that escalation of a conflict,
.ight also arise where the possibilities of response by an injured State to a
wrongful act were insdequate, and the draft articles proposed for part three had
narrowed such possibilities for response as the draft articles had provided for a
le
ta.ed .'l procedure that would extend over a period of two years.
lrty
t befor"
417. One ~epresentative, while expressing agreement with the Special Rapporteur on
the need to prevent international disputes from escalating, stated that such
le.nt ' escalation could be caused either by excessive reaction en the part of the injured
.aaut,e.! State or by persistence in the wrongful act by the author State. Thus it would be I
I eaid, t
unfair, 'he noted, to provide only for the obligations of the injured State. The ,.l
draft articles should also, he stated, set out the obligations of the author Sta~'.
;
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418. Another represent.tive, while agreeing that it should be made clearer thatithe
provisions of part three were residual, suggested that the Commission might
consider whether part three should a180 apply to dispute. where the
sett1ement-of-diapute provisions of an existing treaty did not contain certain
.inimua provisions to ensure the effectiveness of the dispute-aettlement pr.ocedure.
419. Some represent.tives suggested that it be_de clearer that tbe provisions of
part three would apply equally to parts one and two. It was noted by one
representative that it ..y be too early to consider, however, how exactly to
e:epress the point, as the CO_isslon had yet toconsicJer the cOllMnts of States on
part bne .nd was still a long way fre:. OOiUp1eting work on part two.
420. 'l'be point "'.s ..de that the dr.ft .rtic1.s proposed by the Special Rappott~ur,
for p.rt three ....ed tofocu8 on the.entit1.ent to take counter• •sur.s r.ther
than on the comait_nt of an int.rnationa~ly wrongful act. A State might, it was
said, al1eg. that an int.rn.tionally wtongful act had been ca.aitte4 and seek
redress without avai1ing it••1f of ita entit1e.ent to take count.r....ures, and it
should be -.4. clear that in .uch a situation a notification to the other party
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would ~ in order and a di.pute recognized to exist which should be eolved by the
..ans envi••ged in the draft articles.
421. One repre..ntative, drawing attention to the Speci.l Rapporteur's eaph.sis on
the residual character of the draft .rticles on State responsibility, pointed out
that it .,.. his uncSer.tancU.ng th.t it was intended that the unil.teral .ctions
referred to in part two of the dr.ft .rticles were residu.l .nd th.t the dr.ft
articles of part three were intendect only as • ...ns of li.iting the danger of
escalation fral' unil.teral actionlluneter part two. However, he s.ld, • dispute
ari.ing fro. unil.teral .ctions underp.rt two .ight involve questions .rising fraa
a violation,of the priaary rul•• in part one of the dr.ft .rticles. The question
of the scope of the dr.ft .rticles of part three should, therefore, be reviewed.
422. '!'he point w.s ..de, by one repre..nt.tive, th.t part three of the dr.ft
articles shOuld really cover .11 enforcellent .nd dispute-settlement issue,8 and
th.t, thu., enforce..nt issues' in rel.tion to counter...sures that were pl.ced in
dr.ft .rtlcl.s 10 .nd 11 of part two of the dr.ft .rticles should be moved to part
thre..
I

423. Another r.present.tive noted the connections between the three parts of the
dr.ft articles and the indivisibility of the three parts .s a whole, which were
reflected, he said, in the li.it. pl.ced by the Speci.l Rapporteur on the
provisions of part three. '!'he goal, he observed, w.s not to provide for.
settl_ent-of-disputesprocedure th.t w.s binding in .11 c...s, but simply to dr.w
up • procedure to be .pplied in the context of part two .lone .nd to .void
escalation in the taking of ..asures and counter....ur.. under p.rt two.
424. One repr...ntative stated that intern.tional practice showed th.t parties to a
diapute usually tended to resort, first, to direct negotiations, .nd it would be
advi.able for part three of the draft articles to refer not only to the
notification. ~~rr.ntly envisaged in draft articles 1 and 2 of part three, and the
..a.. referred to in Article 33 of the Charter of the Un!ted N.tions, but also to
bilateral negotiations.
~
425. Anoth.r representative was of the view that th.'dispute-settlement procedures
envi.aged for the topic of State re.POnsibility should be h.raonize4 with the
i~l...ntation procedure. to be adopted within the fraaework of the related topics
on the draft Code of Offence. against the ".c,e and Security of Mankind and on
international liability for injurious con.equences .rising out of acts 'not
prohibited by international law. '!'he view w.s aillO expressed, however, by another
repre..ntative that he would prefer the dispute-aettleaent procedures to be h.ndled
..parately and not linked to the other topic••
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426.. One repre..ntative stated that he hadlld.•giving. with re.pect to the Special '. firl
Rapporteur's u. of ~le expre••ion -soft 1...,-, which wu ..bivalent .nd misle.dine). all
in, the context of nor.. bet....n State.. '!'he que.tion of the freidOll of St.tes to
luf
establish noms different frc:. the atandard. of the proposed convention should ~ :' why
carefully c o n . i d e r e d . '
...
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427. The view w.s expr.ssed by one repr•••ntativ. that the word -.lleged- .hould be
included in the second sentence ot dr.ft article 1 as follow., -rbe notification
shall indicate the .11esed rules which wer. not ca.plied with .nd the ••••ur••
reqqired to be taken .na the reasons th.r.for-. This, he ••id, WOUld ..ke it cle.r
that the three parts of the draft .rticles on State r••ponsibility
interrelated, .nd that responsibility und.r p.rt one ••• • pr.-eondition to
entitleaent to • legal r.sponse under part three.

,,1'.

428. The point was ..de that the eo.i.sion .ight wish to ex..ine the ti..-fr...
stipulated in draft articles 1 to 3 .or. clos.ly, since under the pr••ent
for.ulation the prescribed period for -eving fro. the first .t.p of notific.tion
under draft article 1 to the final .t.g. of di.pute ..ttl..ent under drcft
article 4 seemed too long.
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429. The provisions of draft articl.s 1 .nd 2, in the consid.r.tion of
representatives, were not r.flective of State practice ana .ppe.red to r.qgire .n
excess of notifications.
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430. One representative was of the opinion that the .provisions of draft .rticl.. 1
and 2 of part three required an .xce.. of notification, and that the particul.r
provisions of draft article. 1 .nd 2 r.lating to the .tep. an injured St.te abould
take under part two of the dr.ft .rticl.. ought to be included in part two.
Accordingly, he wa. of the view that the provi.ion. of. dr.ft .rticle. 1 .na 2
should be re-exaained. An injured Stat., h. Aid, chould in the c... cont.apl.t.-t
in draft article 1 of part thi''', r.ther than notifying the the .11eged .utbor
State of intention to invoke the provi.iona of draft article 6 of part two, de..~,
of the alleged author St.te ces.ation of the wrongful act, ,r••titutioln int!9r~
or any other fom of reparation. It v•• only .ft.r .uch d...na w•• denied ", t'"
alleged author state that the injur-a State should be in the po.l tion, now
.
conte.p1ated in draft .rticl. 2 of part thr.., to take the count.r....ur••
envisioned in draft .rticl•• 8 .na 9 of part two. Accordingly, h. w•• of the vi_
that the only notification that' .houldbe required ••5 that curr.ntly r.ferred to
in draft. article 2 of part thr... Be v•• of the view that the pr.vio.. dr.ft
article 1 of part three .hould propttrly appear aa an additional ••nt,nce, or as an
additional paragraph, in draft .rticle 6 of part bro .nd provide that an injured
State should present its cl.i• •nd ita r.a8Oft••

4]1.' The point was 1Iad~ by one repr.~.nt.tiv., with r.fer.nce to the ucond
sent.nce of draft article 1 (which r••d. "The notification sh.ll indicate the
eaaur.s required to be tak.n and the r••eon_ th.r.for-), that in praQtice the
Speci.l ',firat atep a Govern..nt oft.n took ••• to deliv.r • prote.t 1n which it r ...rved
a1eadine) , Ill' its right., and th.t the nature .nd content of the prote.t were u.ually quite
ate:::
lufficient for th.,oth.r State to know what ....'11'•• it ••• being ••ked to t.k. and
o u l > why. The r~ir_.nt ••s to notification in draft .rticl. 1 did not, ther.for.,
I t . to reflect St.te practic•• ·

/
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432. The point w•• llade, by one r.pr•••ntativ., that when • st.te lIIlde a cl.la
I,ainst anoth.r St.t., und.r dr.ft .rticle 1, it should provide preci.. d.ta 5nd
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facts cOncerning the wrongful act of the other State and thus avoid disputes in the
future.
~33./AnotherrepreSentativewas of the opinion that the CCIIIIentary to paragraph 3

.~'.t.'.\'he."J
be neee••al

ca... of ••

v!~h7g~~,.t

.'..,i
of draft ,article 2 dr.ew an inappropriate parallel with article 65, paragraph 5, of
43,••.
The
'.l'C
the, Vienna COnvention on the Law of Treaties, as thil Vienna Convention provided fot
referred tc
a"slnglenotificationwhile .the present draft articles provided for two
'
thusgi"en
notifications, He was "of the view' that paragraph 3 of draft article 2 seeaed to
dispense altogether with the notification under draft article 1 and the stage which clr.af.t· .r,t!c
of urgeilQYI
that notification introduced. Such a solution did not seea justifiable, and
to Part thl
paragraph 3 of draft artlcle 2 thus seemed to require clarification.
involve ••
with a vi.
434. A nuaber of representatives expressed reservations with respect to the
appropriateness of burdenfng an injured State with the obligation of making several oravertin~
action on t
notifications before being entitled to take counteraeasures.
t, : . '.'

435. The representative stated that he was unsure of ~he desirability of the
requireaent in draft article 2 which specified a .ini.u. period of three months
before the claimant State could invoke the provisions of draft article 8 or draft
article 9 of part two of the draft articles. The ex~eption for ·cases for SPecial:
urgency· would probably be too restrictive, he said, and there .y be caS~9 not
:falling within such exception where it would be clear froathe reaction of the
author state that it had no intention of doing anything in the _tter, '!'hough the
obligation under Article 33 of the Charter of the United Nations to seek peaceful
settlement of disputes existed in respect of all disputes and could not be united
by one convention on State responsibility, it .uat be ensured, he stated, that
paragraph 1 of draft article 3 did not in any way under~ine the provisions of draf~
articles 8 and 9 of part tWQ. '!'he ability to iapose reasonable counteraeasures, "C
proportional to the gravity of the wrongful act, when coabined with an effective
co-pulaory dispute settl~..ent procedure, "as, he said, one of the IAOSt effective .,
vay. not' only ~f resolvinglnternational disputes but also of preventing breaches'~
of international obligations,
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436. '!'he point vas _de by another representative that it did not seea appropriat.' r4i·.P.Onae.
that the taking of countermeasures, by way of reciprocity or reprisal, by a state:; of Part thl
which had suff~redfroa an. internationally wrongful act, should be Mdedependent;) clr.ft .rtic
on a procedure whioh could take at least two ..nd a, half y.are, having in vie. also" cI.leted.
the provisions of paragraph 1 of draft article 3. There aight well be only a few
objects, he said, against which counterlleasures could leglti1l8tely be directed, and
to be of any value countermeasures should have ~iate effect. Moreover, in ca..
of a refusal.bya state to apply a treaty provision, for exallPle, there was no
reason why an injured State shoula be under obligation to continue to apply the ',.;r,~ 442. --'.1
d,~~ft.•rtic
treaty for a long period without reaedy or coapensation. Also, it seeMd unwise 'to
iil J
base the entitle.ent to take. oounteraeasuresunder part two of the draft artidle. : tb'A..r.eferell
of the Qlar
on suchasyete.,.8ince itllight bec~ inapplicable in ca.. of ,teservatians by
.-pullory
State* with reaPeCtto 'the' pro~~.ions of part three of the draft articles.
OOIIpu1IlOry
437. A nUllber of representatives made reference to the absence of any indication<!,~: ~~~F<,~".
artiCl""
. • 4 ,~
tiae-li.its for cases of special urgency ref.~red to in paragraph 1 ~f article 2.'
Ctr't.l., rel
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w••

.~ ... t.'.:fheview
exprea.-d by one repre.entative that although flexibility .ight
be nece••ary, the ac~ation of exceptional ca... , througbthe provisions for
of .pecial urgency, in paragraph 1 of draft article 2, should be exaained

ca".

wit;b:gc.~,.t,care..
~;

'" .
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439 .. 'l'be ~int,wa. llede by one repre.entative that the·case.of s(:8cil11 urgency·
referred to in. paragraph 1 of, d~aft article2 ..ought to be dealt with .eparately and
thu.giv_n aore . .pha.i., that this should be a.sociated with paragraph 2 (a) of
4r....Jt, ar,ticle lOin part two of the draft article., .which also referred to aca.e
of urgenC)', and that..draJt arti"le 10 ef part two abould in it. entirety be .lM)Ved
to part threeoftbedraftarticle... Aea.e wou14 be urg&nt, be .-id,.hould it
involve •••ure. of protection taken by an injured State within its juri.diction
with • view to .topping .n internationally wrongful act 01' preventing ita effect.,
or.vertingirreparable d. .age, and thiaoould only be achievecJthrough i-.diate
action on the part of tbeinjured State..
.
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t40 .. The, _e repre.entative wa. of the opinion that the question abould be
cl.rified whetber the tel'. •....ures·, in paragraph 1 of draft article 3 of part
th~. ., r.ferrea to the __urea of protection in situation. of urgency dealt with
L" in ,paragraph 1 of draft article 10 of part two.. There .igbt perhaps be.
" .iailar.ity,he .aid, in the pro'l.isions of par.graph 1 of draft article 3 of part
tb2:.ae.n4thoae .of par.graph 1 of draft article 10 of part tvo,and the latter
e (n..ely ""ragraph 1 of draft article 10) should, it was said, really.be included in
part,~ree..
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441 .. 'The view was ~xpre ••ed by the aaae repre.entative that, in addition to the
I'
tt...nt par4graph 2 of draft article 3 of part three, there .hould also be a
~
further and .lailar paragraph included, a. par.graph 3, in draft article 3, which /
vouldcontain a general reference to .peciel iapl...ntation procedures provided fO,t'
under tre.tle... Such an additional paragraph would, it w•• said, ensure undert~
proc..sural pl'oviaiona of part three the pr i_cy of such .peci.l iaple. .ntlltion j
procedure. over general provi.ion. coneerning State responsibility, a. bad been l
aiailarly done in draft article 2 of part.two with re.pect to entitle. .nt to legal,
r'I.P.Onae.. .If .ucb an ~i tional paragraph 3 were to, beincluclecl in draft article 3
of 'Part three, tbe procedural provision., be •• id, contain&d in paragr.ph 2 of
4r,it article 11 of part two which a180 refers ,to such special procedures could be
aeleted.
'" '
Article. 3 and 4

442. ea.erepre.entative. expr~••edgeneral concurrence with the provi.ipn. of
articl•• 3 ana 4.. The point wa. llade by onerepre.entative (wltbre.pect to
tbe..• reference in dr.ft article 3 to tbe a.an. of .ettl...nt . .ntionedin A,rticle 33
of'tht, Cbatt~r of the united 'Nation,. and to tbe provi.ion in draft .rtlcle4 (c) Oft
coapu1.oryconciliation) that neitber recour.. to Article 33 of the Charter nor
compu18Ory conciliation wa. too burdenaoae an obligation or va. ,inCQapatiblevitb
~f1 o,~"~l.~".ntion... Tbe provi.iona on. the. International Court ~ of Ju.tice in draft
artiC1., 4 ,(a) aDd Cb) would, he ••id, apply only in exceptional ca.... '1bere va. a
'':tl certain relucta~e in tbe ea-l••ion and 1n the Sixth ee.aitt.. with re.pect to
4,~.ft.,
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such provisions. Bowever, he would recall that such proviaions, particularly those
in draft article • (b), constituted a key concept in the developMnt of the law -'.
with regard to international crimes.
.
,
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443. sc.e representatives made the point that it was clear fre. international :
practice that the decisive factor in dispute settle..nt was not procedures but
rather 'the read!,ness of the States parties to a dispute to co-operate and to'show
the fle.ibility necessary for a sOlution of the dispute.
444. The view was expressed by another' representative that itsbould be .adeclear
in draft article 3 that States should resort to the ..ans ofaettle..nt referred· to
in Article 33 of the Charter of the United Nations .s soon ail; the first signs of a
dispute beeaDe apparent.
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445. The view was expressed by yet another repres~ntative that there was, of
course, no objection to the general reference in draft article 3 to the means of
settleaent i'lentioned in Article 33 of the Charter of ~he United Nations. Though
such a reference did not go very far towardS effective dispute settlement, there·
did not seea to be any realisticalternattve.
'
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446. The point was made bf one representative that there see..a to be a technical
inconsistency between, on the one band, the reference in draft article 3 to the
Mans of settle_nt ..ntioned in Article 33 of the Charter 'of the United N~tions
and, on the other, the establishment in draft'article 4 of other dispute-.ettl.aent
procedures. Such inconsistency could be avoided, he suggested, if draft article ·3
were to specify wbicb of the _ans of settleaent Mntioned in Article 33 of the
Charter wouh. apply.
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Article 4
447. Boae representatives expressed concurrence with the provision8 proposed bf tbe
Special Rapporteur in d~aft article 4, which were based, they pointed out, on the
provisions of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the L8W of Tre.ties and the 1982 United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, and prov:l.cJldforCCllpulaory third-party
procedures in only a very liaited nu~r of cases, 'na..ly, those involving
jus cogens or international crimes where the questions at issue were'of vital
interest not only to the parties but al80 to the international ea-aunity as a
whole. The view was expressed that it wea es.ential that such disputes be settled
at the highest possible judicial level and reference of such disputes to the
International Court of Justice was appropriate"
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448. The point was aaae bf one representative that as the provlaiona of draft
article 4 se_ea to be siailar to provisions in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the
LaW o£Treaties, the vordingof draft article 4ahouldbe as cloat aa poaaible to
tbeforaulation of recent codification conventions.
;

I

449. ,One representative stated that It,was "i.. for the Special Rapporteur to have
drawn on two widely accepted aultilateral inatraenta, aathe foundation for part- '\
thre.. Such an approach vis IIOst likely to elicit support fre. Statea for the .
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propoeed diepute-settl...nt procedure.. . 1aportant el,_nt. were thee~hasi. on
coapuleory conciliation aa Mana of preventing the escalation of a dispute, while
other option., including judici.l .ettle..nt and the approaches aet out in
Article 33 of the C2larter of the United Rations were left open as _ans for the
definitive peaceful resolution of a di.pute. Although ~ States had not accepted
as obligatory the juri.aiction of the International Court of Justice, his
delegation hoped that the principle of choice of ..ans for peacefUl settle..nt of
disputes by the pertie. concetned would not lead to avoidance of such eettl.ent.
450. The view was expressed that it was unlikely that the ..jorit.Y of State. would
accept a nor. such as that contained in article 19 of part one of the draft
articles on State respon.ibility, if they did not have the legal aS8urance that
they would not be accused of having coaaitted international cri..8 in the abaenOG
of an authoritative sy.tea to e.tablish the fact. and the applicable law.

r

to
I

451. One representative, ".lcoaing the provisions of draft article 4 peraitting
unilateral recourse to the International COurt of Justice, regretted that th~ Court
was'only to decide whether counter.a.ure. violated jus cosens or were inadais.ible
becau8e they constituted international cri... and that the conciliation procedure
provided for was only to cover additional questions on the ad.1sstbl1ity of
counter..a8ures.
Int
(3

452. The view was expre.sed, by another repre.entative, that the deaft articles on
dispute settle..nt could deter.ine the future willingnes. of States to accept the
draft articles on State re.ponsibility. The ee.aission should, therefore, work out
a foraula acceptable to a. . .ny State. a. PQ•• ible. Bis delegation concurred with
the ba8ic ideas underlying tbe draft article., nuely, the incorporation of an
objective -.chani. for di.pute .ettle..nt .uch as sub.i.sion to the International,
Court of Justice or third1P8rty conciliation.
t

453. ane repre.entative .tated that he favoured a li.ited range of operation fot
~be
t

:ed
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the

of cc.pulsory juri.diction. Although the broader question of
t
.ettle..nt of international di.pute. "a. a topic which the ~ission
aight .uitably take up in anotber context, it. consideration at the present
juncture could delay the cc.pletion of work on tbe sub.tanti'Je aspects of State
principl~
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454. Another repre.entative, referring to the i.portant di.tinction in draft
article 4 (bet..en,on the one hand, ia.ue. involving jus cosen. ana intern.tional
cri••, where recour.e to the International Court of Ju.tice was prescribed, end,
on the other, di.pute. concerning interpretation and application, where a
COIIpulsory conciliation procedure "a. called for), atated that it rai.ed broad
queatlOQ of legal philosophy•. 8i. delegation would, itself, prefer to have all
di.pute.ari.ing 1n the context of the convention settled through a
di.pute~..ttle..nt .yat.. that entailed a binding decislon of the International
Court of Justice, or by a body aet up to COft.id.r di.pute. involving internatioMl
cri....
455. IJOae repre.entative••tated that an approach, .uch as in dreft.rtlcle of,
vbich insi.ted oncoapul.ory procedure. for the ••ttle..nt Of di.putes "a.

I ••.
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incorrect and unacceptable and that it .ho\lld not be Qverlooked. that Stat., ~n,,"
current practice rare~y·ref.rred displ)tes to ~he International Court of Justic.-'an"
even. wben accepting the,CXIIaJ?Ul80ry jurisdiction of the Court, excluded cases wber.}
vital inte~est8 were. involvec1. 'rhe" exaaples of the obligator:y procedures proYided.
for in the 1969 Vienna Conventlon on the Law of 'rreaties and the 1982 QonventJop go
the Law of the Sea, they said, were ot a di.fferent~haracter, reflecting the
specific characteristics Of. the subjects with whi~h they dealt~ and thus $hQuld ftQt
be fOllqwed in the present draft articles.
456. One representative, r.ferrlng to the imPortance .of procedural issues relat~n~L

to the, settlement of disputeS arising fra. State responsibility, stated that it,
would be fundamentally incorrect to insist on a ccapul80ry procedure for the
settlement of disputes. 'rhe draft articles should, he said, leave no doubt as to
the principle of freedom of choice of thQ parties to a dispute to select any means
of set~lement mentioned in Article 33 Qf the Charter of the United Rations.,

462. TI

draft.
of the

458. The s_e representative, rQferring to the provisions of draft articles 4 and 5

and the annex to part three of the draft articles, was of the view that the
dispute-settle.ent procedures there envisaged were not only less flexible but also
dlffer.nt from si.ilar procedures adopted in universal international conventions.
'rhe Vienna Convention on the Law of 'rreaties, he stated, provided for a dispute to,
be SubJlitted to the International COurt of Justice only if the parties could not
agree on submission to arbitrationl the ~oncl1f)ationprocedure8envisaged under
other universal international conventions were more flexible, and reservationawere
dis.llowed under the present draft articles. 'rhe systea of the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties was more flexible and narrower in scope. The Convention
extend,ed only to the validity, termination or suspension of treatiesl and, so far
as the matter of responsibility was concerned, only responsibility for breach of
particular obligations under treaties would usually be involved and the continuanQe
of the treaty itself would not usually be threatened.
.
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459. The concepts reflected in the present provi...i ons of draft article 4 "ere, the
seae representative stated, unacceptable as they would result in the legal
consequences of international criMsbeing dependent on a decision of the
International COurt of Justice. 'rhe deter.ination whether an interriational'~~"
had been OOEIitted should not, he said, be in any way contingent on a deci.'l.,;d~f
the Court~ as this would ..an, for instance, tbat apartheid. would only be~·found~bi'
be, an international crl.. if the International Court of Justice ~ deter.ine4. An·
international cri•• , he. stated, would usually entail an ••ergencY situation"
pa~ticularly for the directly afflicted Sta~e and give rl•• to the rigbt to an
i-.ediate ..nilateral response. In other ca••s, he .aid,,.UnitedNatl()na la" WOUld
be applicable witb all its procedural and aubstantive pr()visions; and it would be
pri..rily for the security Council and other United Rations Qfgans and, .a. the ca..,
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procedures, fQr dispute settlement provi~ed, for in part three of the draft articles
.ight only seem to apply to certain lillitedsituation$, e.g., the threat of
escalation, etc., they could, like the subject of State responsibility itself,
extend to all areas of primary rules and thus to the entire field of international
law.
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457. The vi." was expressed, by one repcesentative, th.at,altbough the cc.pulsory ,
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may be, also the International COurt of Justice to act. Thus, what really ought to
be included in part three, with reference to the enfdrce.ent of the lllgal
consequences of international criae., was. referene. to United Hation.pr9Ctdure.,
ancS·such a reference is currently contained in paragraph 3 of draft article 14 of
part two of the draft articles.
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460. The question was raised by seae represent~tives as to why no re~erence wa.
made in draft article 4 to 'the possibility of arbitration. The .ugge.tion was ..de
that paragraphs Ca) and (b) of draft artic!.e 4, or an additional paragraph in ,draft
article 4, should indicate clearly that a unilateral application for .ub.i.aion of
a dispute to the International Court of Ju.tice would be subject to tbe provi.ion
that the parties had not subaitted the diapute to arbitration.
)

461. Another representative, referring to paragraph (b) of draft article 4, said
that while it ptovided for judicial .ettle.nt in a case where the alleged
wrongdoer disputed a countermeasure as constituting an international cri", it did
not see. to provide for judicial settle..nt where the injured State c1&i-.4 that
the wrongful act itself constituted an international cri_. Be wondered wbetber
paragraph (bf of draft article 4 could not be extended to cover such a situation ••
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462. The point was raised by one repre.entative as to whether tho ~efetence to
draft article 12 (b) was necessary in paragraph (c) of draft atticle 4 in tbelight
of the reference to draft article 12 (b) in p&ragraph (a) of draft artic.le 4.
463. The view was expressed by one representative, with,reference to paragraph (b)
of draft article 4 (which, he said, concentrated on the additional rights and
obligations referred to in draft article 14 of part two Qf the draft article.),
that further attention should be given to the question of the reaction of other
meabers of the international ca.munlty in the face of an act of aggression
constituting an international crime.
!
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464. Anothet representative, expre.singpreference for a syatea wh.r.tb. . .~. oe
dis~ute settlellent was a ..tter for the-choice of States, felt that one altern.ative
aight be to increase the possibilities in draft article 5 for reservation. to all
the provisions of draft article 4.
t.he

Article 5
465. some representatives were of the view that draft article S, on the
'non-adllisisibility of reservations, could give rise to controver.y and shOUld be
. 'left for asolution to an eventual codifiCation conference on the. draft article••
OIle.representative, while stating that he could accept the ~re.ent ~rOvi.ion. of
draft article 5, stated that he s. . .etit in the augge.tion that the que.~ion of
reservations, being a key ptovision with respect to the acceptance of the draft
ar.ticles·as a whole, should be left to .. future conference.
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466. The ,point was aade by anOtherre~resent.tiv. that the prOVisions ofd~a(t
articleS, con~aininga prohibition of reservation., would ~robably not survi. . .
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c:odification confe~.hce, a. paragraph. Ca) and (b) of dtaft article 4 which
concerned the coapulaory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice were
al.-o involved. Stat•• could not, he stated, be prevented fr. . . .king reservations
to such a .y.t. of ca.pulsory jurisdiction, a. wa.. to be .een in the practice of
State. when ~ing parties to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.
467. Th. view wa. expre••ed, by another representative, that a general prohibition
of re.ervations, a. in draft article 5, wa. contrary to the residual character of
the draft article. of part three, which .hould entail that the provisions of part
thr.. could be excluded through special arrange.ent. in treaties, or otherwise
through re.ervations. The provisions of draft article 5, he also stated, were
incon.istent with paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 36 of the Statute of the
International Court of J~s~lce which made the ca.pulsory jurisdiction of the Court
dependent on a special declaration by the parties to a dispute on the basis of
reciprocity, ancl .uch declarations had· been few and subject to far-reaching
reservations. Thus, the sy.tea of ee-pulsory jurisdiction in the Statute of the.
Court appeared, he .aid, to be in practice too rigoroUs for States, and a general
probibitioh of reservations as in draft article 5 would render 8uch a 8y8tea even
aote rigorous.
468. One repre.entative, wbo considered that it should not be forgotten that lIany
countries had adopted a cautious attitude to acceptance of the compu18ory
jurisdiction of the International Court of Ju.tice and while accepting such
jurisdiction had excluded ca.e. where vital interests were involved, stated that
the provisions of draft article 5 should be _de .are flexible.
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Annex to part three
469a One representative stated that he agreed with the ..in lines of the procedural
arrange..nta proposed bf tbe Special Rapporteur in part three including the rule.
contained in the annex to part three for the iapl_entation of cc.pul80ry
conciliation, and would leave it to the Drafting Coaittee of the CoIIIDi8sion t /.)
prepere the provision. of the final draft articles.
470. Another representative stated that he had reservation8 with re8pect to
paragraph 9 of the annex to part three (wbich,stated that the fees and expense8 of
the conciliation ~ission sball be borne .b,y tbe parties to the dispute) since
...11 countries wbich most needed third1Party prOcedures aight not avail the.selves
of sucb procedures because of tbeir prohibitive cost.
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471. A nuaber of repre.entatives stated that they attached great lIIpor'cance to the
preparation of a Code, of Offenee. against the peace arad ..c~~ity of unkind. A
code of offence. against tbe peace and aecurity of unkind, in tbeir view, was
neeeaa.ry to pr8vent the use of force in international relations and would deter
I
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indiv.iduals and their regiaea fra. ca.aitting grave cri..s such as apartheid and
other offences involving "s81ve violations of human rights., A code of offences
was also vlewedas a sUitable ..ans of strengthening international peace and
security. Blaboration of a code as an in8truaent of restraint WOUld, it waa said,
encourage States to behave in a aanner conaistent with the rules and principles
governing relations between statea.
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472. A number of representatives expressed their satisfaction at the progress that
had been made by the Comai.sion at its thirty-eighth session in 1986. They paid
tribute to the SPeCial Rapporteur, Mr. Doudou Thi., whose reports, they said, had
enabled the Commission to di8CUSS a nuaber of fundamental questions relating to the
Code.
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473. The CCllllDis8ion, had, they noted, discussed the tripartite division of crbltes
into three categories: cri..s against peace, crimes against huaanity and crimes
against war stricto aensu, a8 well as general principles of international and
comparative criminal law.
474. The Commission had also made considerable progress in the identification and
more precise definition of the cri..s in the three categories, in particular the
two _jar categories, nuely, cri.s against peace and cri..s against humanity•
The Commission had also covered further such questions as theaini.alist and
aaximalist approacheafor the offences which should be condemned in the Code.

.any

475. The preparation of a code, in the view of some representatives, .required
in-depth stUdy, since it touched on a relatively new area of international law,
.
international criminal law, and the law of international jurisdiction, which rais,a
many sensitive practical problems.
;
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476. The view was expressed by one representative that he was puZZled at the amount
of time that the CoIIJIission had devoted to the highly probleaatic topic of the
draft cod~ of offences against the peace and security of aankind, at the expense of
other, more promising topics. Bis delegation continued to have serious dou~ts as
to whether an inherently political topic was a suitable one for the Coaaission. In
view of the lack ofagree_rit at the political level, it was, he sald, perhaps not
entirely surprising that the SPeCial Rapporteur had chosen to use as his sources
conventions thl\t were not wideiy ratified and General A8selllbly resolutions adopted
by a divided vote. In his view, those sources suggested not what the law "as or
ought to be, but rather the lack of a sound basis for productive work by the
CclaJDission.

477. One representative considered that, rather than endeavouring to include all
relevant serious offences in a single code, the Coaaission should seek to finalize,
successively, individual instruaents on specific offences.
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478. A number of representatives expressed the view that the 1954 draft COde of
Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind constituted a 900d basis for the
current work of the ee.aission in that area. The point "as also ua. that While
~sing its work on the 1954 draft Code., it was i_portant that the ee.aia8ion also
establish rules appropriate to conteaporary international circuastances.
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479. A number of representatives stated that the draft Code shou14include
provisions ona co-operation among States in accordance with the 'Charter of the
United Nations in preventing offences against the peace and security of mankind and
punishing indivi,4ualsfound guilty of such crimes.
480. Some representatives expressed the view that the commission should also be
invited to consider the question of penalties, since a code which failed to provide
for penalties would not be COIIplete. It was suggested that the Code should also
specify the mechanism for trial and punishment of offenders.
481. A number of representatives stated in this connection that an individual
accused of a crime should nevertheless enjoy the jurisdictional guarantees accorded
to every human being. One representative saw the problem in the need to make
jurisdictional guarantees available to the accused,. While at the same time to
ensure that offences against the peace and security of mankind did not go
unpunished.

.

482. Some representatives also stated that States should be required to include
severe penalties for such crimes in their national legislations.
483. A number of representatives expressed the view that, given the considerable
legal and political importance of the draft COde of Offences against the Peace and
Security of Mankind, the item should continue to be consider4!d as a seParate item
in the agenda of the Sixth Committee.
484. Other representatives expressed the opposite view tbat because of the
importance of rationalizing the work of the General Assembly, particularly the
Sixth Committee, the item should be included with the other topics considered in
connection with the Commission's report.
2.
(a)

Comments of a general nature relating to the
scope and structure of the draft COde

SCope of the draft Code ratione personae

485. Some representatives referred in their statements to the question of the scope
of the Code ratione personae.
...

486. A number of representatives expressed agreement with the intention of the
Commission to limit its work at the present time to the preparation of the Code on
the international criminal responsibility of individuals, without prejUdice t.()
subsequent considerations of the question of international criminal responsibility
of States.
487. Some represent.ati.ves. were of the view that any atteapt to apply the concept of'
inter:.national criminal responsibility of States would be politically disruptive and
legally unjustifiable. er imillal law, they stated, punished and incarcelated
individuals and the Code should apply to an individu_l's responsibility for his own
behaviour and not his responsibility for the conduct of a State. The question of

I
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i and

the international responsibility of the individual and that of the international
responsibility of the State formed two clearly dis~inct concepts in law. If the
international criminal responsibility of the State were to be included in
elaborating a Code of Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind, it would
complicate and frustrate the work of the Commission.
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488. The view was expreseed by one representative that under contemporary
international law, a State was not subject to foreign jurisdiction. While it
incurred international political responsibility and financial liability, only the
individuals who committed the offences were criminally responsible.

orded

489. Some representatives were of the view that the Code should also be extended to
include the international criminal responsibility of. States, particularly as the
definition of aggression proposed for draft article 11 and the proposals made by
the Special Rapporteur for war crimes necessarily involved such responsibility.
Crimes, such as aggression, apartheid or genocide, it was said, could only be
carried out by a State or with its direct or indirect participation, and it
remained to be determined whether the responsibility of States for the wrongful
acts referred to in draft article 19 of the draft articles on State respnsibility
was purely civil or political. The Commission should carry out further studies
before taking a final decision to reject the concept of the internationalcri.inal
responsibility of States and other juridical persons. Political expedience alone
should not dictate the:'.path to be followed.
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490. The view was expressed that while some crimes engaged the responsibility of
individuals alone, other crimes though COII!IIlitted by individuals were attributable "
to a State through a breach of international obligations of a State.. '-ggression,,,:
it was~said, was typically a State crime.

in

491. Some representatives, while confirming their approval of the Commission'.
decision to concentrate on the international crimir~l responsibility of
i
individua~s, express~ the hope that the General Assembly would give the ~.ission
guidelines with regard to consideration of the problem of the ·cri.inal·
.
responsibility of States. One representative added that the oaaaission, in the
meantime, should make an express reservation concerning the responsibility of
States in any draft articles which it adopted.
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492. One representative, referring to the question whether the Code should deal
with the criminal responsibility of individuals in official positions of authority,
or only with private individuals, stated that international cri..s .ight be
co_itted by persons who used State authority for tbo_ ends, or .ight. reflect a
State's foreign policy. Bowever, the actual perpetrator in every case was an
individual.
(b)

:ept of'
.ve .and

Scope of draft Code ratione materiae
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493. some representatives referred in their statements to the question of the scope
of the Code ratione aateriae. A number of representatives expressedtheviev that
offences against the peace and security of mankind might be characterised as acts
which seriously jeopardized the most vital interests of aankind, violated
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fundamental p~inciples of ~s cogens and thre,.tened human civilization and the
primordian human right to life.
494. In this connection, same representatives were of the view that the Code should

only cover crimes of a very serious nature falling within one of the categories of
crimes against peace, cri1les against humanity and war crimes, Bnd should be
determined by reference to a general criterion and to the relevant conventions and
declarations.
495. Some representatives were of the view that the enumerative method employed by

the Special Rapporteur in his attempt to define offences was acceptable.
496. The view was expressed that the content of the Code ratione materiae should be
limited to offences based on treaty law or customary international law, and that it
should npt cover offences which had been recognized only in non-lega11y-binding
instruments such as resolutions. The point was made by some representatives that
in elaborating a catalogue of offences, the Commission sho~ld avoid inclUding every
conceivable violation of international law. , The basis for identifying an
international crime should be a general definition covering specific
characteristics of such a crime. The proposed Code not only should reflect the
present level of consciousness of the international comaunity, but should be a
pointer for the evolution of international law.
497. A number of representatives expressed support for the -minimum contentapproach which, they said, would ensure the effectiveness of the COde. One
representative, referring to the criterion set out in draft article 19 of the draft
articles on State responsibility, considered that it was essential that the range
of offences covered should reflect contemporary trends in international practice
and international law. So~ representatives felt that the provisions of the Code
should as far as possib1ebepreclse and leave no room for uncertainty or
misunderstanding. A detailed enumeration of crimes may prove incomplete and,
mort.'Over, may freE!ze international law and hamper the codification of new rules and
new offences in the future. A general definition illustrated by a non-exhaustive
enumeration was, in their view, the least acceptable as it ran the risk of
i~precision which would have serious adverse consequences for the Code.

(c)

Question of the categorization of crimes against humanity, crimes aqainst
peace and war cr i_s
....

498. Some representatives referred in their statements to the tripartite
categorization of offences proposed by the Special Rapporteur, naNely crimes
against hUllanity, criMs against peace and war crimes. The view was expressed by
some representatives that the question of such a categorization of offences was
clearly fundamental to the Comaission's work, there could not, however, be a
clear-cut dividing line between the three concepts, and overlapping was
unavoidable.
I

499a One representative expressed the view that the tripartite categorization of
offences proposed by the Special Rapporteur should be lIanageab1e, provided that the
/
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consequences of the various crimes Were dealt with in a similar manner.
Buaanitarianlaw which punished war crimes, on the' one hand, and the law of hu.an
rights whose infringement conllltituted a crime against humanity, 01'1 the other, were
two different bodies of law, in terms of both of their sources and of their
judicial elements. Humanitarian law, he said, was based on concepts of power and
protection, whereas the law of human rights w&s based on rights and duties. The
report of the Comaission seemed to overlook these considerations and the eo..ission
might, he thought, wish to examine whether such considerations were irrelevant to
or should, in one way or another, be reflected in the provisions of the Code.
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500. Another representative, noting that the Special Rapporteur had reviewed the
evolution of the notion of crimes against humanity, which had long been linked to
the concept of war crimes, stated that it was evident that at the current stage the
two questions should be treated separately, as the CoIulission had decided. It
would also be appropriate, however, he said, to study acts which were both war
crimes and crimes against humanity. One representative considered that the
distinction between cri. .s agains Peace, cri..s against humanity and war cri..s did
not really help to isolate the acts which merited the description of crimes against
peace and security of mankind. Be felt that much tille would instead be wasted in
deciding what act belonged in what category but that, in the final a~alysis, the
matter vas of little !aportanee.

~

501. A number of representatives supported the idea of. providing a definition of
what constituted a cri_ against hUllanity and of listing such crimes in the Code.
It was also pointed out that such a definition should, however, be couched in
certainty.
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502. The view was expressed by eomerepresentative~ that the COmmission should
think carefully about the conseque(4)l~:s ft.i:t<·)t would flow frc. charac~er,izationsof
offences as offences against the peace and security of .ankind. Traditionall,y,
such offences had been imprescriptible and their perpetrators had been brought
before il)ternational courts. The SPeCial Rapporteur was, it was said, thinking of
dispensing with that rule and replacing it with the universal coapetence ot
States. While such a develo~ent was not opposed, its consequences should however
be carefully weighed, because many serious offences, such as counterfeiting,
hijacking of aircraft and certain terrorist acts ca.aitted in the air, were clearly
international cri... ~ntailing universal coapetence, without ther~by being offer-ces
against the peace and security of aankind or i.prescriptible. The two concept.
vere different, and the possibility of establishing an international jUdicial body,
through an extension of the CcIIlmission's mandate, should, it was suggested, be
studied.
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Question of acts that should be included within the categorization
of criMs against hUllanity, criae. against peace and 'war criaes

Sri..s againat humanity

the

503. One representative stated that the definiti~n of cri... ~gain8t hu.anity
appeared to include both an obj~tive eleaent of substance and a subjective el...nt
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of intent'or motive on the pa~t of the perpetrator. While this approach wa.
acceptable, he said, he hoped tbat a further requirement wou1dbe'carried out wi t-il ,
regard .to each type of crime against humanity under consideration, particularly
genocide and apartheid.
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504. Genocide. Agreement was expressed with the Special. Rapporteur's proposal that
genocide should be included in the Code as a crime against humanity.

sos.

'rheviewwas exp~essed by some representatives, with respect to the
identification of the crime of genocide, that the elements of -mass- and of
Nmotive- were essential components. The point was made by one representative that
an offence of that nature should form, part of a systematic pattern or plan
directed against a human group or groups on grounds, for instance, of racial or
r~ligious hatred.
506. One representative was of the view that the element of -mass· was important
but not essential, but that, on the other hand, the element of -motive- seemed
essontia1 in the definition of a -crime against humanity-. He did not believe that
it was necessary that the acts form part of a systematic plan.
507. Some representatives felt that neither the element of -mass- nor the gravity
of the act constituted an adequate criterion. The question was, one representative
said, which yardstick the gravity and the element of -mass- of the act should be
measured againsto 'ftle key element that distinguished crimes against humanity from
ordinary crimes was the fact that the former were committed with the tacit
agreement or upon the orders of the State. The element in all crimes against
humanity was that they constituted a threat to international peace and security.
508. Aggression. Several representatives wera of the view that aggression should
be included in the Code as a orime against humanity. 'rho view was expressed by one
representative that the COde shOUld reaffirm the principle that -the first use of
armed force b¥ a State in contravention of the Chatter shall constitute prima facie
evidenoe of an act of aggression A , as inclusion of such a principle would h&ve
far-reacing consequences in the identification of ~~ aggressor. The suggestion was
made that the threat of .aggression, and the planning ~~d preparation of threa~s of
aggression, including propaganda which incited ag(~ ~ess:tOl\, should also ~ listed
among the elements of aggression, 8$ a failure to follow such an approach would,
it was said, constitute a departure from the principlelSl enunciated in the Charter
of the International Military Tribunal, and would considerably weaken the
effectiveness of the Code.
~Og(i

One representative stated that the threat of aggression should not be included
as a crime in the COde. If this were done, he said, it would entail the exercise
of the r~'f~ht of 8elf-defenc~. The right of self-"defence, he pointea out, could ha
exercis~ under Article 51 Or the Chartet of the United Nations ~fore the matter
was reported to th(;! Secur i ty Council.
510. In connection with the unanimously adopted General Assembly recommendation on
the definition of aggression, therti lIee1led to be an incl.ination to ignore its
central ele.ent, n.-e1y, th~~ ~re8ervatian of the role and discretion of the
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Security Councilc The extent to which the d_flnition of aggressioQcould be said
to have eliminated the problems that had caused the abandonment of the 1954 draft
Code was debatable. Yet it seemed, he said, that some would argue that it opened a
way to success, which had not existed in 1954, and that its central element could
be ignored. This, he soid, was not lIlerely wrong, but dangerously destabilizfng.
511. Apartheid. Several representatives stateeS that apartheid should be included
in the Code as a crime against humanity. Apartheid, it was said, had already bee~~
defined as a crime against humanity in the International Convention on the
Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Aeartheid .. in Gf!ne,ralAssembly.,r;:eso!ution
3068 (XXVIII) of 30 November 1973.
512. The point was made that 90 States have become parties to the 1973 Convention
and that those who were not as yet parties to the Convention have not necessa~ily

opposed it. The view was also expressed that the Internatio~al Court of Justice
has condemned apartheid on numerous occasions, and that such condemnation wasa
typical in the case of jus cogens.·
513. Serious damage to the envirolUllent. A number of representatives expressed
agreement with the! Special Rapporteur's view that the Code should include as a
crime against humanity, breach of an international obligation 4f essential
importance for the preservation of the environment.
514. Despite the difficulty of determining with the necessary precision the

conditions that must ~ present in order for acts resulting in serious damage to .
the environment to be considered crimes against humanity, it was said, every effor~
should be made to ensure its proper place in the d~aft Code.
~
'/'

515. Some representatives took the vi_ that an act to breach an obligation of/
essential importance for the preservation of the environment could"be regard~ asa
crime only if it were CCIIlIIitted with intent to violate the relevant treaties/and
conventions.
516. One representative expressed the view that the element of seriousness should
apply not only to the damage caused but also to the initial breach of the relevant
treaties and conventions.
517. It was considered that the pollution of the enviroftllent by radioactive. fallout
or toxic substances constituted a serious breach of international rules, for whicb
sanctio"s should be established in international legislation.

518. T~e view was also expressed by one representative that the inclusion of
s.rious. damage to~he environaent under tbecategory of cri... against huaanity
required much more ~eflection. Thare was indisputably a duty to preserve the
environment, a breach of wbich created int~rn.tion.l obligations. 'J'be question, be
said, wae at what point'suchbreacb became not only an internationalcriae under
the topic of State responsibility, but a, cri. against huaanit,. under thtt Code.
519. The point was _de by another representative that care should be exelrcised in
qualifying serious damage totbe enviroMent a. a cri_against huaan1t:.y, as it
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would first have to be establisbed that daMage bad been caused deliberately and
that a State had vi~l~ted international obligations•

IDOst SI
anothe

.5 20. Terror·i_. Several representatives stated that terrorisll should be incluCied
in the Cocie as a criae against bumanity. The type aM frequency of terrorist acts
which had recently been coauaitted, it was said, had highlighted the pressing need
to address that issue in the international spbere.
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52l •. seae representatives expressed the view that not all terrorist acts should be
conaideredoffences against the peace and security of manlUnd,but only those· wbicb
were assisted by one or more States and were intended to undermine the security of
another State. The view was expressed that some States had made terrorism an
instrument of their foreign policy, and terrroris. constituted a new form of
aggression and an act of war. The view was also expressed that international
terrori_ usually launched direct attacks against the political independence of
States ~ fomenting civil strife and subversion and undermining the political
prOCess of a State.
522. One representative was of the view that the ee.aiscion should give some
further thought to the definition of terrorist acts, because inclusion in the COde
of an ill-defined concept would detract fro. the effecti.eness of the future
instrument.
523. OIle representative considered that terrorisJl should be regarded as a crime
against peace where it was instigated and perpetrated by one State against another
State.
524. Another representative considered that further thought should be given to
wbether international terrorism should be included in the Code both as a crime
against humanity as well as a crime against peace ..
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525. The view expressed by one representative that the text to be adopted on the
question of international terrorism should make it clear that terrorism did not
include tbe struggle of national liberation JlOVeMnts and peoples under colonial
de-ination.
526. Drug trafficking. A number of representatives stated that international drug
trafficking should be included in the COde as a crime against humanity. The point
was ..de in this connection tbat the ca..ission should prOVide a clear definition
of what constitutes the production of and traffic in narcotic and psychotropic
substances.
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527. Violation of tbe right of Peoples to aelf-deteraination. SOIDe r4tpresentativ4ts
expressed the view tbat cri..s against humanity should inclUde any acts intended to
prevent people fraa exercising their inalienable right to aelf-deteraination and to
depriv~ peoples of huMn rights and fUndaJIQntal freedo.... The view was expressed
by one representative that such acts constituted an international Crime for two
closely related reasons. First, there ",.s the non-eonforaity of the regime in
question with the sacred principle of free choice by all »eoplee of their
political, econOllic and social syeteL. Secondly, suCh regi._ gave rise to the
,
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most serious threats to the tetritotia1 integtityand political independence of
another State, and thus to the peace of llankind as la whole.
c

528. Another representative considered that violation of the right of peoples to

self-determination should be viewed within the ...ning ascribed to that concept in
the 1970 Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Co-oper~tion aaong States in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations. Any extension of that denOllinatot, it was said, might adversely
affect the application of other fundamental principles of international law, such
as those ofsov.areignty, territorial integrltyandnon--intervention inthe.internal
affairs of States.
529. Trafficking in women aDd children. Boaerepresentatives expressed the view
that though not included in the 1954 draft Code of Offences against the Peace and
Security of Mankind, trafficking in waaen and children should be included in the
Code as one of the offences. One representative considered that the crime of
trafficking in woaen and children should only be included in the COde if it was
State-instigated or had State consent.

530. Slavery. same representatives considered that the cri.. of slavery should
also be included in the category of cri..s against hu..nity. One representative
thought that slavery should be included a. a cri_ against huaanity only where such
a crime was committed with the active participation or consent of the State.
531. Merettnarism.

A number of representatives supported the inclusion of

aercenari. in the list of offences. sc.e, however, considered the definition of
the tera -aercenary· proposed by the SPeCial Rapporteur to be unaatisfactory.
4'.'
,/

532. COlonial dOllination.

sc.e representatives supported the inclusion of colQ&ial
dCllination as an offence against the peace and security of unkind because, tJley
said, the systea of colonial domination wasaboainable and was still continuJng_
1;

533. Scone-ic aggression. sc.e representatives supported the inclusion in khe COde
of economic aggression as an offence. One representative cautioned against its
inclusion because powerful States, he said, aight invoke economic aggression as an
excuae for .ilitary aggression which they would say was in the exercise of the
right of self-defence. Moreover, he said, it would be difficult to establish an
objective criterion for the definition of the concept.

!s
~o
~o

534. Violation by the authorities of a State of the provisions of & treaty designed
to ensure international peace ana security. One ~epre.entative atated that the
ca.aission should be cautious with respect to the inclusion of the violation of a
treaty designed to ensure international peace and aecurity and should consider; in
particular, the riSk of prOViding powerfUl countries with a pretext to intervene
and use force against a weaker State.
(b)

Cri.s against peace

535. The view expressed by soae repreeentatives that conteaporary international law
tended increasingly to safeguard the rights and fundaaentel freedoM of the
••
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individual. The protection and safeguarding of human rights were provided for in
the United Nations Charter and those rights were themselves set forth in many
instruments, in particular the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the
Inter-AaericanConvention on Human Rights and the African Charter On Human and
Peoples' Rights. Those instruments showed haw high human rights had risen in the
hierarchy of contemporary international law, where until fairly recently they had.·
been the SUbject of only marginal references and had been accompanied by no
guarantees or obligations. In that connection, they said, it should be noted that
the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights provided the frame of reference.for
the development of norms in that area.
536. It was noted that development had thus gradually led to the confirmation of .
so-called -first generation~ rights, namely, civil and political rights, and
-second generation- rights, namely, economic, social and cultural rights. A third
generation of human rights was not eJltet9ing, which included the right to peace, ~he
right to a safe enviromoent, the right to development. and the right to the
enjoyment of the common heritage of mankind. The rights in the first two
generations would remain incomplete unless they were guaranteed by the third
generation rights, foremost among which was the right to peace which wae an
essential pre-condition for the exercise of other rights.
537. In that eegard, therefore, it was thought essential that th. preamble to the
future Code of Offences against the Peace and Security of Mankind should set forth
the right to peace, which embodied all the fundamental rights of the human person,
as a. legal norm. That Code would fall within a different theoretical framework
purely by virtue of the fact that its preamble mentioned the right to peace not
only as a desirable objective but al~o as a subjective right, without which it
would be difficult to guarantee the exercise of the otheli:' rights. To define
offences against the peace and security of mankind precisely, it was said, it waa
first essential to recognize tbat peace was not simply an ideal, or even the raison
d'etre of the United Nations, but the content of a veritable subjective right and
the supreme value to which not only positive law but also the activities of, all th~
organizations of the international community must be devoted.
538. It was felt that to include the right to peace in the preamble to the future
Code not only uould be in keeping with the spirit of the Charter, but would also
clearly show that until peace was elevated to ~he rank of a legal norm and~n
individual and collective subjective right, efforts to promote and eafeguard human
rights would remain incomplete. ~hat was true aieo for other Unit~, Nations
instruaents and declarations, and the inclusion of the right to pea~e as a positive
nOrll in the preamble to the Code could become a criterion applicable co other
international declarations. In order to define offences against peace, it w~s
stated, it was essential to recognize that peace was not only a form of exietence
of peoples, but an essential pre-condition for mankind's surviva~ which justified
the preparation of a Code of Offences against the Peace and Security of individuals
and nations.
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War crimes

539. Some representatives expressed agreement witb the view that the traditional
terms Rwar crimes R and Rviolations of tbe norms and customs of war w sbould be
retained even if war had become a wrongful act under international law. "
540. Otber representatives stated tbat the concept of RwarW bad changed, and
currently ~jcompassed not only inter-State relations but also any armed conflict
whicb pitted State entities against non-State entities. In their view, it ttould
therefore be appropriate to-replace the term Rwar Wwith the, words .warmed-conflict R•
541. One representative was of the view that the word RwarR should be retained
provided it was understood that it was to be used in its material sense of armed
conflict and not in the traditional sense of inter-State conflict.
542. Tbe view was expressed by aaae representatives tbat the tel'. wlaws and custoM$
of war R was cOlDlDonly understood. The objectiYe of tbose laws and customs was
humanitarian and tbat if the tera RarDed conflict R was to be uf~d, in keeping witb
the current state of international law, the wording should cO\rer cases wh:.tch were
pertinent in the light of the relevant humanitarian conventions.
543. Tbe view was expressed by ~ome repre$entatives tbat tbere appeared to be three
forms of definitions of war c:1aes: a general approacb, as used in the 1954 draft
Code, an enumerative approacb regarding existing laws and customs of warJ and a
combination of the two. Pram the standpoint of the progressive developaent of
international law and in the ligbt of practical difficulties that may othe~wise be
encountered, these representatives were IDOre inClined to support the cc.bined
approach-.
544. Another representative found unacceptable the conclusions cm the questio~'of
war crimes, contained in paragrapb 104 of the eam.i$sion'$ report concerning ~he
use of the. terms Rlaws and customs of war w and·war crimes w• Be prefqtrred al
definition of war crimes which enUllerated sucb crimes on the basis of codifi,ed
tl~les, wbile leaving open the. possibility of applying other current rules of
international law not yet codified, wbich, according to him, included tbe crime of
a nuclear first strike.
545. A number of representatives expressed tbeir agreement witb the Special
Rapporteur that overlapping of co/ncepts was fairly COIIIDOI'1 in both internal and
interna~ioaal law •
546. Ont!! representative stated in this connection tbat while a vlSr cri.e and a
crime against humanity were distinct, they might overlap. But they did not have
tbe same content or scope. A war cri_ could be COIUfti tted only in ti.ea of arMd
conflict and against en••ies.
547. Tbe view was expressed with r.spect to tbe problem of ••tbodc1ogy that a
general or combined definition sbould be adopted, for not all viol~tion. of the
laws and customs of war, but tbe grave breacbes, constituted war criR5.
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548. On' the question of nuclear weapons, a nwaber of representatives expressed
their support for the inclusion in the Code, of a State's first use of nuclear
weapons. It was stated by same that the use of nuclear weapons was regarded as the
gravest cri_ against the peace and security of mankind. Some representatives
believed that it _as~portant to include in the list the testing of such weapons
since they endangered the very survival of mankind.

549. According to one representative, the question should be asked whether the
distinction between first use and response should be embodied in the draft COde.
Jor the international community, he said, the consequences of nuclear response to a
nuclear aggression were as disastrous as those of the initial attack. The
ea..iQsion, he said, should take that point into account in its consideration of
this problem.
550. Some representatives expressed doubts about the advisability of including the
use of nuclear weapons as a crime in the draft Code in the absence of a general
convention prohibiting the use of such _eapons. If and when there was such a
convention, it W&S said, the viOlatiOn of such prohibition would constitute a war
cri_. It was thought that for the CclDmission to venture into the mine-field of
nuclear strategy, and in the absence of a universal treaty' to declare the use of
nuclear weapons to be a war crime, might not be the most advisable course for the
ea.aission. It was thought that it would be futile in practice and might even be
counter-productive for the fate of the Code as a whole.
(d)

Other offences

551. A nuaber of representatives were of the opinion that ·complicity·, ·co~plotW
and Wattempt- should be included in the COde as separate offences. Some
representatives expressed the view that particular care should be given to the
consideration of the concepts of wcomplicity·, ·conspiracy· and Wattempt Was such
offences could be extended to engage the responsibility of an indefinite number of
persons. The draft COde, it was said, should apply only to the particularly
despicable acts, and there could be no question of the automatic engagement of
responsibility of certain groups of persons.
552. Soae representatives stated that they favoured an extended interpretation of

the three concepts in international law in view of their exceptional seriousness.
553. One representative considered that to speak.. of
Watte~tW as distinct offences was in line with the
abandon the concept of accessory responsibility and
principal offences, in so far as there was criminal
position adopted by the commission in 1954.

·complicityW, ·coIIPlot· and
modern trend in criminal law to
to consider such acts as
intent. This had been the
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554. SCIIe representatives were of the opinion that only ·coaplot Wwas a truly

autoDOMOUs offence. They were of the view that ·co.plot· should be in~luded in the
Code as a cri-e against peace or even as a crime against humanity on the assumption
that the exten~~ definition of COIDplot was retained. ·canplicity· and Wattempt-,
however, needed to be precisely defined, along with all their constituent elements.
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555. The point was made that the concept of "complot" should al,}ply not only to
crimes against ,a State, but also to crimes against ethnic groups and peoples, and
that "complot" could entail collective responsibility.

I

;ons

556. One representative stated that while he could accept an expanded definition of
"attempt" he could not accept the idea of "conspiracy", because that virtually
involved the concept of collective responsibility.

le.

557. One representative suggested that "Other offences" might perhaps be aaended in
the Prench language to read "Autres crimes" or "Autres actes constituant descriaes
contre la paix et la securite de l'humanite".
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General principles

558. A number of representatives expressed their satisfaction at the far-reaching
on general principles the Commission bad held at its thirty-eighth
. session. They stated that this approach was in conformity with the view
consistently maintained that an introduction containing general principles should
be discussed by the Commission as a priority item in parallel with, or even prior
to, the listing of crimes.
dis~ussion

559. Principles relating to the juridical nature of the offence. Sa-e
representatives expressed the view that it was important not to confuse cri.es
under internal law with offences under the Code. Offences under the Code, SOBe
representatives stated, were directly defined by international law, independ~ntly
of national
. law. The fact that an act might or might not be permissible under ,
internal law, it was said, did not concern international law. The principle of .
non bis in idem, it was said, was of paramount importance. The introdl.~ction,
according to these representatives, should address in detail the question of ~tie
application of this principle - non bis in idea - so as to exclude the risk that a
person might be prosecuted twice for the same act, one. under internal law ana once
under international law.
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560. The suggestion was made by one representative that it aay often be the case

that acts considered cri.inal under international law would also be considered
cri.inal under the internal law of a State. Be wondered whether it would be
possible to indicate which of the two legal orders sbould have priority in the
exercise of jurisdiction. It aay be simpler, he felt, to provide that whenever one
of the jurisdictions had been exercised, the other should take into account the
penalty already applied. The ee.mission would, however. need, he stated, to
consider the question further.
561. Principles relating to the official pc?siti()n of the offender.
Mde that since it had been agreed that for the ti_ being only the
re8~~nsibility of the individual would be addressed, it was fair to
individual guilty of a crime under international law ~a8 subject to

'fhepoint vas
cri.inal
state that any
punisb..nt.

562. Principles relating to the application of the cri.inal law in tmQ. A nuaber
of representatives considered that it would hardly be conceivable not to include
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the principle of non-retroactivity in the Code of Offences. The principle of
non-retroactivity of criminal law was widely accepted ·in international conventions
and internal laws and thus merited inclusion in the Code of Offences. The
principle nullum crimen sine lege, nulla pOena sine lege, it was maintained, was
one of the main foundations of criminal law and that there seemed to be no valid
reason not to apply it in the Code. The principle, it was pointed out, was alre~dy
enshrined in article 11, paragraph 2, of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. According to one representative, the only issue to be decided was whether
the principle should be asserted in its entirety or whether some flexibility should
be introduced.
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563. Some representatives expressed agreement with the view that the rule of
non-retroactivity was not to be limited to forlllul.ted law. It related also to
natural law and overriding considerations of justice. The decisive factor, it was'
maintained, was that the concept of justice prevailed over the letter of the law.
They expressed agreement with the Special Rapporteur's conclusion that in that
context the word ·law· must be understood in its broaaest sense.
564. One representative stated that it would appear difficult to accept that a
person could be tried under the Code for an action or oaission which at the time of
commission was criminal according to the general principles of international law.
He expressed reservations about recognition of general principles of international
law or established customs as sources of international criminal law. It should be
remembered in that connection, he said, how much criticism had been voiced after
the Pirst and Second World Wars, of the decision to bring individuals to trial for
acts which had not previously been defined as criaes.
565. Another representative oonsidered that the question of the enumeration of the
crimes conce.rned had not yet been settled and that, as was implied by the principle
nullum crimen sine lege, it might be useful to consider the advisability of
embarking upon an enuaeration of the crimes in question. Apart from the fact that.
saDe of the acts envisaged, such as terrorism, mereenarism or. drug trafficking,
were still being discussed or in the process of being codified, he said,
international law needed to be able to evolve in response to the threats to and
violationa of the pe&ce and security of ..nkind that arose. Be suggested t~at in
the circuastances it would perhaps be wiser to work out a general renvoi to, the law
alrea~ in force, in line with the approach adopted in the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties in respect of the definition of jus mene. The sUle problem, he
said, arose in connection with war cri_s, which" would be acre suitably covered by
a siaple renvoi to the law already in force, as _t forth in the Geneva Conventions
of 1949 and Additional Protocols of 1977.
566. A nu.ber of representatives stated with respect to statutory limitations that
such a pJ:inciple should not be recognized under the Code. On cri_inal law ,in
general, it was said, the system of liJIitationa was tied to the;seriousne~s of the
offence., The offences' under the Code were all of a .oat serious nature. ~bey
t~erefore expressed agre..ent with the proposal of the Special Rapporteur to
include the principle of non-applicability of statutory liaitations among the
general principles in the. Code of Offences.
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567. Principle relating to the apPlication of the c~iminal law in space. A nuaber
of representatives stated that given the current state of international relations
they could support the Special Rapporteur'. decision to opt for a system of
universal jurisdiction while reserving the possibility of establishing an
international criminal jurisdiction. Crimes against humanity, it was said,
transcended the boundaries of States because they involved universally shared
values. Furthermore, it was said, experience had shown that the principle of
universal jurisdiction offered the only effective means of dealing with such cr~es.
568. Several representatives expressed doubts about the effectiveness of such a

system. It was pointed out in this connection that while the univer~al systewould have the advantage of flexibility, it might, in view of the diversity of
national jurisdiction, undermine the unity of the Codeo
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569. The point was made that while national supreme courts ensured the unifor.ity

of judicial practice at the national level, there was nothing to guarantee the
uniformity of universal practice.
570. One representative expressed the view that if individuals, including
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571. Another representative pointed out that neither the Nurnberg and ~kyo
Tribunals nor the COnvention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
Genocide suggested universal jurisdiction on the part of national tribunals.
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high-ranking political leaders of a State, were to be prosecuted before cri.inal
courts, it seemed difficult to foresee that an objective and fair trial would be
held in a domestic court of another State.

572. Acc~rding to one representative, universal competence was not the rule in

·current international relations and should not necessarily always be equated with
the principle aut dedere aut punire. Be suggested that the Caa~ission cOUld ~in
by confirming the concept of universal competence where it existed and in the/light
of its specific aspects under different conventions. It could then consider i
universal competence or co-operation between Stat@s for other offences.
573. A number of representatives considered that a Code unaccompanied by a
competent criminal jurisdiction would be ineffective. The Code, in their view,
would ideally be implemented through an international criminal court. An objective
and fair ·trial of individuals accusedofCORlmitting offences against the peac. and
security 'of mankind could be ensured only through the establishment of an
internat·ional criminal court. It was.aintained that an international jurisdiction
would also offer more guarantees that the prescribed penalties would be applied and
would promote uniformity of legal practice. The suggestion was made in this
connection that the Commission's mandate should be regarded as extending to tbe
preparation of an international criminal jurisdiction competent to hear cases
brought against individuals. The creation of such a ju~isdiction to prosecute
individuals, it waR pointed out, would be less difficult than in relation toStat•••
574. Some representatives considered that the General Asse_bly should pronounc.
itself on the issue of establishing an international criminal court and otber
approaches concerning implementation of the draft Code without furth.r delay. The
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General Assembly, it was said, should indicate that the Commission's mandate
extended to the preparation of the statute of a competent international
jurisdiction. The Asseably should add that the preparation of the statute 1ifOuld be
without prejudice to the exploration of alternative systems for the application of
the Code, such as the systea of universal jurisdiction. This pronouncement by the
Assembly WOUld, it was said, facilitate the adoption of a final decision on this
question.

.

575. Some representatives expressed the view that they were not convinced of the
feasibility of establishing an international criminal court, even though, from a
technical point of view, the establishment of an international jurisdiction to
apply the Code might seem essential. It was pointed out that given political
realities, a draft COde which included an international crillinal jurisdiction might
not receive sufficient acceptance ~ States. One representative suggested that a
model law might suffice at the current stage.
576. One representative supported the system of territbriality and was of the view
that the universal system should constitute an exception subject to contemporary
international law.
577. Another representative recalled, with respect to the questi.on of universal
jurisdiction in relation to the application of the criminal law in space, that the
powers of the anti-Bitler coalition had adopted the principle of territoriality of
the criminal law giVing jurisdiction to the courts of the place of the crime.
Offences committed against several countries, he said, could be punished jointly by
the States concerned on the basis of an agree..~t. This approach, he said, was
embodied in the principles of international co~peration in the detection, arrest,
extradition and punishment of persons guilty of war cri..s and crimes against
humanity which were adopted by the General Asseably in 1973 in resolution
3074 (XXVIII). He proposed that the relevant provisions of that resolution should
be dUly incorporated in the Code. In connection with the question of an
international criminal jurisdiction, he stated that the principle of criminal
responsibility of States did not exist in international law, and proposals for
supranational judiciary procedures or tribunals were inconsistent with the
principle of State sovereignty. The idea of the establishment of a permanent
international cri.inal court, in his view, did not appear constructive or
practical, but special ad hoc international criminal courts COUld, he said, be
established, if necessary, by agree..nt between States to try individuals accused
of committing international cri..s against several countries. The suggestion vas
made in this connection for the COde to include a provision encouraging Govern..nta
to incorporate its defiraition of offences against the peace and security of mankind
in their national cri.inal codes and to provide for the severest puniah.-nt of such
offences.
578. Principles relating to exceptions to cri.inal reSponsibility; Soae
representatives expr.ssed agr....nt with the analysia of the principles relating to
exceptions to cri.inal responsibility, n_ely coercion, state of necessity,
force ~eure, error, auperior ordera, 3elf-defence and reprisals.
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579. One representative stated that the concepts of "coercion" and "state of
necessity" were more difficult to define than that of I~force majeure", which should
be included in the list in so far as the author had been subjected to an
irresistible and unforeseen external force. "Coercion" could be admitted as a
defence if a threat to the life or to the personal safety of the author had been
established. On the contrary, he said, a state of necessity should not be admitted
as a defence.
580. The point was made concerning the question of superior order that while this
was accepted as a justifying fact where such order was legal, in some national
penal codes, the nature of offences against the peace and security of mankind was
such that no order for their commission could be considered legal. It was
considered that the provision proposed by the Special Rapporteur to the effect that
the order of a Government or superior did not relieve the perpetrator of
responsibility, unless a grave, imminent and irremediable peril existed, addressed
the question of coercion and not that of superior order. For this reason, it was
said, the order of a superior should not be included in the Code as a defence~
581. This representative suggested that in addition to the prop'!'>sed exceptions the
defences of age and insanity should be added to the list of exceptions t~ be
included in the Code.
5~

Comments on specific provisions of the draft articles

582. The.draft articles submitt~d by the Special Rapporteur in his fourth report
submitted to the Commission at its thirty-eighth session were arranged as follows:
583. Chapter I (Introduction): part I (Definition and characterization):
article 1, Definition~ article 2, Characterization~ part II (General principles):
article 3 l Responsibility and pena1ty~ articla 4, Universal offence; article 5,
Non-applicability of statutory limitations~ article 6, Jurisdictional guarantees~
article 7, Non-retroactivity~ article 8, Exceptions to the principle of
responsibility~ article 9, Responsibility of the superior.
584. Chapter 11 (Offences against the peace and security of mankind): article 10,
Categories of offences against the peace and security of mankind~ part I (Crimes
against peace): article 11, Acts constituting crimes against peace~ part 11
(Crimes against humanity): article 12, Acts constituting crimes against humanity
(first and second alternatives), part III (War crimes): article 13, Definitions of
war crimes (first and second alternatives)~ part IV (Other offences): article 14,
First and second alternatives.
~

(a)

Comments on

d~aft

articles in chapter I (Introduction)

Chapter I (Introduction); part I (Definition and characterization)
585. Article 1 (Definition). The point was made that draft article 1 (which
provided that tithe crimes under international law defined in this draft Code
constitute offences against the peace and security of mankind") should provide a
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general definition of offences against the peace and security of mankind, with
reference to individuals. The present draft article 1, it was said, failed to meet
those essential requirements.
586. The view was expressed that the proposed definition of offences in draft
article 1 was too concise and aln~st a truism. The first alternative, or even the
second alternative, of the definition proposed in draft article 3 of the Special
Rapporteur's third report which provided for a definition of an offence against the
peace and security of marjkind W21S preferable since it implied the existence of a
moral element (the commission of an act), a material element (the violation of an
international obligation) and a causal element (the fact of endangering
international peace and security or the right of peoples to self-determination).
587. Article 2 (Characterization). The point was made concerning the relationship
between the draft Code and international law that draft article 2, which in its
first sentence provided that "the characterization of an act as an offence against
the peace and security of manldnd f under international law, is independent of the
internal order", implied that individuals had international obligations which went
beyond their national obligations. It was noted that the 1950 Commission text had
referred to the independence of international law with respect to penalties.
Consequently, it was said, if an international tribunal existed, it could pronounce
a sentence independently of similar sentences under internal law. The term
"characterization" had been used because, for the time being, the concern was to
qualify the offence.
588. One r~~resentative wondered whether the use of such a formula could settle the
various questions relating to the relationship between relevant international law
and internal law, because it was also necessary for harmony to exist between
international law and internal law. Many of the offences mentioned in the draft
Code, he said, were already in existp.nce, and it would therefore be useful to refer
to their treatment in internal law.
589. One representative stated that draft article 2 failed to resolve the
difficulties involving the principles of pon bis in idem in instances where there
were competing jurisdictions.
590. A number of representatives found the provisions of the first sentence of
article 2, noted above, to be satisfactory.
591. The proposal was made by one representative that the second sentence of draft
article 2 (which provided that "The fact that an action or omission is or is not
prosecuted under internal law does not affect this characteri~ation") should be
redrafted to read: "The fact that an action or omission is or is not a crime under
international law d()es not affect this characterization." This wquld leave open
the question whether the draft articles should contain a provision incorporating
the rule non bis in id~.

592. Another representative proposed that the second sentence of draft article 2 be
based on article 4 of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment. The second sentence would thus read as follows:

"_MT2~_~_"",
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"All States parties shall ensure that all acts which under this draft Code
constitute offences against the peace and security of mankind are
characterized in their criminal legislation equally and in the same terms as
those provided here for offences by any person. The same shall apply to any
attempt to commit such offences and to any act by any person which con~titutes
complicity or participation in such offences, in conformity with the
provisions of part IV of this draft Code."
593. Such a formulation, in his view, would provide an additional legal basis for
prosecuting such offences by fully embodying the concept of universal jurisdiction.
Chapter I

(Introduction)~

part II (General principles)

594. Article 3 (Responsibility and penalty). The point was made by one
representative that draft arti.cle 3 (which provided that "any person who commits an
offence against the peace and security of mankind is responsible therefor and
liable to punishment") was taken from article 1 of the 1954 draft Code of Offences
against the Pea~e and Security of Mankind and could therefore be supported.
Another representative expressed the view that although the Commission had decided
for the time being to limit draft article 3 to the criminal responsibility of
individuals .. he foresaw dj.fficulties with that; approach. Human rights and the
norms of international law, he said, were closely bound together. Such a
rel&tionshiPt in his ~iew, was particularly important for the formulation of the
draft Code, since there were a number of human rights which could not be described
as individual rights, but belonged to the category of collective rights. They
included the right to self--determination of peoples, the right of material, ethnic,
racial or religious groups to exist, the right of a racial group not to be subject
to pressure from another racial group and the right of minority ethnic, religious
or linguistic groups to maintain their identity.
r

~r

be

595. One representative stated that the first alternative of draft article 2 (which
provided that etindividuals who commit an offence against the peace and security of
mankind are iiable to punishment"), contained in the third report of the Special
Rapporteur, had been omitted from the fourth report, and also that its spirit and
letter had not been faithfully reflected in draft article 3. In the French text,
he said, the word "auteur" was not specific enough; it was subject to variou.s
interpretations, thereby introducing an element of confusion. Consequently, he
said, he would prefer a return to the original term, "les individus", i\'1 place of
the word "auteur"J for it was in fact individuals - whether acting in their
personal capacity or representing a state - who could be found guilty of an
offence. The main point, he said, was that individuals having a specific legal
status, and not the State they represented, were the ones who must be punished.
596. One representative, while agreeing with the idea embodied in draft article 3,
proposed that it be amended to read: "Any person is responsible for an offence
against t~e peace and security of mankind and liable to punishment therefor."
597. Article 4 (Universal offences). Some representatives expressed the view that
the principle of universal jurisdiction contained in paragraph 1 of draft article 4
(which provided that "An offence against the peace and security of mank ind is a
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universal offence ••• ") was correctly connected to the principle of
aut dedere aut judicare. In the absence of an international criminal jurisdiction,
which, they said, was not ruled out in draft article 4, the approach reflected in
the draft article was considered to be the correct one.
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598. The point was made by one representative that, out of regard for the
constitutional systems of certain countries, modern international law applied the
principle aut dedere aut punire by imposing the obligation not to try or to
prosecute, but to submit the case to the competent authorities for prosecution.
The Code, in his view, would be more effective if it functioned under an
international criminal jurisdiction which, he said, would give a greater impression
of objectivity than a domestic court.
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599. One representative stated that the question of the application of the Code in
space was a complicated one. The application of the Code, in his view, should be
as universal as the international instrument of which the Code would be part, in
the sense that each State party would recognize the offences under the Code.
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600. Another representative stated that while the proposed di:aft articles gave an
overview of the proposed system of punishable offences, the principle of
unive~sality contained in draft article 4 needed further clarification.
A
prosecution in a cOlmtry completely unconnected with the offence concerned, he
said, might give rise to considerable conflict.
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601. Some representatives believed that until Governments had responded adequately
to the crucial problem of the scope ratione personae, and, more specifically, the
problem of the criminal responsibility of States, it would not be possible to
decide on the competent jurisdiction. Paragraph 2 of draft article 4 (which
provided that "the provision in paragraph 1 ••• does not prejudge the question of
the existence of an international criminal jurisdiction"), it was said, left open
the question of the existence of an international jurisdiction. One representative
proposed in this connection that the question of competence should be dealt with in
a sector relating to jurisdiction.
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602. One representative stated that if the provisions of draft article 6 (which
provided that "any person charged with an offence against the peace and security of
mankind is entitled to the guarantees extended to all human beings and particularly
to Cl fair trial on the law and facts tl ) were read together with draft article 4, it
would become clear that there was a need for a more.precise definition of a fair
trial and of situations in which e~tradition should not be granted. Furthermore,
he said, the obligation to extradite had been limited in recent conventions by the
provision for an alternative course, namely "extradite or punish". The
establishment of a universal jurisdiction, in his view, was bound to give rise to
disputes regarding the interpretation and application of the Code, especially in
view of the fact that beyond a general recognition of the primacy of territorial
jurisdiction, there was no clear hierarchy governing the basis on which
jurisdiction could be established. It would therefore, he said, be advisable for
draft article 4 to dra\'1 on the models provided in those recent conventions, and to
endeavour to minimize the possibility of conflicting jurisdictional claims by
providing some indication as to that hierarchy.
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603. Article 5 (Non-applicability of statutory limitations). A number of
representatives expressed concurrence with the provisions of draft article 5 (which
provided that "no statutory limitations shall apply to offences against the peace
and security of mankind, because of their nature"). Such a provision, in their
view, was in line with the Convention on the Non-Applicability of Statutory
Limitations to War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity adopted by the General
Assembly in its resolution 2391 (XXIII) of 26 November 1968. One representative
expressed the view that the principle of non-applicability of statutory limitations
was a rule of positive law binding on the international community as a whole.
1

604. Certain representatives, whi,le expressing concurrence with the provisions of
draft article 5 as a whole, considered that the words "because of their nature"
should be deleted. It was inappropriate, in their view, to justify the provision
in the text of the provision itself.
605. Another representative proposed that consideration might be given to the
inclusion of an article in the Code stating clearly that States should not grant
asylum to persons when there was good reason tu suspect that they had committed
crimes against peace, crimes of war, or crimes against humanity. The denial of
asylum in such cases, he said, appeared to be consistent with article 2 of the
Declaratior, on Territorial Asylum adopt~d by the Gene~al Assembly in its resolution
2312 (XXII) of 14 December 1967 and with principle 7 of the principles of
international co-operation in the detection, arrest, e~tradition and punishment of
persons guilty of war crimes and crimes against humanity adopted by the General
Assembly in its resolution 3074 (XXVIII) of 3 December 1973.

e

606. ~rticle ,,§. (Jurisdictional guarantees). Some representatives e~;pressed
concurrence with the provisions of draft article 6 (which provided that "any person
charged with an offence against the peace and secu~ity of mank.ind is entitled to'
the guarantees extended to all human beings and par~icularly to a fair trial on the
law and facts") •

.n
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607. The point was made by one representati~e that the Commission might consider
how the provisions of draft article 6 might be formulated to make it clear that
such jurisdictional guarantees would also apply to the collective offenders, such
as States, organizations, institutions and groups of persons.

~

608. Another representative was of the view with respect to pr.inciples relating to
the official position of the offender that the relevant provisions of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights should be incorporated in draft article 6.
609. Reference to article 6 was made in connection with

drar~

article 4 (see above).

610. Article 7 (Non-retroactivity). As to the provisions of paragraph 1 of draft
article 7, the view was expressed that the content of the paragraph (which provided
that nno persons shall be convicted of an action or omission which, at the time of
commission, did not constitute an offence against the peace and security of
mankind") was acceptable as it sought to protect the individual against the
excesses of power.
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611. The suggestion was made by one representative that paragraph 1 of draft
article 7 would be made clearer if it were redrafted to read as follows: "No
person shall be convicted of an offence against the peace and security of mankind
on account of any action or omission which, at the time it took place, did not
constitute an offence against the peace and security of mankind."
612. As to the provisions of paragraph 2 of draft article 7 (which provided that
"The [provision of paragraph 1] does not, however, preclude the trial or punishment
of a person guilty of an action or omission which, at the time of commission, was
criminal according to the general principles of international law"), a number of
representatives considered the provisions of the paragraph confusing, and
unnecessary in an instrument which was specially concerned \dth crimE's against the
peace and security of mankind and which was not of a general nature as was the case
with, for example, the European Convention on Human Rights. Moreover, it was said,
paragraph 2 referred to "general principles of international law", while the
provision in the European Convention on Human Rights, which was referred to, spoke
of ngeneral principles of law". The notion of "general principles of law", one
representative said, was much too wide and controversial to serve as a basis for
the establishment of jurisdiction over such an offence.
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613. The point was made that paragraph 2 seemed inconsistent with the principle
that for an act to be described as criminal it had to correspond precisely to an
offence defined under the applicable norm. Analogy, he said, did not apply in
criminal law and a general principle, precisely because it was general, lacked the
necessary precision to be included in a penal code.

621. f

-

614. One representative expressed the view that reference to the "general
principles of international law" as constituting the basis for the establiShment of
an act or omission as an offence was contrary to the principle of
nullum crimen sine lege, the general recognition of which was stressed in
paragraph 139 of the report of the Commission.
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615. Art~£le 8 (Exceptions to the principle of responsibility). The view was
expressed by one representative that he interpreted the provisions of draft
article 8 (which provided in the chapeau that "apart from self-defence in cases of
aggression, no exception may in principle be invoked by a person who commits an
offence against the peace and security of mankind") to mean that the victim of
aggression should not be placed in a position similar to that of an aggressor.

622.

~

G160 Another representative expressed the view that the phrase I'in principle" in
paragraph 1 of draft article 8 was inappropriate for a penal provision; an accused
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person must know with certainty what exceptions to the principle of responsibility
could be invoked, he said.

623. 1\

.

617. The view was expressed by one representative that the words "does not relieve
the perpetrator of criminal responsibility" employed in sUbparagraphs (a) to (d)
should perhaps be avoided. Another representative said that as to the exceptions
to the prinoiple of responsibility set forth in sUbparagraphs (b) to (e), he
believtj that, in the light of the experience uf the NUrnberg trials, no such
exceptions should be admissible in principle. Certain circumstances, however, such
as superior order, could at least be considered as an extenuating circumstance.
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618. One representative considered that the categorization of exceptions would have
been clearer if they had been grouped separately, since non-responsibility related
to the author of an act, whereas the justifying facts were of an in rem nature.
Thus coercion and error, he said, were causes of non-responsibility, whereas a
state of necessity, force majeure and the order of a Government were justifying
facts. Furthermore, it was proposed that insanity should be added to the first
group of exceptions.
619. The view was expressed by one representative that the enumeration of
exceptions, applicable to offences against the peace and security of mankind,
should be reviewed with great care.
620. Subparagraph (b). As to the provisions of subparagraph (b) of draft article 8
(which provided that "coercion, state of necessity or force majeure do not relieve
the perpetrator of criminal responsibility, unless he acted under the threat of a
grave, imminent and irremediable peril"), one representative stated that
"coercion", "state of necessity" or "force majeure" should be precisely defined
perhaps in the commentary, because domestic laws might differ in nuance, or even in
important aspects. The stipulation that there must in all cases be a threat of a
grave, imminent and irremediable peril would depend on the definitions. The
adjectives qualifying the peril seemed to refer particularly to a state of
necessity in which the person faced the dilemma of perpetrating a crime or
sacrificing a legally protected asset, such as his property or freedom. However,
that element, he said, seemed to constitute a repetitlon.
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621. Subparagraph (c). As to the provisions of sUbparagraph (c) of draft article 8
(which provided that "The order of a Government or of a superior does not relieve
the perpetrator of criminal responsibility, unless he aated under the threat of a
grave, imminent and irremediable peril"), one representative stated that superior
order could not serve as an eXCUlpatory plea, though it might be taken into
consideration in deciding punishment.
622. Subparagraph (e). As to the provisions of subparagraph (e) of draft article 8
(which provided that "in any case, none of the exceptions in subparagraphs (b), (c)
and (d) eliminates the offence if: (i} the fact invoked in his defence by the
perpetrator is a breach of a peremptory rule of international law; (ii) the fact
invoked in his defence by the perpetrator originated in a fault on his part,
(iii) the interest sacrificed is higher than the interest p~otected"), one
representative stated that he concurred with the provisions set out in
subparagraph (e) of draft article 8 as they set out well-known principles of
general law.
623. Another representative stated that at a later stage the draft should provide
specific criteria for the applica~ion of the provision set forth in
sUbparagraph (e) (iii) of draft article 8 which, in his view, would otherwise
remain too vague.
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624. Article 9 (Responsibility of the superior). One representative stated that he
concurred with the provisions of draft article 9 (which provided that "The fact
that an offence was committed by a subordinate does not relieve his superiors of
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their criminal responsibility, if they knew or possessed information enabling them
to conclude, in the circumstances then existing, that the subordinate was
committing or was going to commit such an offence and if they did not take all the
practically feasible measures in their power to prevent or suppress the offence") •
He said that those provisions set out well-known principles of general law.
(b)

Comments on draft articles in chapter
security of mankind)

11

(Offences against the peace and

625. Article 10 (Categorization of offences against the peace and security of
mankind). The view was expressed by some representatives that draft article 10
(which provided that "offences against the peace and security of mankind comprise
three categories, crimes against peace, crimes against humanity and war crimes, or
[crimes committed on the occasion of an armed conflict]") was acceptable because it
was in line with the spirit underlying the elaboration of the offences under the
Code. It was, however, believed that some degree of overlapping was likely in the
characterization of an offence, and any decision on the matter should be taken
after careful consideration.
626. One representative stated that the reasons for establishing legal terminology
for "non-war hostilities" included: the desire of States to avoid any implication
that they were infringing their obligation not to go to war; the desire to prevent
States not involved in a conflict from adopting restrictive rules of neutrality;
and the desire to keep the conflict local in character. The formulatio~ provided
in the second alternative of draft a.tticle 13 (which provided that "any serious
violation of the conventions, rules and customs applicable to international or
non-international armed conflicts constitutes a war crime") was not sufficiently
comprehensive. It was essential, this representative stated, that it should
contain a reference both to war as such, and to international and non-international
armed conflicts and other hostile relations. He proposed that the pzovisions of
draft article 10 might be amended to read " ••• and war crimes, incl~ding in that
latter category crimes committed during an armed conflict or in other hostile
relations". Another representative proposed that the words "war crimes" appearing
in draft article 10 should be retained.

Chapter 11.

Part I (Crimes against peace)

627. A~ticle 11 (Acts constituting crimes against peace). A number of
representatives stated that they were in agreement with the structure and content
of draft article 11 proposed by the Special P~pporteur relating to crimes against
peace.
628. Paragraph 1. As to the provisions of paragraph 1 of draft article 11 (which
stated that lithe commission by the 3uthorities of a State of an act of aggression ll
constitutes a crime against peace), and which then proceeded to define aggression
and to enumerate acts constituting aggression, some representatives expressed the
view that the paragraph should conform to the provisions of the Definition of
Aggression adopted by the General Assembly in its resolution 3314 (XXIX) of
14 December 1974. This, they said, would be preferable to the adoption of a new
definition, which was likely to lead to endless debates. One representative
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considered that the Definition of Aggression adopted by the General Assembly could
be of value to a Court since it attached a certain evidential value to the first
use of armed force by a state.
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629. In the view of one representative, the acts constituting aggression were
clearly set out in subparagraph (b) of paragraph 1 of dzaft article 11, and that
this was important and correct as an act could be characterized as an act of
aggression, regardless of whether or not there had been a declaration of war.
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As to the provisions of paragraph 2 (which provided
that "Recourse by the authorities of a State to the threat of aggression against
another State" constitutes a crime against peace), paragraph 3 (which provided that
"Interference by the authorities of a State in the internal or external affairs of
another State, including: (a) fomenting or tolerating, in the territory of a
State, the fomenting of civil strife or any other form of internal disturbance or
unrest in another State; (b) exerting pressure, taking or threatentng to take
coercive measures of an economic or political nature against anothclr State in order
to obtain advantage of any kind" constitutes a crime against peace), and
paragraph 4 (which provided that "the undertaking, assisting, encouragement by the
authorities of a state of terrorist acts in another State, or the toleration by
these authorities of activities organized for the purpose of carrying out terrorist
acts in anothe~ State" constitute crime6 against the peace), some representatives
stated that those provisions were open to serious criticism as being too abstract
or not precise enough.
630.

~~ragraphs

2, 3 and 4.

631. A number of observations were made with reference to the use of the expression
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"the authorities of a State". Some representatives expressed the view that despite
objections raised in the past, those paragraphs again referred to "the authorities
of a State" instead of defining actions by individuals or groups of individuals
which constituted a specific offence. The retention of those words, they said,'
increased the doubts regarding the scope of application of the eventual Code, ,
especially as draft arti~le 3 (above) did not explicitly define the persons to be
covQred by the Code. At the present stage, they said, there could be no question
of establishing criminal liability for a State in the future Code. Moreover, in
their view, such a regime would run counter to State Sovereignty, which entitled a
State to deny an international court jurisdiction over its sovereign integrity.
They expressed preference, therefore, for a wording which specified activities by
individuals the consequences of which would entail material liability for the State
whose individuals it represented.
632. As to the

speci0~,

acts identified in draft article 11, the view was expressed
by some representati'·<)s that most of the specific acts identi.fied were not regarded
as offences against the peace unless they were committed by the authorities of a
State. This was understandable in the case of crimes such as aggression, but much
less so in the case of offences such as terrorism in an age, they said, when so
many acts of terrorism Were committed by private individuals. They wondered
whether it was to be concluded that such individuals were not guilty of offences
against the peace and security of mankind. Furthermore, such a restrictive
approach, in their view, posed problems if it was considered that the actions
listed in sUbparagraph (b) (iii) of paragraph 4 of raft artiole 11 (which defined
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terrorist acts as including "Any act calculated to endanger the lives of members of
the pUblic through fear of a common danger, in particular, the seizure of aircraft,
the taking of hostages and any other form of violence directed against persons who
enjoy international protection or diplomatic immunity") were already covered by
international conventions which did not deal only with their commission by State
authorities.
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633. If the term "authorities of a State" had been chosen in preference to "State"
to avoid the notion of criminal responsibility of a State, they said, the choice
was not very persuasive. As the authorities of a State acted on behalf of the
State, in their view, some criminal responsibility redounded on the State. This,
in their view, was an additional reason for establishing an international criminal
jurisdiction.
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634. Paragraph 2.

As to the prov1s10ns of paragraph 2 of draft article 11 (noted
above), one representative expressed the view that paragraph 2 of draft article 11
should include the preparation of a war of aggression as an offence under the Code
in order to strengthen the preventive effect of the Code.

subpara~

635. ~aragraph 3. A number of representatives expressed support for the provisions
of paragraph 3 of draft article 11 (noted above).
~36.

Some representatives expressed particular satisfaction with the provisions of
subparagraph (a), paragraph 3 (noted above), which incorporated fomenting or
tolerating, in the territory of a State, the fomenting of civil strife or any other
form of internal disturbance or unrest in another State, into the category of
crimes against peace.
637. One Lepresentative, while supporting the prov1s10ns of paragraph 3 of draft
article 11, pointed out the danger of abuse of the provision in subparagtaph (a)
which dealt with fomenting or tolerating, in the territory of a State, the
fomenting of civil strife or any other form of internal disturbance or unrest in
another State. He cautioned the Commission to examine that provision objectively
so as to obviate any chance of making it a handy tool that could be used by a
stronger State _dainst weaker States.
638. Some representatives expressed particular satisfaction with the provisions of
subparagraph (b) of paragraph 3 which covered economic aggression. These
representatives were of the view that economic aggression had been specifically
condemned by the General Assembly as a crime against humanity and as being contrary
to fundamental principles of international law.
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639. ~ragraph,-!. O~e representative expressed the view that the provisions of
paragraph 4 of draft article 11 which dealt with acts of terrorism ~hould be
maintained within the category of crimes against peace. The provisions of General
Assembly resolution 40/61 of 9 December 1985 dealing with terrorism, he said,
should be taken into account when finalizing the provisions of paragraph 4 of draft
article 11.
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640. Another representative expressed doubts with respect to the present
formulation of paragraph 4 of draft article 11. In his view, not every terrorist
act may properly be said to constitute a crime against the peace and security of
mankind. He stated that only acts which were designed to undermine the
sovereignty, territorial integrity, security and stability of another State could
be said to constitute crimes against peace.
641. The view was expressed by one representative that the definition of terrorist
acts contained in subparagraph (a) of paragraph 4 of draft article 11 was too
vague. In his view, it would perhaps be preferable not to give a definition but to
enumerate the acts constituting terrorism.
642. The definition of terrorist acts as contained in paragraph 4 of article 11, in
the view of one representative, was not satisfactory because it confined the scope
of perpetrators to "the authorities of a State". Although it was desirable that
the draft Code should also cover terrorist acts perpetrated by a State or its
authorities, everyday life, he said, sh~~ed that the acts enumerated in
subparagraph (b) of paragraph 4 (noted above) were also committed by groups and
organizations as well as by individuals~ for a wide variety of motives. He
proposed that the provisions of paragraph 4 may need to be supplemented accordingly.
643. Paragraphs 5 and 6. Some representatives expressed concurrence with the
provisions of paragraph 5 (which provided that "It breach of obligations incumbent
on a State under a treaty which is designed to ensure 1nternational peace and
security, particUlarly by means of: (i) prohibition of armaments, disarmament,
restrictions or limitations on armaments; (ii) restrictions on military
preparations or on strategic structures or any other restrictions of the same kino"
constitutes a crime against peace), and with the provisions of paragraph 6 (which
provided that "A breach of obligations incumbent on a State under a treaty
prohibiting the deployment or testing of weapons, particularly nuclear weapons, in
certain ter<l.1.tories or in space" constitutes a crime against peace).
644. One representative noted that, in so far as the provisions of paragraphs 5
and 6 related to obligations of the State, the draft articles appeared to provide
for the international criminal responsibility of States. The view that the matters
covered by paragraphs 5 and 6 should not be dealt with in the Code because they
properly belonged to another forum was not an argument with which he could agree.

645. Paragraphs 5{ 6 and 7. One representative stated that the provisions of
paragraphs 5 and 6 (noted above) and of paragraph 7 of draft article 11 (which
prov~.ued that a crime against peace include lithe forcible establishment or
maintenance of colonial domination") still required further elaboration.
646. Paragraph 6. One representative expressed the view that the provisions of
paragraph 6 of draft article 11 (noted above) showed a clear indication that the
Special Rapporteur was proceeding in the right direction. However, he said, the
Code should not be concerned merely with the codification of existing norms, but
should also contribute to the progressive development of international law. It
should make complete prohibition of nuclear-weapon tests a peremptory norm of
international law. Of no less importance, he said, would be the assumption of the
obligation by all nuclear-weapon states not to be the first to use nuclear weapons.
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647. Paragraph 7. One representative stated that the provisions of paragraph 7 of
draft article 11 (noted above) clearly required some further elaboration.
648. Paragraph 8. Some representatives stated that though they could support the
provisions of paragraph 8 of draft article 11 (which dealt with mercenarism as a
crime against peace), the definition of the term "mercenary" given in paragraph 8
did not go beyond that given in Additional Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva
Conventions. Though not opposed to the incorporation of the provisions from
Additional Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, they believed that the
definition should also reflect the opinions voiced in the Sixth Committee and the
Ad Hoc Committee on the Drafting of an International Convention against the
Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries. The Ad Hoc Committee,
they said, had devoted two articles to the definition of the term "mercenary", one
in the context of armed conflict and the other in the context of peace.
649. Some representatives were of the opinion that there was no necessity to
include a clause on the nationality of mercenaries.
650. One repressntative stated that the definition of a mercenary had proved to be
one of the most difficult issues facing the Ad Hoc Committee, and that the present
definition did not resolve that issue.
651. The suggestion was made by one representative that some re-examination seemed
necessary of the basic assumption that the criminality of "mercenarism" derived
from such factors as the presence of "desire for private gain" rather than from the
nature of the objectives sought through the use of mercenaries. The question may
also be asked, he said, whether mercr·naries should be treated as instruments of
combat and whether when a determination as to the lawfulness of their use is being
made, the rules on permissible weapons and modes of hostilities should be applied.
Chapter 11.

Part 11 (Crimes against humanity)
Article 12.

(Acts

con~tituting

crimes against humanity)

652. Paragraph 1. A number of representatives expressed concurrence with the
inclusion in the Code of the provisions of paragraph 1 of draft article 12 (which
provided that "genocide, in other words any act commit'ted with intent to destroy,
in whole or in part, a national, ethnic, racial or religious group as such,
including (i) killing members of the group; (ii) causing serious bodily or mental
harm to members of the group; (iii) deliberately inflicting on the group conditions
of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(iv) imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; (v) forcibly
transferring children from one group to another group" constitutes a crime against
humanity). They stated that genocide was the qUintessential crime against
humanity, and that it had been condemned by virtually all States.
653. Paragraph 2. A number of representatives expressed concurrence with the
inclusion in paragraph 2 of draft article 12 of apartheid as a crime against
humanity. The point was made by one representative that the wording of pa~agraph 2
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should be such that it would cover the crime of apartheid wherever it occurred.
number of representatives recalled that the General Assembly had condemned
apartheid on numerous occasions as a crime against humanity.
654. !aragraph

A

~

(second alternative). A number of representatives expressed their
preference for the second alternative of paragraph 2 of draft article 12 which
tried to defi~e the crime of apartheid by combining a descriptive appzoach with the
enumeration of the acts that constituted the crime of ~parthei4, since in their
view that approach drew the necessary distinction between common crimes and crimes
against humanity.
655. One representative stated that for the purpose of uniformity in terminolo~r,
the draft article should use the definition adopted by the General Assembly in the
1973 International Covenant on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of
Apartheid in its resolution 3068 (XXVIII), especially as 90 States were currently
parties to the Convention and not only had therefore acc~pted its definition, but
also would have incorporated the text in their national legislation.
656. Paragraphs 3 and 4. One representative stated that substantial work was still
required in respect of paragraph 3 of draft arti~le 12 (which provided that
"inhuman acts which inclUde, but are not limited to, murder, extermina~ion,
enslavement, deportation or persecutions, committed against elements of a
population on social, political, racial, religious or cultural grounds· constitute
a crime against humanity), and paragraph 4 of draft article 12 (which provided that
"any serious breach of an international obligation of essential importance for the
safeguarding and preservation of the human environment" constitutes a crime against
humanity).
R

The viel~ was expressed by one representati ve with respect to,
paragraph 3 of draft article 12 (noted above) that it would be more appropriate to
speak of ·other inhuman acts" rather than of -inhuman acts·, since genocide and
!partheid, .which formed the subject of the preceding paragraphs iY were also inhuman
acts. He was of the view that in defining "other inhuman acts" the CommissiOn
should take into account international instruments adopted since 195~, Guch as the
Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental
Modification Techniques, adopted by the General Assembly in its resolution 31/72 of
10 December 1976. The definition of acts constituting war crimes should, he said,
include the use of nuclear weaPOns, and the Commission should take account of the
Declaration on the Prevention of Nuclear Catastrophe adopted by the General
Assembly in its resolution 36/100 of 9 December 1981.
657. Paragraph 3.

658. Paragraph 4. One representative concurred in principle with the inclusion in
the Code of the provisions of paragraph 4 of draft article 12, dealing with
"serious breaChes of an international obligation of essential importance for the
safeguarding and preservation of the human environment" as a crime against
humanity. He was of the view that it was, however, unnecessa~ to qualify such a
breach as "serious". He suggested that the meaning of "safeguarding and
preservation" should be spelt out so as to leave no room for varying
interpretations.
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.£hapter II.

Part II! (War crimes)

659. Article 13 (Definition of war crimes). One representative expressed the view
that both alternatives of draft article 13, dealing with the definition of war
crimes, referred to "international or non-international armed conflict". He
observed that Article 39 of the Charter of the United Nations did not refer to war,
but to "any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggre~sion". He
noted that the General Assembly had made a distinction between the outbreak of war
and the start of hostilities, in its resolution 378 (V) of 17 November 1950
entitled "Duties of States in the event of the outbreak of hostilities", which
referred to "armed conflict-, as did the 1949 Geneva Conventions and the 1977
Additional Protocols thereto. The 1949 Geneva Conventions and the 1977 Additional
Protocols thereto, he said, had established a distinction between "international
armed conflict" and "non-international armed conflict". The General Assembly in
its resolutions 2444 (XXIII) «()f 19 December 1968 and 2597 (XXIV) of
16 December 1969, which were both entitled "Respect for human rights in armed
conflicts", also referred t~ ftarmed conflicts", as did the 1963 Vienna Convention
on Diplomatic Relations.
660. First alternative. One representative stated with reference to the first
alternative of draft article 13 (Which provided that "any serious violation of the
laws or customs of war. constitutes a war crime" and that "within the meaning of the
present draft Code, the term 'war' means any international or non-international
armed conflict as defined in article 2 common to the r~neva Conventions of
12 August 1949 and in article 1, paragraph 4, of Additional Protocol I of
10 June 1977 to those Conventions"), that the reference to the "laws and customs of
war" was a self-contradiction and seemed to legitimize actions and conduct not in
conformity with the law.
661. Second alternative. A number of representatives expressed their preference
for the second alternative of draft article 13 (which provided that "any serious
violation of the conventions, rules and customs applicable to international or
non-international armed conflicts constitutes a war crime"). The second
alternative of draft article 13 enumerated the acts, in particular, which
constitute war crimes:
"(i) Serious attacks on persons and property, including intentional homicide,
torture, inhuman treatment, including biological experiments, the
intentional infliction of great suffering or Qf serious harm to physical
integrity or health, the destruct{on or appropriation of property not
justified by military necessity and effected on a large scale in an
unlawful or arbitrary manner,
-(ii) The unlawful use of weapons~ and particularly of weapons which by their
nature strike indiscr~inately at military and non-,military t~rgets, of
weapons with uncontrollable effects and of weapons of mass destruction
(in partiCUlar first use of atomic weapons)."
662. The view was expressed by one representative that adoption of the second
alternative would take into account the progressive development of international
law and would offer room for the codification of new offences of such a kind~
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663. Another representative expressed the view that,a combined approach such as
that provided in the second alternative should be used, as it included the elements
characterizing war crimes and an illustrative list of acts constituting such
crimes. He thought that this definition could be broadened to include a reference
to any serious violation of the conventions, and rules and customs applicable to
war whether international or non-international armed conflicts, or other hostile
relations"
664. Some representatives considered that if the Code were to be a truly effective
instrument it should deal with the currently topical issue of preventing nuclear
war and that it should, therefore, explicitly state that any state which took the
initiative of embarking on nuclear war would be committing the gravest of crimes
against humanity. They expressed their concurrence with the provisions of
subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (b) of draft article 13 (noted above) and called for
the removal of the brackets therein.
Chapter 11.

Part IV (Other offences)

665. Article 14 (second alternative). One representative supported the ideas
expressed in the second alternative of draft article 14 (which provided that acts
which constituted offences against the peace and security of mankind included
"participation in an agreement with a view to the oommission of an offence against
the peace and security of mankind", "complicity in the 'commission of an offence
against the peace and security of mankind" and "attempts to commit any of the
offences defined in the present Code".
666. Complicity was defined to mean "any act of participation prior or subsequent!
to the offence, intended either to provoke or facilitate it or to obstruct the /
prosecution of the perpetrators".
667. The proposed definition of "complicity", according to this representativ~,
contained all the necessary elements of that offence. However, the concept 9f
"attempt", he said, did not appear to have received much attention. The dra'Et
article should clearly indicate the conditions and precise stages of the
iter criminis that characterized criminal attempt in international criminal law, in
order to avoid recourse to the provisions of internal law.
F.

INTERNATIONAL LIABILITY FOR INJURIOUS OONSEglDJCES ARISING
OUT OF ACTS NOT PROHIBITED BY INTERNATIONAL LAW
1.

~neral

observations

668. It was observed that recent ecological catastrophes of unprecedented magnitude
bad demonstrated the urgent need to define the rights and obligatiorls of States in
connection with activities which were not prohibited by international law but which
might cause inju~ to other States. The conduct of injurious activities, whether
they related to the use of nuclear energy, the passage of satellites over the
territo~ of a State or the release of industrial waste into rivers, lakes, oceans
or the atmosphere, was no longer a matter solely of interest to the State
/
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conducting them. The magnitude of injurious effects of episodic conduct of such
activitiea as well as their cumulative effects had reached the point where th~
interests of J:Dany States became directly involved. Although some internat·a ~F'e~
legislation already existed on this area, beyond the province of c;:laSisica~. ti,;~r.e
responsibility, the overall design of liability had not yet become fUlly
discernible. Another important factor substantiated again by recent inciJenm~ waa
the undisputed interdependence among States which in turn had led to co-operation,
tolerance and restraint. This brought to mind, it was stated, that there were two
sides to the concept of sovereignty: the freedom of every State to undertake or to
allow in its territory the activities which it believed most beneficial, and the
undeniable right of every other State to see that the use and enjoyment of its
territory were not affected by the results of activities undertaken outside its
territory.
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669. It was observed that States in whose territory activities were initiated which
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involved risks for other States had the obligation to warn those States, to
co-operate with them and to prevent and, if necessary, make reparation for any
damage. It was suggested that even in the absence of an agreed regime, the same
state had obligations of prevention and reparation. The concept was not entirely
novel, as the maxim sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas whicb was often quoted in
connection with the topic, it was stated, had corresponding maxims in other legal
systems, 8uchas for example, in Islamic law. In addition, the principles of
good-neighbourliness, co-operation, good faith and the non-abuse of rights, etc.,
provided a basis for agreed procedures for notification, negotiations,
consultations, prevention and compensation. The view was expressed, however, that
the maxim sic ute~e tuo ut alienum non 1aedas was too broad if taken literally.
Many ntinorinconveniences were tolerated simply through necessity and in the
interest of co-operation. But, it was noted, there was a limit to such tolerance,
and a number of factors determined the limit of that tolerance.
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670. The auggestion was made for: there to be a different approach" namely to
include lists of clearly iaentified activities involving risk, sueh as activities
involving radioactive material. These activities which involved h~ exceptional
risk, such as long~range air pollution, should be treated differently, because all
States contributed to air pollution. Therefore, a special regime was needed for
the former kind of activity. Thus, when a list of such activities had been
established, according to this view, various devices mitigating the effects of
liability should also be introduced such as, for example, setting a ceiling on
payments for reparation or establishing insurance funds~ etc. This approach would
make the topic manageable and acceptable to 'more states.
671. A few representatives diaagreed with th~ general approach to the topic. In
their view, under international law liability could only exist on the basis of
agreements direc.~ly stipulating an obligation on the part of a State Party to make
reparation for damages to other States parties. In the absence of any.treaty
arrangements, they found no basis in international law for liability. .
672. The approach of the learned special Rapporteur, Mr. 3ulio ,Barbota, in basing
his work on the amended version of the schematic outlin& was welcomed. It was
hoped that the Commission would be able to give priority to this topid,
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particularly in view of current incidents, which clearly indicated the need for
clarification of law and policy in this area. It waa also stated that a framework
treaty ~y ~ useful - a treaty containing general norms which could in turn
encourage the conclusion of bilateral or regional agreements.
2.

SCope of the topic

673. Several representatives suggested that it would be prudent to confine the
scope of the topic to physical activities giving rise to transboundary harm. SOme
sugg$sted that the topic should not be limited to ultra-hazardous activities.
There would be great difficulty in agreeing on the criterion for deciding which
activities should be regarded as falling within that category. Instead, any
physical activity involving transboundary injury should fall within ~le scope of
the topic.
674. It was also suggested that the topic should include any physical activity
involving potential injuries as well. There was no rational reason to wait until
the actual injury had materialized before applying the principles of this topic.
The view was expressed, however, that before any actual injury had occurred there
was no specific legal relationship between the source State and a potential victim
State. For example, in the case of a nuclear power plant, any State whose
territory was within 2,000 kilometres of the plant could be considered affected in
case of accident. It was, according to this view, unrealistic to impose a duty on
the source State to negotiate safety rules with every potential victi.. In such
cases, it was said to be preferable to develop mechanisms centred in certain
competent international organizations fO.r reviewing and discussing activities
posing risk. Designing complex patterns of conduct involving a number of StatefJ'
could not be done effectively through bilateral relationships.
675. Several representatives agreed that the concept of injury, whether pote~tial
or actual~ was essential to the topic. At this stage it was unclear whethe~ an
injury, however defined, arose only within the national jurisdiction of a State, or
also arose in areas beyond the national jurisdiction of States, such as in outer
space, on the high seas, etc. Furthermore, it was suggested that the scope of the
topic should include activities conducted by private individuals and should not be
limited to activities directly undertaken by States.
676. Certain representatives, however, believed that the scope of the topic should
not be limited to physical activities, but should be kept broad enough to include
economic and monetary activities as well. Some of these activities, it was
observed t may caUse more serious injuries than some physical Activities.
677. In regard to the location of activities involving risk, a suggestion was .ade
that the concepts of "territory" and "control" be clarified. The territorial'
criterion dtd not seem to cover the situation of international organizations. So
far as the Cc.lncept ofccntrol was concerned, it was ilentioned that aany
corporations established in other countries were in fact under the effective
control of the parent corporation, thQ host country - which in llany cases was a
developing country - had no real control over them.
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J.

ConoeEts of "acts" and

"activitie~"

sc:

nE

678. It was generally agreed that the word "acts" in the English text of the title
of the topio should be replaced by ~activit!es", as suggested by the Special
Rapporteur. This change would bring the English text into line with the French and
Spanish versions. Besides, "aotivities" seemed to be more appropriate beoause of
the nature of the facts of the situations to be dealt with under the topic.
6E

4.

nc
co

Concepts of "prevention" and "reparation"

CQ

679. Several representatives agreed that the oore of the topic should place equal
emphasis both on the principles and procedures for preventing injury and on those
for repairing injury once it had ocourred. Such a balance was an important
contribution that this topic oou1d make in protecting the interest~ of States
involved. Most environmental damage oould not simply be erased onoe it had
occurred. Even if a generous Payment was made by the souroe State to compensate
for the damage, a loss had been permanently sustained, sometimes by humanity a8 a
whole. In some areas where radioactive processes were conoerned, an unforeseen
incident might'cause damage of suoh a magrtitude that the reparative capacities even
of an economically powerful State would be far exceeded. Besides, the
international rules setting safety and preventive standards normally proved more
effeotive than the obligation to make good a loss sustained by anothor State.
680. one representative expressed a view endorsing the emphasis given to the
concept of "shared expectations" of the parties as an element uhioh could help them
to negotiate a regime of prevention or reparation. This ~iew, however, dis.issed
the idea of l.imiting compensation to what was provided for in the internal law of
any oountry, except in so far as internal law was evidence of "shared expectationl".
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681. It was, however, suggested that the scope of activities relevant to prevention
and the scope of activities likely to entail an obligation to make reparation
should by no means be considered automatically identioal. Prevantion must operate
on a large scale and be fooused not only on activities that actually gave rise to
transboundary injury but also on activities that might give rise to such injury.
In such cases the source State shOUld be ge~erous to the poterttia1ly affected
State, since no undue burden would be placed on the former. However, a different
assessment was needed in respect of activities that could entail an obligation to
make financial reparation, in which oase the interests of the source State had to
be weighed much more carefUlly.
'
682. On the other hand, the view was held that it was doubtful whether it was
desirable to bring the concept of prevention into the field of. liability. Although
it was considered useful to inclUde prevention in some fashion in the topic, it
could rtot be agreed that prevention should be given the same treatment 8S
reparation in the liability topic. Prevention, aocording to this view,' was a
general duty through Which one sought to avoid harm and, thUs, liability. The
establishment of a regime of prevention through international co-operation could be
usefUl, but violat.ion of that regime could not entail liability. It was stated
that the Special Rapporteur was taking Bviaw, in this respect, different fro. the
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sohematio outline, namely that non-observanoe of th~ obligation to inform and to
negotiate would justify retaliatory aotion on the part of the affected State.
G.

THE LlIW OF THE NON-NAVIGATIONAL USES OF INTERNATIONAL

WATERCOURSES
683. Several representatives stressed the importance of the topic of the law of the
non-navigatioa~l uses of international watercourses.
It was viewed as not only
complex and sensitive, but also as touching the vital interests of many States. In
certain continents, the use of watercourses was vital to ~he survival of both man
and beast. The Commission therefore should, it was said, make every effort to
reach acceptable solutions, taking into account the urgency of the problems
involved. The topio was considered to be a particularly topical SUbject in view of
the increasing problems of fresh-water supply all over the world. The time was
deemed ripe for a comprehensive codification and progressive development of rules
of international law in that field, there were many more international conventional
regimes relating specifically to international watercourses than to other natural
phenomena. It was also emphasized that since political borders did not coincide in
most situations with hydrological and geographical unities and since more than two
thirds of some 200 international river basins were not yet governed by agreements
among the riparian States, there existed the possibility of serious conflict in the
sharing of water resources.
684. On the other hand, tbe view was held that the topic was exceptionally
difficult to codify, owing to the tremendoUS variety of non-navigational uses of
watercourses as well as of hydrological regimes, physical and geographical
peculiarities and other features.
685. It was said that the second report of the Special Rapporteur,
Mr. Stephen C. McCaffrey, contained an important survey of legal materials sQCh as
decisions ~f international tribunals, international instruments including J
declarations and resolutions, and studies by international organizations. ThUS,
the Special Rapporteur had been able to link the results of the earlier stages of
the Commission·s work with the objectives of the resumed study of the topic.
Furthe~re, the belief was expressed that the extensive citations in part 11 of
the second report and the ne"," articles in part III were a solid basis on which
progress could be made.
686. One representative noted with pleasure that considerable progress had been
made in codifying the applicable principles and rules on the subject. The
contributions made by the previous Special Rapporteurs, including the instructive
report of Mr. Bvensen, were appreciated. Mr. Bvensen's tentative draft convention,
consisting of 39 dr&ft articles. enabled Governmenta and the Sixth Committee to
consider the proposed convention in its entirety rather than am individual
articles, a procedure which had formerly tended to prolong the debate in the
Commission and in the Sixth Committee.
687. On the other hand, according to another view, it was regrettable that, owing
to lack of time and the complex legal and technical iasues involved, the co.aission
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had been unable to Ilake sufficient progress on the topic. The Drafting CCfami,ttee
had not completed its work on the articles submitted to it in 1984. The changes of
special rapporteur had delayed the work of the Commission. The broad outline
drafted by the Commission was supported, but regret was expresaed concerning the
step backward represented by some of the changes introduced pursuant to the last
report of the former epecial rapporteur.
688. FUrther progress was awaited on the topic and, in view of the importance of
water resources for the economic development of many ceuntrie~, it was urged that
the subject should be given the priority it deserved. Since some members of the
Camlission had not had an opportunity at the most recent session to comment on ttre
Speciel Rapporteur's report on the law of the non-navigational uses of
international watercourses, it was hoped that sufficient time would be set asid~
for consideration of the topic at the Commission's future sessions.
689. Certain representatives pointed out that there was a clear need to take into
account in the further handling of the topic the work being done by the Commission
on the topics of State responsibility and of international liability for injurious
consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by international law.
690. It was said that, from a legal point of view, there was a connection between
the latter topic and the law of the non-navigational uses of international
watercourses. Both involved problems of reconciling a natural unity on the one
hand and a politico-legal division of the world into sovereign States on the
other. According to another view, the two topics were very similar, indeed, a
COIUDOn question concerned potential conflicts between the sovereign rights of
...
riparian States to carry out freely activities in ~heir own territory, free from
any interference by other States. The two special rapporteurs entrusted with the
topics of international liability and the law relating to international
watercourses considered in both cases that any failure to comply with the
prescribed obligations (to prevent, to notify, to negotiate and to make
compensation) gave rise to a wrongful act likely to entail the intern~tional
liability of the State at fault.
1.

General approaCh to the topic

691. Several representatives expressed support for the approach of the eomaiesion
and of the Special Rapporteur to the topic. It was noted that there had been
general agreement with the Special Rapporteur's proposals concerning the manner in
which the Commission might p~oceed with its work relating thereto.
692. The need was stressed for the draft articles on the topic to be elaborated in
a flexible manner and to seek to achieve an equitable balance between the rights of
the riparian states concerned.
693. According to one representative, the Commission should continue its efforts to
find for each problem a solution capable of receiving widespread and, if possible,
general support. The inclusion in the draft of controversial element. that a
number of States would not be able to accept would render the exercise futile. Tbe
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second report of the Special Bapporteur seemed to follow the correct line. One
representative specifioally endorsed tho recommendation made by theSpeoial
Rapporteur not to 8ubject draft articles 1 to 9 to another general debate in the
plenary commission. TtA Speoial Rapporteur's plan to follow the structure provided
by the previoUS Special Rapporteur, who had proposed a comprehensive set of 41
draft articles, was also supported. The proposals of the Special Rapporteur would,
it was said, serve to expedite the work of the Commission and could form the basis
for generally acceptable solutions.
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694. Concern wa~ expressed by certain representatives that there would be a
reopening of wide-ranging discussions which had already taken place, the Commission .
should avoid such a reopening. According to one representative, it would be more
beneficial to concentrate on a certain number of draft articles, particularly the
least controversial ones. Also, it might be useful to aocept certain concepts on a
provisional basis, and revise them as and "hen necessary. I\Ccording to another
representative it was particularly desirable to avoid a renewed debate on the
definition of international watercourses or on certain concepts. The draft
articles submitted by the previous special rapporteur offered a good basis for work
in formUlating new draft articles based on the fundamental principle of the
sovereignty of the State and the principle tbat no State should exercise its
sovereignty in suoh a way as to cause harm to otherso The aim was to ensure
eq~Jitable use of Anternational watercourses by esta~lishing a ba~ic regime which
oould be dev~loped or supplemented through co-operation aaong the States
concerned. Equitable use on the basis of the conc~pt of the sovereignty of eacb
State must be clearly differentiated from full co-operation designed to secure
optimum use, which in scae O8ses would not be possible•
695. ~t was said that the most logioal approach to the topic would be to e13bqrate
a net of draft articles which established the general principles.and rule~ u
governing the non-navigational uses of international watercourses, in the a~sence
of agreement ~g the States concerned, and to prOVide gUidelines for the
manag.-.nt of international watercourses and for the negotiation of futur~'
agree.ents. The sovereignty of Statea, however, should not be imperiled .by such
new rules, which should strive to achieve a balance between the needs of littoral
S~ate. and the need to ~stablish international co-operation in the interest of
all. The view was also maintained by one representative that the faot that the
definitions constituting the pillars of the future legal instrument had changed
four times in a short period indicated that even fundamental issues of theo~ still
needed clarification. The theoretical approach should be based on the principle of
sovereignty. The greatest diffiCUlty was to find a healthy balance between the
sovereign right of States to dispose of the natur~l resources on their territories,
on the one hand, and the need for system States to have regard, on the other hand,
for the legitiMate interesta of other States. Because of those problems, his
delegation welcomed the fact that the Special Rapporteur was continuing to try to
forMUlate general rules that would lay down the fundamental principles, would be
broadly acceptable and would provide a basis for specific agreements regUlating
co-operation between riparian States.
696. Several repre.entatives agreed with the Commission's basic bpproach of
pteparing a framework instrument Which could be 8upplem~nted by specific agreements
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between the States concerned. The Commission was urged ~o complete the
codification of generally recognized rules ef international law on tbe topic as
soon as possibie, in order to produce a framework agreement laying down general
principles regarding the rights and duties of States which could serve as a basis
for the conclusion of bilateral or regional agreements. The Special Rapporteur's
view that it would be appropriate to proceed first with the formulation of draft
articles and later consider a possible set of guidelines was suppor~ed. It was
noted that such a framework agreement would consist of general rules and principles
to be a~~lied in the absenc& of agreement and of guidelines and recommendations.
The beli,ef was expressed that general rules and principles, especially the
principle of equity, could be identified for the purpose of the codification and
progressive development of the law in this area. The world community had a duty to
formulate at least a "framework agreement" consisting of general principles and
rules governing the non-navigational uses of international watercourses.
697. tt was obserVed that since circumstances differed from one international
watelcourse to another and along the same watercourse, a "framework agreement"
should be aimed at. The Special Rapporteur had described the thrust of that
approach as being "to elaborate draft articles setting both the general principles
and rules governing the non-navigational uses of international watercourses, in the
abseMe of agreement among the States concerned, and to provide guidelines for the
management of international watercourses and for the negotiation of future
agreements". The first goal addressed existing substantive rules of conduct, and
the ,second addressed future substantive rules of conduct to be laid down in
agreements between the States concerned.
698.. The view was also expressed that the instrument to be p,;epared should be a
general one, whether termed a "framework agreement" or otherwise, which included
the basic norms, organs, institutions, procedures end principles of a law which was
fair to all nations and which met the requirements and needs of peoples whose
resources inclu~qd international watercourses.
699. In addition, it was stated that the study of the topic coulo at best culminate
in a framework agreement rather than in a multilateral convention, in view of the
large number of States not directly affected by the question of international
watercourses and the diversity of problems arising in connection with the use of
rivers in different parts of the world. In view of the diversity of internatioanl
wutercourses, in terms of their physical characteristics and of the human needs
they served, the -framework agreement- approach was favoured as being the best
suited for the @laboration of draft articles setting for the general principles and
rules and proViding general guidelines to facilitate co-ope~ation among riparia....
States and the negotiation of future specific ag~eements relating to particular
rivers. ane of the characteristics of the framework agreement approach was that
the States concerned would still be at liberty to conclude specific agreements
relating to particular international watercourses. The aim was to create a
framework ~bich interested States could adopt and build upon.
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700. one representative stressed that an international instrument on the topic
could not be expected to solve all the problems, solutions could come only through
bilateral or regional agreements concluded betwee,. the countries directly concerned
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with a particular waterco~rse. The ide~, now acc~pted, of a framework agreement
seemed a~ood start. The provisione of such an instrument should be limited to
broad principles and general guidelines. The riparian States of a particular
watercourse could complement those principles and apply those guidelines through
spec.fic agreements.
70l.Furthermore, another representative remarked, the drafting of such guidelines,
while not s~.".dctly "equired by general international law, would nevertheless be of
great practical use in the p~eparation of regimes governing the uses of specific
international watercourses.
702. certain representatives raised questions with regard to the form the framework
agreement would take. One representative welcomed the fact that the Special
Rapporteur re~ained committed to the preparation of a framework instrument that
dispensed with unnecessary detailsr The proposed i~~trument should serve as a set
of guidelines for states for the conclusion of specific treaties on co-operation in
the management of a given international watercourse. The question, he said, was
whether the codification process should lead to a convention. Ee also believed
that the outcome of further codification work on the law of the non-navigational
uses of international watercourses depended largely on whether it would prove
possible to develop general principles governing equitable and mutually beneficial
co-operation between riparian States, irrespective of their objective inequality
where the possibilitieB for water use and the effects of such uses were concerned.
703. Another representative fully supported the cautious approach of the Commission
to the elaboration of the topic. As indicated in the report, the five draft
articles submitted by the Special Rapporteur had been the SUbject of a general
discussion Which had revealed a number of contradictions in basic terminology.: In
his delegation's view, contradictions could be overcome if the Cqmmission sought
universally acceptable formUlations, which should in turn be generalized anc~:;
simplified as much as possible. As far as the legal force of the document "as
concerned, it would probably be most appropriate for that problem to be re~lved by
Governments, he said.
:'

.

704. certain representatives were of ~e view that work on the topic should be
aimed at preparing recommendations or guidelines, not a convention. It was
••intaineci that on the whole, negotiation and the conclusion of agreements between
the parties concerned constituted the best solution. The proposed articles might
be useful in that respect by providing for interested states a guide to the
conclusion of co-oPeration agreements.
70S. According to one view, the topic was exceptionally difficult to codify and
unsuitable for the drafting of a universal convention, if only because many
countries had no international watercourses and would hardly wish to become parties
to a future convention., On the other hand, the Commission might usefully draft
~e general recommendations on the subject which riparian States co~ld
subsequently take into consideration when concluding agreements. A legal regime
for an international watercourse could be established only on the basis of
ag~eements between the ri~rian States, and practice in respect of such agreements
varied a good deal. The establi8h~ent of a single regime might violate the
.o~ereignty of acme of the States concerned.
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706. ~lrtbetmore, it was stressed that legal rules governing the use of a
particul&r international watercourse could and should be established only on the
basis of agreements between the riparian States. The Commission could achieve
positive results, not by drafting articles for a future multl1at_ral convention or
even a so-called framework convention, but by preparing reeanmendations which
watercourse States might use in concluding agreements among themselves concerning a
specific international watercourse. Bearing in mind that eventual application, it
was urged that the Cosmission endeavour to draft texts which were simple, concise
and readily adaptable to the conditions of different international watercourses.
707. certain representatives referred to the need to clarify the relationship
between the framework instrument to be prepared and existing or future
international agreements. The status of the framework agreement should be properly
defined with regard to future agreements among watercourse States. The interests
of riparian States were usually defined and governed by bilateral agreements which
shoula not be affected by a framework agreement. One representative considered
that draft article 4, currently before the Drafting Committee, should be worded in
a more general manner so as not to restrict the validity of existing specific
agreements or tbe scope of future ones. According to another representative, the
provisions of article "X", provisionally adopted in 1980, applied only to the
parties to the treaties in question and in no way affected the rights of third
States whose vital. interests were or might be affected by treaties concluded
between only two or more of the riparian States of an international river regarding
the use or apportionment of the waters thereof.
2.

Questions pOsed by the Special RaPporteur

708. It was stated that the Commission had been wise to take an inductive approach
to the four general questions on Which the Special Rapporteur on the topic of the
law of the non-navigational uses of international watercoutses had focused the
debate: (a) the definition of "international watercourse", (b) the applicability
of the concept of "shared natural resources"1 (c) the question whether a draft
article should contain a list of factors determining the reasonable and equitable
use of the watercourse, and (d) the relationship between the concept of the
equitable utilization of a watercourse and the obligation of esch watercourse State
to refrain from causing appreciable harm to other States using the watercourse. It
was welcomed that the Special Rapporteur had chosen to avoid general definitions of
principle.
(a)

The definition of "international watercourse" (article 1 currently before the
B!~fting eommittee)

709. Several representatives referred to the first question posed by the Special
Rapporteur, namely whether the Conunission COUld, for the time being at, least, defer
the matter of attempting to define the term "international watercourse Q and base
its work on the provisional working hypothesis accepted by the eo..issicn in 1980.
710. Some representatives agreed with the Special RapPorteut'ssugge8ti~nthat th.
attempt to define the term "international watercour8e w could be postponed to a
!
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later stage. This was considered a wise course in v~ew of the differences of
opinion which continued to exist over the matter. 'Such a deferment followed the
traditional practice of the Conmission with regard to the d'!finition of terms,
which had always been useful as the development of topics had often led to a fuller
understanding of their content and to an enhanced ability to define and delimit
their scope.
711. certain representatives also agreed to the suggestion to continue to base
Commission work on the topic on the 1980 provisional working hypothesis which
utilized the concept of "system". That hypothesis provided an adequate explanation
of the meaning of the term "international watercourse". The term "system" was
preferred to "international watercourse", which was not a legal term nor, indeed, a
scientific one. In that connection, it was suggested that the commission would be
well advised to seek the assistance of experts with a view to arriving at a clear
and unambiguous scientific definition. Furthermore, it was highly desirable that
the members of the commission should overcome their primarily political differences
concerning the definition of an "international watercourse" and recognize the
obvious advantages of the broader concept of the "system".
712. On the other hand, certain representatives, while agreeing to a postponement
of the attempt to define the term, stressed that it ,;'"\s not advisable to return to
any approach which ~mbraced the "system" concept. It was regretted that the
Special Rapporteur had returned to the notion of "system", which had been highly
controversial in 1980 and had been abandoned in 1984 by the previou~ Special
Rapporteur. The "system" concept was, it was maintained, very simUar to the
drainage basin concept and was incompatible with the principle of the sovereign
right of every State to use the section of an international watercourse that ran.!
through its territory. Further work on the topic should proceed on the basis Of'
the intez:national watercourse concept, which entailed rivers that crossed or famed
the border between two or more States. The fear was expressed that a return to the
"system" concept would nc~t be welcOlllled by many countries, since it was hardly in
keeping with the sovereig,~ right of States to use freely the stretches of art
international watercourse situated in their territories. Any future definition
should avoid reference to the "system" concept, as it would prejudice any attellpt
to reconcile the competing interests of States.
713. One representative who favoured postponement of defining the term
"international watercourse" said that his delegation was ready to accept either
"watercourse" or "watercourse system".
714. Certain other representatives, however, expressed doubts concerning a
deferment of a definition of the term "international watercou~se". The term .ust
be defined at the current stage of work; obligations would vary according to how
the term ~as defined. One representative failed to understand how the special
Rapporteur could so easily reach the conclusion that "the Commission should for the
time being defer the matter of defining the term •international watercourse' ". fJ."be
definition in draft article 1, which was in the hands of the DraftingOOBmittee,
should not be temporarily abandoned, for it was flexible enough to dispel any
misgivings because, while surface water was emphasiZed, other relevant components
were not ignored and could very well be developed in the commentary to the draft
article.
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715. Another .representativ~ wondered why such an important matter had been
deferred, since it formed the basic edifice for the construction of other draft
articles. It was the task of lawmakers to overcome difficulties posed by
theoretical concepts and to avoid solutions which could not conform to objective
facts. Accordingly, his delegation found the conclusion of the Special Rapporteur
rather hasty. He believed that the unity of a watercourse in terms of the
interdependence of its component parts had to be recognized in the first place.
Water resources of an internatio~,l watercourse should by definition comprise the
t~tal quantum of water that flowed into and through it from beginning to end.
The
international character of a watercourse had to be determined by its geographic
expanse and historical flow through more than one state, and not merely by the old
and new use of its water. His delegation could not accept the introduction of the
idea of relativity in defining the international character of a watercourse for the
following reasons: (a) because it was legally unsound and lacked precision,
(b) because it was prejudicial a priori to the interests of lower riparian States,
as it gave rise to an unequal situation vis-A-vis upper riparian States, assuming
the technical feasibility of controlling the flow of water, and (c) becaus& it
assumed wrongly that it was theoretically possible for one State to use parts of
the water without affecting its use by another State. It would, therefore, be
logical to consider an international watercourse as a shared natural resource
subject to equitable distribution.
716. The opinion was stressed by one representative that the fact that members of
the Commission had failed to agree even on the key concept of "international
watercourse" demonstrated the serious difficulties inherent in the topic~
717. Reference was made by another representative to paragraph 2 of draft article 1
concerning the explanation (definition) of the term "international watercourse"
currently before the Drafting Committee. He noted that that paragraph brought
navigational use within the scope of the draft articles, "in so far as other uses
of the waters affect navigation or are affected by navigation". Such uses were by
no means exceptional. Furthermore, the question arose a8 to what was actually
covered by the notion of "non-navigational use". The building of bridges over an
international waterway could affect navigation and, on the other hand, navigational
uses might cause pollution of its waterso
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718. Representatives also commented on the second point raised by the Special
Rapporteur, namely wbether the t~rm "ahared natural resource" should be employed in
the text of the draft articles.
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7),'. A number of representatives agreed with the

723.

(b)

The applicabilitx of the concept of "sbared natural resources" (article
currentll before the Drafting Committee)

6

..

indicated in the
Commission report that effect could be given to the legal principles ~nderlying the
concept without using the term itself in the text of the draft articlts. The
elimination of that reference, it was said, produced greater legal certainty and
had not caused any harm to the draft as ~ whole. One representative, who agreed
with this approach, commented that draft article 6 as currently ,~orded did not seem
to be an adequate means of ensuring the effectiveness of the principle of a shared
app~oach
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natural resource. On the other hand, another repr~sentative stressed that care
should be taken not to introduce the concept through the back door by trying to
build legal principles upon it without using the term itself.
720. Certain representatives stressed that the term should not appear in the text
because of its controversial nature and because it was an ambiguous and
unsatisfactory term to characterize waters of an international watercourse. The
concept was not clear from a legal point of view, nor had it been sufficiently
developed so that it could per se indicate the legal consequences attached to it.
Moreover, it was stressed, the term was unacceptable as it could give rise to
far-reaching allegations and claims. In addition, to reintroduce the concept would
give the false impression that legal principles could be automatically deduced from
the purely geological meaning of the concept. According to another view, the
notion of "shared natural resources" tended to cast doubt on the sovereign rights
of States over their natural resources. Its inclusion in the draft articles would
result in the adoption of rules of law having ill-defined legal consequences, the
mistaken interpretation of which might lead certain States to formulate
illegitimate claims. Such a formula was of great concern to States for which an
international watercourse constituted a natural frontier and which had concluded
treaties definitively establishing the apportionment of water rights.
721. On the other hand, certain representatives supported the explicit mention of
the tarm, as it constituted a premise upon which all the applicable principles in
this area of law were based. One representative remarked that there were many
cases in which international watercourses were shared for industrial, agriCUltural
or other purposes, and not only for navigation. The legal consequences of that
hydrological reality could not be ignored. Pot example, at the point at which
three large Latin American States - Brazil, Argentina and Paraguay - shared a ;'
boundary, the Itaipu D5m had recently been constructed, in order ~o provide the
three countries with electrical energy. He asked whether that could not be
considered a "shared natural resource".
722. Yet another representative maintained the view that the question posed by the
Special Rapporteur was immaterial, because the 8tarting~point and the content would
be retained in both envisaged cases. It must not be forgotten that the reciprocal
rights and obligations of the States concerned were inevitably centred on their
shares. States might have different shares but, in all fairness, they should enjqy
equal benefits from the use of the watercourse as a whole. Another representative
stressed this point, highlighting that the reciprocal rights and obligations of the
States concerned were inevitably centred on the shares which formed the subject of
their rights and obligations. As such, any alternative formulation Rust Qlearly
bring out that equation of rights and obligations.
723. Some representatives referred to the concept of eqUitable utilization
underlying the formulation of paragraph 1 of article 6 curr~ntlY before the
Drafting Committee (RA watercourse State is, within its ter~itory, en~itled to a
reasonable and equitable share of the uses of the waters of an international
watercourBe"). It was recalled that reasonable and equitable use waa the general
principle governing the development, Use and sbaring of international ~atercout8e.,
a8 provided in draft article 7. As such, it constituted a standard of conduct
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conducive to friendly relations between States and the minimization of conflict.
Support was also expressed for the principle On the grounds of its being more
familiar and generally accepted and having been commended in the 1966 Helsinki
Rules of the International Law Association. Agreement was expressed with the
Special Rapporteur's conclu&ion that there was overwhelming support for the
doctrine of equitable utilization as a general guiding principle of law for the
determination of rights of States in respect of the non-navigational uses of
international watercourses. Furthermore, that principle was well established in
the practice of States.
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724. One representative noted that the Special Rapporteur had concluded that there
was overwhelming support for the doctrine of equitable use as a general guiding
principle of law for the determination of the rights of States in the area covered
by the topic and that the principle of equitable use was well established in the
practice of States. On the other hand, its adoption as the basis of the law of
international watercourses and, particularly, its practical implementation left
several questions unresolved. The Special Rapporteur's decision to evaluate all
available evidence concerning the theory and practice of that principle was
therefore the appropriate approach.
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725. Certain representatives expressed doubts concerning the present formulation of
article. According to one representative, it was preferable to speak of "equitable
use", meaning any use that caused no harm to another State, the concept of "harm"
was considered to be the foundation of the draft articles as a whole. Another
representative doubted the appropriateness of using the word "equitable" to limit
the use of an international watercourse.
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726. One representative proposed that draft article 6 should enunciate the
principle of the perman~nt sovereignty of States over their natural resources and
recommend, on that basis, to riparian States that they should make the necessary
arrangements for the man&gement of the war resources of international
watercourses. The decision as to what form such management should take must be
left to the States concerned. Moreover, the treaties referred to by the Special
Rapporteur as proof of the universal recognition of the principle of the
"reasonable" and "equitable" sharing of water use were confined to questions
relating to the quant.itative distribution of the available water resources. The
applicability of that principle to qualitative demands on water resources,
particularly where pollution was concerned, was not documented, he stressed.
727. Another representative noted that in his second report the Special Rapporteur
drew an analogy between the concepts of equitable allocation and equitable
utilization in determining the distribution of uses and benefits of an
international watercourse and the concept of equitable principles developed in the
context of maritime boundaty delimitation. ais delegation believed that the
concepts of equitable allocation and eqUitable utilization as applied to
international watercourses covered a broader range of considerations than was
implicit in the latter concept as it had been applied in the law of maritime
boundary delimitation, and hoped that the Special Rapporteur and the Commission
would give further consideration to the matter.
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(c)

Inclusion of a list of factors for determining the reasonable and equitable
use of an international watercourse (article 8 currently before the Drafting
Committee)

728. Some representatives referred to the third question posed by the Special
Rapporteur, namely whether an article concerning the determination of reasonable
and equitable use should contain a list of factors, or whether the factors to be
taken into account in making such a determination should be referred to in the
commentary.
729. A number of representatives were of the view that it was desirable to include
such a list in the text of an article, it being understood that the list would be
general and non-exhaustive, as suggested by the Special Rapporteur. It was deemed
necessary to consider what the international community's values and priorities were
in determining reasonable and equitable utilization of an international
watercourse. The view was expressed that the obligation to utilize the waters of
an international watercourse in a reasonable and equitable manner would be devoid
of content without an indication of its meaning in the fo~ of an indicative list
of factors.
730. It was also said that while a list of factors to be taken into consideration
in determining what amounted to a reasonable and equitable use of an international
watercourse might be useful, it should not be so exhaustive or rigid that it would
make the international instrument inoperative. The instrument was 'to be applicable
in diverse regions of the world, where conditions with respect to watercourses and
their use might be extremely varied, and it should not be an obstacle to the
conclusion of bilateral or multilateral legal instruments. Support was therefore
expressed for the flexible approach suggested by the Special Rapporteur.
731. In noting the importance of the general principle of reasonable and equitab~e
use, one representative considered it absolutely essential to provide, in the t~~t
of an article, a list of factors governing the determination of reasonable and
equitable use so as to enable States to settle any differences that might ari~ in
the process, of negotiations. It was not. precise to say that those factors did not
reflect legal rules and should therefore appear in the commentary: they could be
sought in State practice and could, on the basis of technical infor.mation, be
articulated because it was recognized that the topic comprised a unique physical
phenomenon with distinguishing physical characteristics. Moreover, the omission of
those factors ran counter to the objective of the Commission's work, namely, the
formulation of a framework convention, designed to encourage States to solve their
problems in that respect, which inVolved a measure of progressive development of
the law. The merits of the SPecial Rapporteur's conclusion depended on how the
draft article would be worded, because the factors listed might be expressed in
such general terms that they would not have any guiding influence on the practice
of States. Bve~thing would depend on the eventual balance to be struck between
generality and particularity on the basis of the criterion of utility in
negotiations between States.
732. Other representatives commented on the contents of an indicative list or on
the manner by which such a list should be drawn up. It was stated that the
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solution. to determining what constituted a reasonable and equitable share of the
uses of an international watercourse had to be based on a perspective broad enough
to take into account such factors as geographical features, climate and
environment, demography and the economic condition of the entire hinterland of the
international watercourse. The objectlve was to harmonize the needs of all the
parties with the overall availability of water resources. Support was expressed
for a balance-of-interests approach, taking account of all relevant factors and not
of the demographic factor alone. One representative remarked that if such a list
was to be included in the text of an article, it should not differ essentially from
that contained in article V of the Helsinki Rules, which were a part of the
well-established practice of States.
733. One representative drew attention to the fact that in a footnote to his second
report the Special Rapporteur had indicated that he considered a pre-existing use
of the waters of an international watercourse to be only one of the factors which
should be taken into account in the balancing of interests to determine an
equitable allocation of the uses and benefits of that watercourse, and not a factor
to which preference must be given. Be endorsed that view and looked forward to
seeing it reflected in future draft articles.
734. On the other hand, another representative stressed that there was a 9~owing
conflict between the interests of States that had vested rights in the use of an
international watercourse for non-navigational purposes and 'the interests of other
States that might interpret the expressions "shared natural resources" and
·reasonable and equitable use of an international watercourse" as meaning that such
vested rights should be reconsidered. The conflict would have a negative impact on
relations between the States in question if the Sixth Committee failed to solve the
problem. In the mean time, the provisions of the relevant conventions must be
strictly obserVed, so as not to prejudice vested rights. An appropriate addition
should be made to draft article ·X· provisionally adopted in 1980 and concerning
the relationship between the articles and other treaties in force, to the effect
that the application of the draft articles should not affect in any way the vested
rights according to any State in accordance with an existing convention. At the
same time, his delegation wished to rQaffirm the importance of the equitable
distribution of the water of an international watercourse in the light of all
relevant factors, as well as the importance of negotiating in good faith and, if
necessary, concluding new treaties in order to create an equitable international
system that respected the balance between the rights and the duties of States, and
thus helped to maintain international stability. •
735. In referring to the obligation to refrain fram causing appreciable harm to the
States (see (d) below), one representative emphasiZed that that obligation depended
on what was meant by equitable utilization. The distribution of uses could be
effected by agreement between the States concerned, by decision of the competent
international institution, by a form of third-party dispute settlement or by a
combination of those methods. In any case, it a.cunted to a form'of management of
the international watercourse as a whole. Aa to the manner of effecting that
distribution, a law of international watercourses implied a shift from territorial
distribution to functional distribution. There was a double distribution to be
made - between different uses and the same uses by different countries, in fact~
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736. The same representative noted that the concept of equitable utilization tended
to lead to an integrated approach to the distribution problem, whether or not the
international watercourse system was called a shared natural resource. But in
formulating the relevant factors to be taken into account in solving the
distribution problem, care should be taken that neither upstream nor downstream
States had preferential treatment. That would imply that the length or volume of
the "hydrographic components" of an internation~~ watercourse situated within the
political boundaries of each "system State" (A/4l/l0, para. 224) was irrelevant for
the application of the "equitable utilization" concept. Similarly, existing uses
should not have priority over new uses. However, he wondered whether in an
integrated approach territorial sovereignty and the maxim gui prior est tempore
potior est jure could be completely ignored. He felt that fraa a procedural point
of view management problems required some form of institutional mechanism. There
again, legal "principles and rUles", being rules of conduct, and "guidelines
concerning institutional mechanisms" (para. ~42) seemed to be inextricably
interwove~r

737.oertain representatives, however, expressed doubts regarding the inclusion of
a list of fllctors in the text of an article. Such a list did not seem necessary in
the text of the article itself. It was suggested that the list could be included .;1
, in the commentary to the article, in an annex or in recommendations attached to We
main instrument, as in the case of recommendations which accompanied Internation.l
Laber Organis~tion conventions. Moreover, it was maintained that it would not Qe
partiCUlarly helpfUl to list the factors to be taken into consideration in
determining reasonable and equitable u8e~f an international watercourse.
Experience had shown that each case must be decided on its own, taking into account
all the particular circumstances involved. Previous river- and lake-basin
agreements had demonstrated that co-operation and mutual accommcxiationamong
riparian St&tes had been most effective. Only by agreement between the watercourse
t~ate8 could it be determined what in a specific ~U8e was to be understood by the
expression "reasonable and equitable share of the uses".
738~ Finally, one representative observed that it would have been easier t~giv.
his views on the question if a limited, indicative list of general critetda had
been proposed.

(d)

Relationship bet~een the concept of equitable utilization and the ObltKation
to refrain from causing appreciable harm (article 9 curr!!!.tly before
et
Drafting Committee)

739. Certain representatives referred to the fourth point raised by the Special
Rapporteur, namely whether the relationship between the obligation to refrain fro.

otti'

/

was to be done in one operation. The Commission had taken no definite stand
on the matter, simply to state in the framework agreement that distribution must be
"equitable" was a rather poor guideline. More substantial guidance was needed. It
was probably as important to list factors which should not .be'relevant ~s to list
factors which were relevant. It might also be possible to establish priorities,
mentioning circumstances that were more relevant than others. The question also
arOSe as to how far other factors than the use or non-use of the waters of an
international watercourse could be considered relevant.
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causing appreciable harm to other states using the international watercourse, on
the one hand, and the principle of equitable utilization, on the other, should be
made clear in the text of an article. It was noted that the two concepts were
interrelated and that that interrelationship not only was formal but must be
regarded as an essential part of the entire system of the rights and obligations of
watercourse States. Also, it was observed that the commission as a whole
recognized that equitable utilization could not by definition constitute a breach
of the obligation to refrain from causing appreciable harm to other States.
740. Attention was drawn to the fact that the Special Rapporteur had pointed out
that equitable utilization might ~ntail some factual "harm" without the presence of
a wrongful act and that "harm" must be interpreted as "legal inju~" in the context
of article 9, currently before the Drafting Committee. He had suggested
alternative formulations which might help clarify that point.
741. Several representatives believed that a simple reference to the obligation not
The term "harm" was preferred to "injury"
which corresponded, it was said, to a legal concept peculiar to the Angle-American
legal system. It was preferab12, moreover, not to make unmet needs the sole
criterion.
to cause appreciable harm sufficed.

742. One representative stated that with regard to the question whether the draft
should refer to the obligation not to cause "harm" or to the obligation not to
cause "injury", States were in any case bound not to cause injury to other States.
If a state did so, it was transgressing a legal obligation and its responsibility
was engaged. If reference was made in the articles to an obligation not to cause
harm, this was tantamount to saying that causing harm corresponded to injury in the
legal sense, with all the ensuing consequences. On the other hand, harm, being
susceptible to objective verification, was a far better yardstick for determining
whether a SPecific use was inequitable.
743. Another representative shared the special Rapporteur's concern on this matter,
but was convinced that the judicious implementation of the principle of equity
could facilitate the elaboration of an acceptable formula. The principle of
eCtuitable sharing could be matched by an obligation to negotiate in good faith.
744. According to one representative, it was necessary to reconcile the maxim
sic utere ut alienum non laedas - which was a wel1-established norm of
international law - with the sovereign right of S~tes to use freely waters
situated within their territory. In that regard, he believed that the text of
draft article 9 proposed by the previous Special Rapporteur seemed to provide a
good oasis for discussi on.
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745. To one representative, however, the dete~ination of "appreciable harm" could
be a source of conflict amonq States. 1, ".-aht therefore be appropriate to provide
that the use of the waters of an inter~ ~~F)al ~atercourse system should not be
detrimental to the other States belongiwJ to the aystem. Agreements concerning the
syste. should proviae for its use, dete~ine the harm that might be ca~8ed and
establish rUles concerning reparation.
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746. A suggestion was made that article 9 should require every watercourse State to
refrain from and prevent within its jurisdiction such activities as exce~Jed its
equitable and reasonable share of the uses of an international watercourse.
747. One representative observed that the Commission would fulfil its mandate more
efficiently by concentrating on the issue of responsibility for any harm done than
by engaging in an interminable semantic debate.
748. Some representatives stated that the Special Rapporteur and the Drafting
Committee should find an acceptable means of expressing the close relation between
the obligation to refrain from causing harm to other States using an international
watercourse and the principle of eqUitable utilization. Agreement was also
expressed with the conclusion of the Special Rapporteur noted in paragraph 241 of
the Commission's report~
749. Finally, it was remarked that it would facilitate discussion if the Commission
would provide a text on th~ relationship between the obligation to refrain from
causing appreciable ha~ and the principle of equitable or reasonable utilization.
3.

eo.Qents on draft articles 10 to 14 proposed by the
si?~lal Ramrteu r

750. A few representatives referred to draft articles 10 to 14, proposed by the
Special Rapporteur in his second report, concerning procedural rules and to future
work on articles dealing with procedural and institutional elements. In connection
with the latter, confidence was expressed in the ability of the Special Rapporteur
to find fo~u1as which were flexible, simple and capable of satisfying the
countries directly concorned, i.e., the riparian States of an international
watercourse. It was stteased that international mechanisms - procedural rules and
substantive rules - were the expression of idte~national watercourse management.
751. One representative supported the inclusion of provisions concerning the
prevention of harm in the ule of a watercourse and procedures to be followed in the
case of any dispute based on the use of such watercourse, so as to avoid the denial
of the use by other States of the watercourse without sufficient justification.
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752. According to another representative, the notification procedure and its legal
consequences were a very important as~t of the topic. Basically, notification
involVed the duty of States to inform other watercourse States of planned
undertakings. !n practice, the notification procedure made unilateral undertakings
permissible under certain circumstances. In its future work, the Commission should
take into account, in addition to the five draft articles submitted by the Special
\ Rapporteur, other rUles and recommendations referring to notification and its legal
consequences - the 1961 resolution of the Institute of International Law
(articles 5-8). the Belsinki Rules of 1966 (article XXIX) and the set of &rticles
applicable to international water resourOes recently adopted by the International
Law Association at its COnference in Seoul, article 3 of which contained rules on
notification and objection. He also said that article 10 of the Special
Rapporteur'. draft articles established a duty to provide notice if a proposed new
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use might· "cause appreciable harm" to other watercourse States. In his
~alegation's view, t~e period over which that duty existed was relatively long.
Moreover, it was stated in the comments with respect to the term "harm" that
technically no legal injury was caused unless a State was deprived of its equitable
share. That conclusion was confusing, because it seemed to e~clude such harmful
effects in the territories of other States that were not related to equitable
sharing.
753. In the view of one representative, in draft articles 10 to 14 the Special
Rapporteur's goal was to develop further the concept of the duty to notify, consult
and negotiate. His delegation doubted whether any State practice that could
provide a basis lor the draft articles actually existed, and had difficulty in
following the Special Rapporteur's logic. Draft articles 10 to 14 should be fully
revised once again, since they seemed to run counter to the principle formulated in
draft article 9. The Commission should confine itself to the ~cinciple of the duty
of notifica~ion co~cerning certain situations, while recommending to States the
adoption of information and consultation mechanisms commensurate with their
obligations under special agreements on tbe management of international
watercourses.
754. Finally, one representative said that he would have preferred to see the text
of the five draft articles submitted by the Special R5pporte~r ~eproduced in the
canmission's report so as to enable delegations to present theil comments thereon.
B.

1.

OTHER DECISIONS AND OONCLUSIONS OF THE cx:»!MISSION

programme and methods of work of the Commission

755. Representatives expressed satisfaction with the conclusions and intentions of
the International Law Commission concerning its procedures and methods of work, as
reflected in paragraphs 250 to 261 of its report. Support was expressed in
particular for the Commission's decisions on the future organizati~n of its work a8
reflected in paragraph 250 of the report. The Commission was urged to consider the
organization of its work for future sessions with a view to focusing attention on
those areas in which most progress could be achieved before the conclusion of the
mandate'of its members. It was also urged to concentrate at its next session on
the most important and pressing items on 1.~s agenda and to tackle them in a new,
modern spirit. It was felt that the conclusive results of the 1986 United Nations
COnference on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organi~ation8 o~
between International Organizations, which had focused on a set of draft articles ,
drawn up by the International Law COmmission, would certainly give the Commission a
new impetus for its future work.
756. Note was taken of the fact that certain topics previously considered by the
Commission had not received the same attention at the thirty-cighth session owing
to time constraints as well as changes of special rapporteurs. The hope was
expressed that at its next session the Commission would giv~ due consideration to
those toP1CS.
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757. It was recognized, nevertheless, that in order to ~ake progress the COmmission
should to,ave priorities for its work. The 91Y~ results achiev€.-'d at the
thirty-eighth session were due largely ~ the very sound organization of the
Commission's wctk and to its correct identification of priority issues and topics.
It was hoped that in setting priority topics during its next mandate, the
commission would be guided by the same criteria. A differentiated approach to the
various topics, taking due account of the apecific nature of the subject-matter,
was fully justified and should be pursued in the further consideration of the draft
articles submitted by the Commission.
758. Several representatives expressed support for the idea of the Commission
staggering the consideration of topics on its agenda, so that it could study topics
in greater depth and also allow Governments and delegations more time to study
them. In addition, by not taking up all the items on its agenda at every session,
it should be possible to make faster progress on topics which were closest to
completion and in which there appeared to be sufficient agreement aw~ng States. It
was remarked that the Commission had been unable to give adequate consideration to
certain topics at its 1986 session, not only because the duration of the session
had been reduced, but also because the Commission's agenda was overcrafded. It was
therefore felt that the Connission should not consider more than two or three
topics per session.
759. Some representatives referred to the need to make speedier progress on certain
topics or to accord priority thereto. Topics mentioned in that regard included the
following: State reSPOnsibility, the law of the non-navigational usos of
international watercourses and international liability for injurlous consequences
arising out of acts not prohibited by international law. Mention was also made of
the need to 'completG, as soon as comments had been received from Governments, the
second reading ot the two sets of draft articles whose first reading was completed
at the thirty-eighth session. In that regard, it was observed that concentrating"
on both sets of draft articles at a single session might delay discussion on oth~r
matters deserving due attention.
;
760. Several representativ,es stressed the importance of the Commission's drawing up
a detailed and realistic programme of work for the next quinquennium, prOViding for
some staggering of the consideration of the various topics on its agenda.
According to one view, at the beginning of its new mandate, the Commission should
deal in greater detail with its programme of work for the next five years and
should provide an approximate timetable for the completion of work on issues
currently under consideration, with a view to expediting the adoption of draft
articles and the holding of diplomatic conferences. It would be a very unwelcome
development if the evolution of international law through the United Nations began
to decelerate because of the general worsening of conQitions in the political
field, especially' since the Commission could make an important contribution to
overCOMing t~ose difficulties and to the achievement of even more signiflcant
results in the United Nations.
761. One representative maintained that an important aspect of the Commission's
work to which special attention should be given during the ne~t five-year period
was that, with one exception, the topics remaining on the agenda were all closely
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interrelated. This fact should be reflected in the Commission's programme and
methods of work. The Commission's decision to consider State responsibility and
international liability separately had met with reservations on the part of some
jurists on the ground that the latter topic derived from the former, the link
between them becoming especially clear in the context of article 35 of part one of
the draft articles on State responsibility. The topic of the law of the
non-naVigational uses of international watercourses was, of course, also related to
that of international liability. In his delegation's view, any practical
difficulty that might arise from a joint approach to t.he interrelated topics would
be outweighed by the possibility of considering the problems involved within a
broader context and finding more comprehensive and harmonious solutions.

162. Certain representatives also believed that the Commission should follow the
development of international. law and address new needs. In that connection, it
would be useful if it carriea out a thorough exchmnge of views on questions related
to the needs in the area of the codification and progressive development of
international law. Numerous matters in the area of the law of nations remained to
be considered in order for the Commission to discharge its task of codification.
It was urged that in order to fulfil its mandate, the Commission must become more ~
receptive to the new international challenges and priorities, in particular in the
newer areas of law, where a more active attitude sho~ld be taken.
163. On the other hand, certain other representatives maintained that it seemed
unlikely that the Commission could undertake the consideration of new topics, for
that would considerably slow down its task of codifying and progressively
developing international law. Tbe important role of the Sixtb "Committee in
refraining fr~ placing new items on the agenda of the Commission unless there was
a fair chance of its work on the subject leading to the clarification, development
or strengthening qf international law was highlighted.
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165. Improvements were also suggested with regard to the Commission's
documentation. According to one view, the report of th~ Commission should contain 769. One repr
a more scholarly exposition of the relevant international law with respect to each over the past
had come to i
topic tather than a mere compendium of views expressed. It was also suggested to
Commission an
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766. Concern was also expressed regarding the late appearance of the a>mmission's
report. It was said that the report should be made available, even if only in
provisional form, as soon as pO$sible after the conclusion of its 13essions, 80 as
to facilitate the thorough preparation by delegations for the debates in the Sixth
Committee. Also, it was noted that the members of the commission living in
countries relatively far from New York were still not receiving the reports of the
special rapporteurs until after the beginning of the Geneva session. That state of
affairs was prejudicial to the quality of their contribution to the discussion of
those reports, and it was to be hoped that the Secretariat, which was well aware of
those difficulties, would spare no effort to remedy them.
767. With regard to the procedure followed in requesting comments and observations
from Governments, it was suggested that in the future, after completing the first
reading of a draft, the Commission might perhaps prepare a comprehensive document.
Such a document would greatly facilitate work at the national level, where the
proposal might have to be sent to a considerable number of agencies and
organizations for their opinion. At present, the necessary work of compilation had
to be done in each Member State, which hardly seemed an efficient method. It was
obserVed that it would be reasonable if the time allowed for the submission of
comments, observations and replies by Governments were determined in the light of
the complexity of the sUbject~atterc
768. Several representatives urged that a comprehensive reappraisal be conduct~ of
the Commission's programme and methods of work with a View to the co.aission's

functioning as efficiently as possible. It was noted with approval that the
Commission intended to continue to review with an open mind its methods of work se
as to achieve. optimum results. The CaDmission should embark on a serious and
pu~seful re-examination of its methods and priorities in the light of growing
time and financial restraints. Attention should be paid to the reasons why the
International Law Commission had been ~nable to finalize its tasks in r~cent
i
years. It was maintained that while a review of the results of the work done by !
t~e Commission since its establishment showed an essentially positive record~ theie
had also been some failul:es due in part to .excessively lengthy gestation periods'
which had blunted the interest manifested initially in the codification of certain
topics. The suggestion was made that siwce it took 80 much tiJIe to draft ar~icles
intended to serve as the basis for treaties, the active use of varied working
methods such as ~odel rules and legal guidelines, as well as concentration on a
five-year agenda, would be helpfUl in accelerating the Obmaission'. work.
769. One representative stressed that, in view of the changes in international lif~
over the past 38 yea~~ and the emerging concern for cost-effectiveness, the ti..
had come to initiate ~ ~Qmprehensive review and 8sse$Sment of the work of the
Commission and to try to anticipate and man~ge the impact of fina~cial constraints
on its tole. Such a review WQll1d cover the SUbjects dealt with by ~be ecaaiaaion,
its methods of work and the degree of success it had achieved in dis~~arglng ita
lIandate concerning the coc1ifiaation and progressive developlent of inb"rnational
law. In the review of the subjects dealt with by the CoIraUsslon, attention should
be paid to the relationshi~ between such Rubjects and the f.lt or anticipated needs
of the internati0lU.11 community, and to the aaenabilityof tbe t:hosen subjects to
systematic formulation and treatmeht in normative terms. Attention should alae be
!.~!!.n(fJ
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paid to the modes of selecting subjects for the Commission and to the question of
whether such modes needed to be changed. A possibly useful approach to a review of
the commission's methods of work would be to compare them with those emplqyed by
other institutions, both governmental and non-governmental, with related mandates.
A review of the degree of success achieved by the Commission assumed prior
clarification of what success should mean for such an institution. A possible line
of inquiry would relate to the relevance of the experience of UNCITRAL. The
International Law Commission itself should undertake that self-examination under
the aegis of the Sixth ~~mittee.
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770. As noted above in section A, it was observed that the comluents of a number of
delegations reflected a profound feeling of uneasiness and dissatisfaction
regarding both the Commission's programme and methods of work and the Sixth
Committee's conduct of the debate on the Commission's report. (COmments and
suggestions made with regard to the conduct of the Sixth Committee's debate are
reflected in paragraphs 17-32 above.) But it was stressed that an
interrelationship existed between that debate and the pr~Jramme and methods of work
of the Commission. In fact, the work of the Co1nmittee and that of the ColDll\lission
could not be considered separately. The functional structures of the Commission's
operation and of the Sixth Committee's debate should be kept under constant
revietl. The Commission, through reViewing and improving its own programme and
methods of work, could play a more u(~ful role in helping to structure the debate
in the Sixth Committee. As noted above (para. 30), the suggestion was made that
the Commission bring into shar~r focus the questions on which it desired concrete
political and legal gUidance. Future reports should include a special section on
the questions raised with regard to each topic on which views and guidance were
sought.
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771. One representative remarked that if acceptance was attained for his proposal
that a more concentrated and etrategic debate be held in the Sixth COmmittee on the
various issues dealt with by the Commission (see para. 23 a~ve)f the Commission
itself would be ablel to make better use of the consultation procedures provided for
in articles 16, 17 (2) (b) and 21 of its Statute. Member States would repl¥ to
questionnaires and drafts sent out by the COmmission. This became particularly
important when a special rapporteur had presented his final draft and had requested
comments from Governmen~s before a certain deadline. However, if the COmmission
believed that the most productive way of obtaining advice from GOvernments on a
particular issue was a discussicn in the Sixth oom.ittee, it should. of course,
have the right to suggest that such a discussion should be held. A debate of that
kind, although it might be detailed and prolonged. would be limited t':t a specific
issue of partiCUlar interest to the Canmission and might therefore be expected to
be of real U6e. Furthermore, concentration on one particular issue would enable
delegations to prepare themselves more thoroughly for the debate and would help
Governments to compose their delegations in such a way as to provide the most
qualified expertise.
772. The same representative also stated that the commission's work of promoting
the progressive development of intetnational law and its codification was bound to
be slow, there was no advantage in prooeeding too hastily and producing document.
which offered but little guidance to the international coamunity. Indeed, such 3n
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approach could well prove counter-productive. It was therefore necessary to
pinpoint the issues with which the Commission could deal to good effect. ~he
Commission and the Sixth Committee had a joint responsibility to avoid topics, or
parts of tOpics, which were likely to cause the Commission to become completely
bogged down. In that connection he remarked that in the past his delegation had
supported the work being done on State responsibility but now, after many years of
endeavour in the Commission, it had begun to wonder whether there was any chance of
a convention on State responsibility being drafted, adopted and ratified and
whether better use might not be made of the Co~,ission's resources.
773. Another representative, in reviewing comments and suggestions made for
improving the Commission's programme and methods of work, stressed that in
considering those methods, trying to compare it with other governmental or
non-governmental institutions was of litt'~ value, given the differences in the
nature of the process of elaboration 3nd of the sUbject-matter. The Commission
itself hmd made many suggestions for enhancing the process, including requests for
MOre time and resources. Moreover, during the Commirssion"s term of office, the
Planning Group of the Enlarged Bureau had addressed itself in depth to questions of
methods of work each year and had considered various proposals. Clearly, the
Commission had not been insensitive to the need to consider the functional
modalities of its work. It had itself drawn attention to points where there were
shortcomingse In that connection, the Stgth Committee should readily acknowledge
tbatmanagement of the Commission woul~ not be efficient unless the Committee
itself was ready to improve, change or even discard some of the established
traditions, if necessary.
774. The vari~s interrelated questions involved ranged, he said, from the
circulation of documentation and the availability of sufficient Secretariat
resources to priorities for the consideration of the various toplca~ the manner in
which the various members of the Commission responded to the reports of the Specia1
!
Rapporteur, and the format of the Commission's report to the General Assembly.
775. Given the current situation, he said, there was absolutely no reason why the
various topics should be pitched against each other or why a certain topic should
be allowed to mushroom at the eXPense of the time allotted to ~he consideration of
another topic which had been lagging for years. Similarly, a change of special
rapporteura should not automatically involve a conc&ptual change of gears,
particularly when COnsideration of the topic was conceptually sufficiently mature.
Nor was there any reason why every topic should be discussed at every session, that
should not be the criterion for determining the seriousness with which the
CoMmission vieWed a topic or the work of a special rapporteur. Similarly, the
Commission and the specialrapporteurs should not refer draft articles to the
Drafting Committee until they had received sufficient in-depth consideration, this
was how the backlog in the Drafting eommittee was created. In that connection, it
was perhaps regrettable that the Commission had abandoned the practice ~hereby its
Chairman summed up the debate and Whereby the summing up became Instructions to the
Drafting Committee. That was what had transformed the Drafting Comaittee into a
negotiating group that required more time than was normally needed for a drafting
e2tercis••
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776. Furthermore, he observed that the Commission would soon be reconstituted and
the financial crisis of the Organization would definitely have an impact on its
work. It was time to encourage the Commission to consider the questions referred
to, very early in its session and in plenary, on the basis of ~ paper prepared by
the Secretariat setting out the various suggestions made by the Planning Group Of
the Enlarged Bureau during the Commission's previous term of office and those
presented in the Committee durinq the same period. The Commission should then seek
to establish a plan of work for the t~tal duration of its term of office, in the
light of what it perceived to be achievable targets and of the resolutions of the
General Assembly.
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777. He stressed that a constructive change in the Commission's methods of work
would introduce a constructive change in the form of the annual debate on the
Commission's report in the Sixth Committee.
778. In its draft resolution submitted to the General Assembly for adoption, the
Sixth Committee inclUded a paragraph by which the International Law Commission was
requested (a) to consider thoroughly: (i) the planning of its activities for the,
term of office of its members, bearing in mind the desirability of achieviQ9 as
much progress as possible in the preparation of draft articles on specific topica,
(i1) its methods of work in all their aspects, bearing in mind the possibility o~ .
staggering the consideration of some topics, and (b) to indic~te in its annual
report those subjects and issues on which expressions of views by Governments,
either in the Sixth Committee or in written form, would be of particular interest
for the continuation of its work. That draft resolution was subsequently adopted
by the General Assembly on 3 December 1986 as resolution 41/81.
779. Some representatives referred to the financial crisio of the Organization and
its impact on the work of the Commission. It was said that in spite of thet crisis
it was essential to ensure the normal functioning of the Commission at its future,
sessions. The observation was made that notwithstanding support for the measures
of economy and rationalization adopted by the United Nations, the.importan~ work
entrusted to the Commission under Article 13 of the Charter should not be thwarted
in any way.
780. With regard to the two-week shortening of the 1986 session, several
representativea were of the view that it was regrettable that despite the value o~
its work, the Commission had been obliged to shorten its session for lack of
financial support. It was hoped that that particular development would not b~ome
a regular feature and that, given the tmportance of the work entrusted to it, the
Commission would be able to revert to a session of 12 weeks.

781. SOme ~~presentatives urged a resto~ation of the customary 12 week session. Jt
was maintained that despite the current financial crisis of the United Nations, ,
Member States attached great importance to the Commission's codific~tio~ work. The
Commission should be given the time needed for consideration of the compl~x topics
'on its agenda. Its next session should last at least 12 weeks~ ~nd the
Commission's meetings should be given the highest priority in the distribution of
the available financial resources for 1987. While the imperativ~ need was
recognized for the United Nations to exercise fiscal restraint and any measures
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were supported which might enable the commission to improve its effeotiveness, it
was doubted whether even with the help of such measures the Commission would be
able to perform its work adequately if the length of its sessions was reduced. The
consequences apparent from the 1986 report of the Commission were serious, and it
was urged that every effort be made to allow the Commission a full 12-week session.
782. According to certain other representatives, the matter had to be seen in the
overall context. The duration of the sessions of other expert bodies had been
reduced to an even greater extent. The better treatment received by the Commission
in that respect constituted a recognition of its importance. Furthermore, no
united Nations body could stand aside from the effects of the financial situation.
The view was expressed that for futu~e commission sessions, their duration should
not exceed 10 weeks.

'k

783. After the conclusion of the debate, the Sixth Committee recommended a draft
resolution for adoption by the General Assembly which included a paragraph by which
the Assembly tok note of the comments of the Commission on the question of the
duration of its session (para. 252 of the 1986 report of the Commission) and
expressed the view that the needs of the work of codification and progressive
development of international law and the magnitude and complexity of the SUbjects
on the agenda of the Commission made it desirable that~he usual duration of its
sessions be maintained. That draft resolution was subsequently adopted by the
General Assembly on 3 December 1986 as resolution 41/81.
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784. Those representatives who referred to the matter expressed agreement with the
Commission's conclusion concerning the fundamental importance of the continuance of
the present system of summary records (para. 253 of the Commission's 1986 report).
Those recorda, as well as other basic documents of the Commission, constituted
irreplaceable source material and a crucial requirement for the procass of the
codification and progressive development of inte~na,tional law. It would be a
significant loss to Governments in their endeavours to conduct their affairs in
aocordance with the rule of law if records of the commission's debates were not
available. According to one representative~ it was extremely important to continue
the existing system of summary records since in daily legal work relating to the
provisions of international conventions prepared in draft by the commission, it was
essential to be able to refer to the travaux preparatoires•. According to another
representative, while agreeing with the commission's vie~ that its documentation
should not be cut back, it was difficult to concur with the categorization of the
summary records of the Commission's meetings aB travaux preparatoirea. The fact
that the draft articles constituting the basic proposal were negotiated by
individuals acting in their personal capacity limited the extent to which they
could be relied upon to ascertain the intention of the legislators, who were
government representatives at a plenipotentiary conference. None the less, it was
stressed that the summary records, if not strictly speaking the
travaux preparatoires of conventions, did show the train of thought among the
eminent lawyers on the Comndsslon and could therefore help in the interpretation of
texts which had not been adequately c1atified before adoption. The financial
circumsta~ce8 of the United Nations NUst not lead to the di6continuance of the
Commission's summary records.
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785e Representatives also stressed the importance of the timely issuance of the
Yearbook of the International Law COmmission, an extremely valuable aid for the
lawmaking process. Efforts aimed at ensuring the regular publication of the
Yearbook were welcomed, as it was an important source of material for the study of
all aspects of international law.
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786. Those representatives who referred to the matter supported the publication of
a new edition of The Work of the International Law Commission. The view was
expressed that an Updated version Qf that pUblication was long overdue, in view of
its great usefulness and of the adoption of several conventions based upon draft
articles prepared by the Commission.
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787. Finally, one representative remarked that the 1986 report of the Commission,
although carefully prepared, presented many translation diffiCUlties. For example,
the word "mercantil", used in the Spanish version, was not in current use in his
count~y, where "comercial" was preferred. The word "incoaci6n", used in the
Spanish version of article 24 of the draft on jurisdictional immunities of States
and their property, was not in current use either. The COmnission had been right
to try to avoid formulating definitions. In his opinion, however, definitions were
not only inevitable but obligatory in the area of criminal law, which could not
dispense with specifying types of offences.
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788. Representatives welcomed and encouraged the strengthening of links of
co-operation between the COmmission and regional bodies active in the field of
international law. The interchange of information among jurists dedicated to
promoting the rUle of law at the international and regional levels was a sound and
useful practice.
789. One representative stated that it would be helpfui if the International Law
COmmission were to broaden and intensify its contacts with other lawmaking bodies
dealing with issues in such fields as trade and economic relations, transbou:ndary
pollution or even disarmament, which might have implications for items on the
Commission's agenda. Through interaction with those other bodies the Commission
could both provide and gain insight and encour~gement and, in the process, enrich
its own work as well as theirs.
790. Another representative paid SPecial tribute to the work of the Asian-African
Legal Consultative Committee, which had made an immense contribution in the past
three decades to the progressive development and codification of international law,
with due regard to the special needs and interests of the developing countries of
the Asian and African regions. He pointed out that, at the Eighth COnference of
Beads of State or Government of Non-Aligned COuntries, held at Barare recently, the
POlitical Declaration inclUded several paragraphs concerning such SUbjects as the
non-use of force and the peaceful settlement of disputes. They should be duly
taken into account by the Commission in its future work, as they reflected the
considered positions of the large majority of the membership of the international
community. An opportunity should also be given to the commoowealth, although
not a
,
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regional organization, to convey to the caMMission its views on the topics with
which it dealt"
3.

International Law Seminar

791. Representatives welcomed the convening of the twenty-second session of the
International Law Seminar and expresse6 appreciation to those Governments wt. ~ had
made fellowships available to a number of participants. The hope was expreSl J
that the Seminar would continue to be held. It had proved to be of great value
over the years in enabling young lawye~s; particularly from developing countries,
to gain first-h,nd insight into the work of the Commission and to broaden their
expertise and experience.

,
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792. Appeals were addressed to all MeJlber states to make generous contributions

80

that the Seminar could continue to be held•
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Notes
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Official records of the General Assembly, PortY-first Session, Supplement
No. 10 (A/41/10).
~/
~~, PortY-first sessiont Sixth COMmittee, 27th to 34th, 36th to 44th
and 51st meetings.

11

Item.125 was considered by the Sixth Ca.Mittee at its 27th to 34th, 36th
to 44th, 49th and 50tb meetings, held between 29 October and 13 Novellber, and on
20 and 21 November 1986. Official Records of the General AssemblYt Porty-first
Session, Sixth Committee, 27th to 34th, 36th to 44th, 49th and 50th meetings•
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